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SUMMARY 
Human phonation is a laryngeal motor behavior that extends from reflexive and unlearned limbic 
laryngeal actions to controlled and coordinated, highly skilled vocal movements that support speech and/or 
singing. Phonation requires coordination of the respiratory, laryngeal, and articulatory systems. 
Abnormalities or changes in phonation mechanisms result in voice disorders. When voice disorders 
develop in the absence of anatomical, neurological, and/or psychogenic causes, a functional voice disorder 
occurs. The prevalence of functional dysphonia in the treatment seeking population at our clinic is 41%, 
and female professional voice users are predominantly affected (43% women vs. 36% men). Most  
functional voice disorders fall under the category of muscle tension dysphonia (MTD) and are linked to 
inappropriate muscle activity in response to sensory perturbations, such as upper respiratory infections, 
smoke, laryngopharyngeal reflux (LPR), significant vocal demands or stressful life events. Additionally, 
during vagal nerve stimulation  (VNS) functional dysphonia can occur (in 66% of cases), which is an 
example of neurological interference in laryngeal muscle activity. Study of the impact of VNS on vocal 
characteristics presents a unique possibility to assess voice alteration by mimicking functional voice 
disorders.  However, central neural system (CNS) control of voice in patients with MTD, remains poorly 
understood. In fact, even in healthy people, the neurophysiological mechanisms of how the brain controls 
phonation are practically unknown.  
The goal of this study was to investigate CNS control of voice with emphasis on phonation in 
women with MTD. The most important steps toward attaining this goal included (1) investigation of the 
impact of VNS on vocal characteristics, (2) investigation of CNS control of voice in healthy women and 
women with MTD; (3) investigation of CNS control of voice in healthy female singers with normal vocal 
characteristics and supraglottic compression.  
The study of the impact of VNS on vocal characteristics has demonstrated that subjects with VNS 
had a disordered perceptual and objective vocal quality. During stimulation and especially during raised 
stimulation, the fundamental frequency was significantly increased. This is an example of influence of 
neurological perturbation on vocal output. 
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The study of CNS control of voice in healthy women and women with MTD has demonstrated 
that MTD patients use the auditory, motor, frontal, parietal, and subcortical areas for phonation control. 
Healthy people for the purpose of phonation control also use these brain areas. However, comparison of 
phonation tasks in the two groups (MTD patients and healthy individuals) revealed higher brain activities 
in the precentral gyrus, inferior, middle and superior frontal gyrus, lingual gyrus, insula, cerebellum, 
midbrain, and brainstem as well as lower brain activities in the cingulate gyrus, superior and middle 
temporal gyrus, and inferior parietal lobe in the MTD group. In patients with MTD, these altered 
(higher/lower) brain activities may result in laryngeal tension and voice symptoms.  
The study of CNS control of voice in healthy female singers with supraglottic compression has 
showed a significant effect of phonation control in the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus, and in the frontal, 
cingulate, superior and middle temporal gyrus, as well as in the parietal lobe, insula, lingual gyrus, 
cerebellum, thalamus, and brainstem. These activation areas are consistent with previous reports using 
other functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) protocols. In addition, a significant effect of 
phonation was found in the bilateral superior temporal gyrus, and the pre/postcentral gyrus. In healthy 
female singers with supraglottic compression, the brain activity in the pre/postcentral gyrus may be a 
biomarker of laryngeal supraglottic compression during phonation.  
The major challenge for future research in CNS control of voice consists of defining the 
connections between routine voice diagnostic behavioral measures (i.e. perceptual, acoustic, and 
aerodynamic) and brain imaging data in order to better understand the relationship between current clinical 
voice measures and the underlying neural events in disordered voice. Moreover, a study group including 
neurologists, otolaryngologists and speech pathologists will be needed to conduct and assess these 
investigations. A better understanding of CNS control of voice will help to establish biomarkers of disease 
and may eventually lead to individualtreatment plans that may improve clinical outcomes in the treatment 




Stemgeving bij de mens is gebaseerd op laryngaal motorisch gedrag dat varieert van reflectoire en 
spontane limbisch gestuurde laryngale acties tot gecontroleerde, gecoördineerde en erg gevorderde vocale 
bewegingen ter ondersteuning van spraak en/of de zang. Fonatie vereist coördinatie van de respiratoire, 
laryngale en articulatorische systemen. Afwijkende fonatiemechanismen resulteren in stemstoornissen. 
Stemstoornissen zonder anatomische, neurologische en/of psychogene oorzaken, worden beschouwd als 
functionele stemstoornissen. De prevalentie van functionele dysfonie in de consulterende  populatie is 41% 
en het zijn vooral vrouwelijke professionele stemgebruikers die getroffen worden ( 43% vrouwen vs 36% 
mannen). De meeste functionele stemstoornissen vallen onder de categorie van MTD (muscle tension 
dysphonia). MTD wordt vooral veroorzaakt door ongepaste spieractiviteit ten gevolge van sensorische 
afwijkingen, zoals bij bovenste luchtweginfecties, (passief) roken, laryngofaryngeale reflux (LFR), 
overmatig stemgebruik of stress. Bij nervus Vagus stimulatie (NVS) kan een functionele stemstoornis 
uitgelokt worden. NVS kan als voorbeeld van perifere neurologisch beïnvloeding van (afwijkende) 
spieractiviteit in de larynx beschouw worden. De aansturing door het centrale zenuwstelsel (CZS) van de 
fonatie bij patiënten met functionele stemstoornissen is echter momenteel niet gekend en zelfs bij gezonde 
mensen is het neurofysiologische mechanisme over hoe hersenen de fonatie controleren vrijwel 
onbeschreven.   
Het doel van deze studie was om de centraal neurologische  stemcontrole te onderzoeken, daarbij 
vooral gefocust op fonatie bij vrouwen met MTD.  De studie werd als volgt opgebouwd: (1) onderzoeken 
van de impact van VNS op de objectieve en subjectieve vocale karakteristieken, (2) onderzoeken van de 
CNS stemcontrole bij gezonde vrouwen en bij vrouwen met MTD,  (3) onderzoeken van de CNS 
stemcontrole bij gezonde zangeressen met normale vocale karakteristieken en supraglottische compressie.  
De studie naar de impact van VNS op de objectieve en subjectieve vocale karakteristieken heeft 
aangetoond dat personen met VNS een gestoorde perceptuele en objectieve stemkwaliteit hadden. Tijdens 
stimulatie en vooral tijdens verhoogde stimulatie, steeg de fundamentele frequentie significant. Toch 
ervaren  de personen geen psychosociaal belemmerend effect op de stemkwaliteit of op de levenskwaliteit.  
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De studie naar CNS stemcontrole bij gezonde vrouwen en vrouwen met MTD heeft aangetoond 
dat patiënten met MTD de auditieve, motorische, frontale, pariëtale en subcorticale zones voor fonatie 
controle gebruiken. Gezonde vrouwen gebruiken eveneens dezelfde zones voor fonetische controle. Er was 
echter een verschil bij het vergelijken van de fonetische taken tussen deze 2 populaties (MTD vs gezond): 
de groep vrouwen met MTD vertoonde hogere hersenactiviteit in de precentrale gyrus, onderste, middelste 
en bovenste frontale gyrus, linguale gyrus, insula, cerebellum, middenhersenen en hersenstam en een lagere 
hersenactiviteit in de cingulate gyrus, bovenste en middelste temporale gyrus en onderste pariëtale 
hersenkwab. Bij patiënten met MTD, kan deze alternerende (hogere/lagere) hersenactiviteit resulteren in 
andere laryngale spanning en stemsymptomen.  
De studie van CNS stemcontrole bij gezonde zangeressen met supgralottische compressie heeft 
een significant effect van fonatie controle in zowel de bilaterale pre/postcentrale gyrys, en in de frontale, 
cingulate, bovenste en middelste temporale gyrus, als in de pariëtale hersenkwab, insula, lingual gyrus, 
cerebellum, thalamus, en hersenstam aangetoond. Deze geactiveerde gebieden zijn consistent met eerdere 
onderzoeken die andere fRMI protocollen volgden. Bovendien werd een significant effect van fonatie in de 
bilaterale bovenste temporale gyrus en de pre/post centrale gyrus gevonden. Bij gezonde zangeressen met 
supraglottische compressie, kan de hersenactiviteit in de pre/postcentrale gyrus een biomarker zijn van 
laryngale supraglottische compressie gedurende fonatie.  
De grootste uitdaging in het verder onderzoek naar CNS stemcontrole is het aantonen van het 
verband tussen de routinematige diagnostische gedragsmetingen (i.e. perceptueel, akoestisch en 
aerodynamisch) en beelden van de hersenen om een beter zicht te krijgen op de relatie tussen de huidige 
klinische stemmetingen en de onderliggende (pathologische) neurologische aansturing bij de dysfone  stem. 
Daarenboven, zal een studiegroep van neurologen, NKO specialisten en spraakpathologen deze 
onderzoeken verder  moeten ontwikkelen, uitvoeren en analyseren. Een beter begrip van CNS stemcontrole 
zal helpen om biomarkers te identificeren die kunnen leiden tot betere diagnostiek en uiteindelijk tot het 
verder aanpassen van de behandeling van de professionele stemgebruikers met dysfonie. 
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3D MPRAGE: three-dimensional magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo 
ACC: anterior cingulate cortex 
BA: Brodmann’s area  
BOLD: blood oxygenation level dependent 
CMT: circumlaryngeal manual therapy 
CNS: central neural system 
CPG: central pattern generator  
CT: cricothyroid 
DSI: dysphonia severity index 
EMG: electromyography 
ENT: ear, nose and throat 
F0: fundamental frequency 
FDR: the false discovery rate 
fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging  
FWHM: full width at the half maximum 
GLM: general linear model 
HNR: harmonics-to-noise ratio 
HRF: hemodynamic responses function  
ICA: Independent Component Analysis  
IFG: inferior frontal gyrus  
LEMG: laryngeal electromyography 
LMC: laryngeal motor cortex 
LPR:  laryngopharyngeal reflux 
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LV: laryngeal videostroboscopy 
M1: primary motor cortex 
MDVP: Multi Dimensional Voice Program 
MFG: middle frontal gyrus 
MH: mylohyoid 
MPT: maximum phonation time 
MTD: muscle tension dysphonia 
MTG: middle temporal gyrus  
NTS: nucleus tractus solitarius 
PAG: periaqueductal gray 
PET: positron emission tomography  
PRT: Brain Voyager protocol file 
QOL: quality of life 
R1: first acoustic resonance of the vocal tract 
RF: reticular formation  
RFX-ANCOVA: ANCOVA Random Effect Analysis 
RLN: recurrent laryngeal nerve 
S1: primary sensory cortex 
SD: spasmodic dysphonia  
SFG: superior frontal gyrus 
SH: sternohyoid 
SLN: superior laryngeal nerve 
SMA: supplementary motor area  
Spt: planum temporale  
STG: superior temporal gyrus  
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TH: thyrohyoid 
VC: vital capacity 
VF: vocal fold 
VHI: voice handicap index 
VN: vagal nerve 
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The prevalence of functional dysphonia in the working-age population (25 – 64 years) seeking 
consultation in an ear, nose and throat (ENT) department is 41%, and female professional voice users are 
predominantly affected (43% women vs. 36% men)1. The term muscle tension dysphonia (MTD) is often 
used to describe functional voice disorders with vocal hyperfunction. It is caused by dysregulated laryngeal 
muscle activity, or excessive muscle usage in phonation2,3. Causes of MTD include environmental 
(external) or systemic (internal) factors or stimuli, such as upper respiratory infection, second-hand smoke, 
laryngopharyngeal reflux (LPR), significant vocal demands, or stressful life events4.   
Recent studies, however, have demonstrated that laryngeal compression may be a regular 
laryngeal behavior during normal speaking and singing 5-13.  Thus far, no studies have been able to identify 
neural biomarkers that indicate supraglottic compression and may help to determine whether laryngeal 
compression is either a dysfunctional or a normal laryngeal behavior.  
Additionally, a voice disorder that is caused by vagal nerve stimulation (VNS) can be 
distinguished from the category of functional voice disorders. VNS is most often used to treat epilepsy 
when other treatments are not effective. It involves delivering electrical impulses to the vagus nerve (VN). 
However, VNS is often associated with alteration of voice (66%) 14. This voice disorder may be caused by 
the impulses from the electrode that not only go to the brain, but also travel to the superior laryngeal nerve 
(SLN) and recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN), and then to the larynx15. Study of the impact of VNS on the 
vocal characteristics presents a unique possibility to assess alteration of voice by mimicking functional 
voice disorders developed as a result of stimulating the SLN and/or the RLN and thereby exciting either the 
afferent and/or efferent nerve fibers of the laryngeal system.  
The neurophysiological background of functional voice disorder is not fully understood 16-20. More 
specifically, the role of central neural system (CNS) control of voice in patients with functional voice 
disorder is currently unknown. In fact, even in healthy people, the neurophysiological mechanisms of how 
brain controls phonation are practically unknown.  
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1. Voice and voice disorders 
Voice, vocalization, phonation, speech, singing... What's the difference?  
Definition of voice, vocalization, speech and phonation are often used interchangeably, but there 
are differences between them. Voice is defined as a production of sounds during phonation for crying, 
humming, speech, and singing21. Voice is present at birth and becomes further differentiated as the infant 
develops and begins to speak. Speech is a learned vocal behavior that conveys meaning and involves the 
formulation of meaningful phrases through lexical selection and grammatical relationships requiring 
language processing. Human singing is also a learned vocal behavior that can be produced both with and 
without semantic content. The basic activity of all these processes (i.e., voice, speech, singing, and 
vocalization) is phonation. Human phonation is a laryngeal motor behavior that extends from reflexive and 
unlearned limbic laryngeal actions,22-24 to controlled and coordinated, highly skilled vocal movements that 
support speech and/or singing 25, 26. Phonation is developed through a gradual process of increased 
adaptation resulting in a more complex behavior25.  
Voice disorders 
A voice disorder is characterized by the abnormal production and/or absence of vocal quality, 
pitch, loudness, resonance, and/or duration, which is inappropriate for an individual's age and/or sex27. The 
underlying cause of a voice disorder can be organic or functional. Organic voice disorders result from 
acquired morphological changes of the vocal cords (e.g. cysts, nodules, papilloma, polyps) of the larynx. 
However, a functional voice disorder occurs when vocal quality deteriorates in the absence of anatomic and 
neurological factors. Most of functional disorders fall under the category of MTD. In addition, the 




Muscle tension dysphonia 
MTD is a common functional dysphonia that is clinically characterized by vocal hyperfunction 16, 
17, 30-32. Vocal hyperfunction can be defined as the involvement of too much muscle force and physical 
effort during phonation2,3.  
MTD is often observed in vocally untrained people who have used their voices extensively30. The 
main symptoms of MTD include dysphonia, often with limited vocal pitch ranges (such as a high and 
narrow vocal pitch interval) 33-37, neck or shoulder stiffness, excessive vocal effort, vocal fatigue, and 
unpleasant sensation in the larynx (discomfort, laryngeal pain and/or tiredness) 16, 17. All of these symptoms 
intensify with extended vocal use. While it is often associated with the absence of primary organic (primary 
MTD) or neurologic laryngeal disorders, MTD may lead to organic pathologies (secondary MTD) such as 
secondary vocal nodules that require complicated and costly surgeries20, 38.  
The main features of MTD include laryngeal elevation during phonation (the hyoid and larynx are 
in a higher position in MTD patients compared to controls) 35, abnormal glottal closure, excessive 
supraglottic activities (anteroposterior contraction and ventricular fold adduction) (Figure 1.1), and 
increased external laryngeal muscle activity 30, 39.  
   
Figure 1.1: Larynx in MTD. Complete glottal closure was defined during phonation of the sound /i/ on a habitual 
pitch level. Incomplete glottal closure was defined during phonation of the sound /i/ at a high pitch level.  
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Increased posterior cricoarythenoid muscle activity and lateral supraglottic contraction during 
phonation of the sound /i/ at a high pitch level. Causes of MTD include environmental (external) or 
systemic (internal) factors or stimuli. The most common factors or stimuli are upper respiratory infection, 
second-hand smoke, LPR, significant vocal demands, or stressful life events4. Most often, more than one 
factor is likely to be involved. In MTD, hyperfunctional vocal behavior is often a result of inappropriate 
compensatory strategies for muscle activities that are adopted in response to these sensory perturbations 
(i.e., environmental or systemic stimuli)20.  
Patients with functional dysphonia have also been characterized as introverted, stress reactive, 
alienated, and unhappy40, 41. The reaction of the individual to stress may vary according to their personality 
characteristics40, 41. It may be only hypothesized that the reaction of the brain to external or internal stimuli 
may vary according to personality characteristics and/or behavior. 
The pathophysiology of MTD is not fully understood 16-20. The major pathophysiological finding 
in patients with functional voice disorders has been that the hyoid and larynx positions are higher in such 
patients than in healthy controls 35. The only muscles which may be affected in this context is the 
thyrohyoid (TH) muscle which raises the larynx to the hyoid, the anterior belly of the digastric muscle and 
the mylohyoid (MH) 42 muscle in the submental region which pull the hyoid upwards. Van Houtte et al 18 
have found TH muscle overactivity during phonation in patients with MTD compared to a healthy group. 
However, no studies have verified that the anterior belly of the digastric muscle and the MH muscle are 
consistently activated in MTD. The MH muscle is deep under the platysma, sternohyoid (SH), and the 
omohyoid and cannot be accurately recorded from the neck surface by using surface electromyography 
(EMG). To our knowledge, there have been no studies using intrinsic laryngeal electromyography to study 
the activation levels of any of the intrinsic muscles such as the anterior belly of the digastric, MH, 
thyroarythenoid, lateral cricoarytenoid, cricothyroid or posterior cricoarytenoid muscles in patients with 
MTD. Most of the recent studies aimed at determining biomarkers of functional dysphonia have used 
paralaryngeal surface electromyography, mechanomyography, high-resolution manometry, and 24-h Dual-
probe pH-metry 18-20, 43-48. These studies, however, do not provide any evidence for a primary 
biomechanical disturbance in patients with voice disorders; no significant differences in phonation-induced 
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upper esophageal sphincter pressure and in electromyographic activity of submental, infrahyoidal, and 
sternocleidomastoid muscles between MTD patients and normal speakers have been detected 18, 19, 49. The 
surface electromyographic measures that have been taken from the anterior neck region and were able to 
measure the platysma and SH muscle, neither of which is consistently active for phonation. The SH muscle 
pulls the hyoid downwards towards the sternum and has not been postulated to be overly active in MTD.  
Current treatment of MTD is based on alleviating the local causes by using indirect voice therapy 
(i.e. patient education and vocal hygiene), direct voice therapy, medical treatment, and surgery (e.g. 
secondary vocal nodules). Direct voice therapy includes working on posture, breathing, phonation, 
articulation, working on muscle tension using progressive relaxation 50, and vocal facilitation techniques 
(chewing exercise51, yawn-sigh approach52, biofeedback training 53 and circumlaryngeal manual therapy 
[CMT]54). Unfortunately, this approach is not effective for a significant proportion of MTD patients55. The 
reported success of voice therapy varies between 64% 54 and 90% 56. According to Speyer 57,the literature 
on the effects of voice therapy in dysphonic patients is limited and many studies have methodological 
problems. For example, in case of perceptual evaluation, it is very often unclear whether the data have been 
offered to the listeners in randomized order and the reports often lack information on pre- or posttherapy 
status of the voice samples. Some studies use very subjective instruments to evaluate therapy effects 
without any statistical foundation. Furthermore, the lack of a good group of healthy controls receiving no 
therapy weakens many study designs. Usually, the results of the effect studies are based on small or 
restricted groups of patients and a small number of speech therapists. Often only restricted sets of 
assessment instruments have been used in the experiments. As a consequence, many aspects of voicing may 
be overlooked. 
Voice disorder induced by vagal nerve stimulation 
VNS is a medical treatment of patients with epilepsy that is sometimes employed when other 
treatments have failed. It involves delivering electrical impulses to the VN which results in further 
dissemination of a low-frequency electric pulse from the VN toward the CNS. In this procedure, an 
electrode is implanted in the neck around the left VN and activated by a pulse generator implanted 
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subcutaneously in the left infraclavicular region (Figure 1.2). Both the frequency and the amplitude of the 
stimulus can be programmed individually in order determine a level of treatment that may lead to a 
decrease in the frequency and severity of epileptic seizures 58. It is also sometimes used as an adjunctive 
treatment for certain types of intractable epilepsy and treatment-resistant depression. However, VNS causes 
simultaneous stimulation of the SLN and RLN and is associated with problems ranging from alteration of 
voice (66%), coughing (45%), pharyngitis (35%),throat pain (28%), 14 and hoarseness (very common) to 
frank laryngeal muscle spasm and upper airway obstruction (rare) 59. "Increased muscle tension," 
presumably in the upper body, may be experienced during the stimulation period 60. Voice disorder induced 
by VNS is considered secondary to peripheral sensory perturbations as a result of prolonged VNS61. 
However, the underlying pathophysiological mechanism is not yet well-understood. 
  




2. Central nervous system control of voice and voice disorder 
Central nervous system control of voice 
Voice control by the human CNS is unique as this innate system is intact at birth and followed by 
adaptation of voluntary control of voice. In order to identify regions of the brain specifically involved in 
vocalization, Brown et al62 conducted a meta-analysis of phonation (syllable singing), which was then 
compared with Turkeltaub et al63 meta-analysis of word production. Results of this meta-analysis showed 
significant areas of overlap in the larynx motor cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA), the rolandic 
operculum, superior temporal gyrus (STG) and cerebellum. However, there were also areas where 
activation was specific to syllable singing compared to overt reading in the frontal operculum, STG, 
putamen and thalamus. These results help to identify the specific brain regions associated with models of 
voice control. The authors suggest a neural model of vocalization in which the principal regions for the 
control of phonation in speaking and singing are the STG, the larynx motor cortex (LMC) and associated 
premotor areas, the cerebellum and the SMA. These data show similarities with the “basic speech 
production network” proposed by Bohland and Guenther64 where it is suggested that additional sequence 
and syllable complexity leads to increased engagement of this speech network and recruitment of additional 
brain areas. It may be expected that vocalization will involve a reduced engagement of this network when 
compared to more complex speech. During vocalization the vocal-sensorimotor system provides both 
somatosensory and auditory feedback, which is used to compare actual and intended vocal output to 
regulate voice fundamental frequency (F0) through error-induced corrective commands. The model 
specifies that auditory error cells locate in the STG and respond when a mismatch between the auditory 
feedback signal and the auditory target is detected. The projections from the auditory error cells transform 
the auditory error into a motor command to correct voice F0 to match actual vocal output with planned 
vocal output. Results from this study also showed increased BOLD in the STG regions when comparing the 
fixed effects group results of shifted vocalization versus non-shifted vocalization. Further evidence of the 
involvement of the STG in a feedforward system to control vocal output is provided by Tourville et al65, 
who used fMRI to examine formant-shifted speech during production of monosyllabic words to test the 
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DIVA model predictions of brain areas involved in articulatory control. The DIVA model of speech 
production66-68 is another model that incorporates auditory feedback and feedforward commands for voice 
and speech control69. 
In this study, we use a neural model of human phonation that consists of (1) the vocal motor 
control system 70, 71, (2) the reflexogenic control system 22, and (3) the feedback control system69, 72-78 
(Figure 1.3). We use this model of human phonation to explain in a simplified way the complex network of 
human vocal behavior presented by Ackerman et al 79, 80. The vocal motor control system is responsible for 
laryngeal motor control while the other two systems maintain laryngeal sensory control during phonation. 
Interaction and seamless cooperation of these basic neurological control systems is indispensable for 
normal phonation. 
Vocal motor control  
The vocal motor control system is responsible for laryngeal motor control. It has a three-level 
organization from the brainstem to LMC81 and consists of two parallel pathways70, 82 (Figure 1.3).  The first 
pathway is derived from the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and controls innate and emotional vocalization 
(i.e. unlearned limbic vocalization), such as crying, groaning or laughing, whereas the second pathway is 
originated from the LMC and controls learned vocal behaviors, such as speech and singing 83, 84.  
The highest level of the human vocal motor control neural network is the LMC (located in the 
primary motor cortex) 62, 85-88 and its modulating systems (such as the inferior frontal gyrus [IFG] (i.e., 
Broca's area), cerebellum, SMA, STG, and supramarginal gyrus) (Figure 1.3) 70, 87-92. In humans, the LMC 
establishes both the direct 89, 93 and indirect (via the reticular formation (RF)) 82 connections with laryngeal 
motoneurons which are responsible for control of laryngeal movements for learned but not innate 
vocalizations (Figure 1.3)82. The LMC is also responsible for the integrative control of breathing during 




Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of laryngeal neural control of normal phonation (modified from a 
neural model of vocalization proposed by Zarate61). The vocal motor control system (central columns), reflexogenic 
system (yellow-outlined boxes and yellow arrows), and feedback system (blue boxes and arrows). The lower level of 
the vocal motor control system, the reticular formation (RF) (red box), generates complete vocal patterns to phonatory 
motoneurons (white box). The middle level of the motor control system, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and 
periaqueductal gray (PAG) (green boxes), guides emotional vocalization. The upper level of the laryngeal motor 
control system, the laryngeal motor cortex (LMC), is responsible for producing learned/skilled vocalizations (i.e., 
speech and song) and requires inputs from the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) for motor planning of voice (other 
modulatory brain regions of the LMC are not depicted) (gray box). Feedback from phonation is processed by the 
ascending somatosensory (left) and auditory (right) pathways and transmitted to the superior temporal gyrus (STG) 
(blue boxes and arrows; only selected regions of these pathways are shown) via the RF (red box). Sensory feedback 
from phonation provides actual information (how it feels), while the STG (red-outlined box; other possible brain 
regions involved in the prediction/correction mechanism are not depicted), provides information on the expected state 
(how should it feel) relying on a neural ‘model’. The mismatch between actual sensory feedback and sensory 
predictions of motor commands indicates an error signal that, if large enough, would trigger changes in the neural 
‘model’ generating alterations in motor control (sending corrective commands (gray dotted arrow)) and sensory 
perception (changing sensitivity (black dotted arrow)). 
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The middle level of the vocal motor control system is located in the ACC and the periaqueductal 
gray (PAG) (Figure 1.3). The ACC and PAG guide the phonation for innate and emotional vocalization70, 83, 
84, 95, 96  
The lower level of the vocal motor control neural network is the RF of the brainstem (Figure 1.3). 
The RF contains a central pattern generator (CPG) for vocalization which generates motor patterns of 
laryngeal muscle co-activation 97-99. However, most of the research on the brainstem network was 
conducted in animal studies 83, 96, 100, 101 rather than humans 102, 103.  
Recent studies have proposed potential integrative neural substrates linking innate and learned 
vocal neural pathways: the ACC 95, 104, 105, basal ganglia 80, 95, 106, cerebellum 79, 95, 105, 106, and auditory cortex 
77, 104, 106. However, most of these studies have focused on the affective vocalization control 95, 104-106 and 
articulatory control 79, 80 rather than on laryngeal neural control77 of phonation. 
Vocal sensory control 
Phonation control depends on sensory input that provides the target for laryngeal motor control of 
phonation. Sensory control includes the reflexogenic and feedback systems.  
The reflexogenic system fine-tunes vocal fold movements and relies on three components of a 
reflex arc: the sensory afferents (laryngeal, pulmonary, esophageal, and cochlear), brainstem function, and 
laryngeal efferents (Figure 1.3). Wyke 22 has divided the reflexogenic system into two categories: intrinsic 
and extrinsic.  
The intrinsic reflexogenic system is elicited by stimulation of the laryngeal afferents contained in 
the SLN 107-110. Subglottic air pressures, stretching forces, and tension in the laryngeal joints stimulate these 
afferents. The laryngeal afferent information is projected to the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) and the RF 
in the brainstem 108. These structures process incoming information and exert coordinated excitatory and 
inhibitory influences on the laryngeal efferents in the nucleus ambiguous 22, 111-115. Coordinated excitatory 
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and inhibitory influences on the laryngeal efferents adjust reflexive vocal fold movements thus maintaining 
normal phonation 22. 
The extrinsic reflexogenic system is related to the pulmonary, esophageal, and auditory reflexes. 
The auditory reflexes (i.e., “Lombard” reflex/effect, middle-ear, and olivocochlear acoustic reflexes) make 
continuous corrections for sound perception and vocal output 116-121. In 2006, Hage et al 121 discovered 
audio-vocal neurons in the RF that play a crucial role in the gating of incoming sounds for the auditory 
reflexes. The pulmonary 22 and esophageal 122 reflexes have no influence on the phonatory activity of the 
laryngeal muscles in healthy people.  
The second sensory system, feedback, plays a key role in development of phonation123, 124 for 
learned vocalization. The feedback system includes two forms: auditory and somatosensory feedback 69 
(Figure 1.3). During human development, feedback from motor and sensory systems 77 provides 
information necessary for adaptation of phonation and particularly of vocal quality to the continuously 
changing environment. Without sensory information phonation does not develop normally 25.  Specific 
brain regions are involved in the control of the sensory feedback of vocalization: the STG77,125, planum 
temporale (Spt), primary and secondary somatosensory cortex, as well as the insula71. Moreover, studies by 
Parkinson et al77 have shown STG activity as a key region involved in processing auditory and 
somatosensory feedback of vocalization.  
From more fundamental neurobiological point of view, the modulation to sensory feedback brings 
about significant central neuroplastic changes 126, 127. Neural plasticity or brain plasticity is the ability of the 
CNS to change and adapt in response to sensory stimuli, environmental cues, experience, behavior, injury 
or disease by reorganizing its structure, function and connections 126, 128, 129. Neural plasticity can result 
from a change in function within a particular neural substrate in the CNS through alterations in neuronal 
excitability130. Changes in the function of a neural substrate can then alter behavior secondary to 
environmental influences such as experience, learning (e.g. vocal training may result in changes in 
laryngeal activity)131, development, aging, change in use, injury or response to injury such as unmasking 
due to the loss of surround inhibition with reduced afferent input132-134. Neural plasticity may alter the 
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function of the original neural substrate used to produce a regular behavior135. Understanding how the brain 
adapts to a changing environment will provide insight into how this adaptation influences the development 
of phonation and its disorders. 
Vocal learning and adaptation 
During development of phonation and particularly of vocal quality, laryngeal control becomes 
increasingly skilled and rapid. Moreover, the balance of aerodynamic and muscle forces adapts to rapidly 
changing vocal requirements, including modulations of pitch, loudness, and rate. Integration of the sensory 
input and laryngeal motor output is required for this adaptation 75, 136, 137. However, sensory feedback 
control is too slow to support the required rapid and skilled vocal movements. Most of these movements 
are pre-programmed. These programs require the generation of internal representations or a neural ‘model’ 
of the sensorimotor transformations required to generate the set of motor commands that will execute a 
desired movement. This neural ‘model’ reinforces or corrects the motor activation in the brain 74 and 
adjusts brain processing to the current sensory information 138 (Figure 1.3). Once this neural ‘model’ is 
learned, the internal system can then predict likely sensory consequences of a motor command prior to the 
arrival of actual sensory feedback. Thus, online feedback control of phonation is achieved primarily via the 
neural ‘model’ whereas actual feedback information is used to train and update this neural model. Actual 
feedback provides necessary information and plays a key role in learning, maintaining, and updating the 
neural ‘model’ and can also be used to correct overt prediction/feedback mismatch errors75. Any changes in 
the larynx require adaptation and updating of this neural model74. There have been many studies that 
attempt to establish the neural correlates of the neural ‘model’139, 140. The premotor cortex 141, 142 and 
cerebellum 65, 143 are involved in the control of the neural ‘model’. The STG has been identified as an 
integration area of sensory input and motor output during phonation75, 77, specifically during error detection 
and correction involved in pitch processing65, 66, 77, 144, 145. Furthermore, the STG is involved in auditory-
vocal integration and processing of predicted and actual vocal output146. Brain imaging studies have shown 
that some areas of the brain are more active when unexpected sensory perturbation is present. Studies by 
Parkinson et al147 have shown that STG is a potential key brain area activated during vocalization with 
changed feedback. A functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment by Parkinson et al147 
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identified STG activation during pitch-shifted (compared to non-shifted) vocalization and did not reveal 
activation during non-shifted vocalization compared to pitch-shifted vocalization. It has been suggested that 
a match between expected and actual output results in suppression in the auditory cortex and leads to an 
overlapping pattern of activations. On the other hand, a mismatch between expected and actual output 
results in an increase of sensitivity in the auditory cortex 148, 149.  
Central neural system control of functional voice disorders  
The neurophysiological background of MTD is not fully understood 16-20. The absence of an 
appropriate model that is truly representative of human vocal learning and adaptation is largely responsible 
for the latency in research of CNS control of voice.  
Vocal motor control of functional voice disorder 
The vocal motor control system transmits impulses to the motoneurons that control movements of 
the 150laryngeal muscles, thus enabling maintenance of balance in the larynx during phonation. Recent 
experimental studies have shown that complex vocal fold alterations (inflammation and trauma) and  
sensory stimulations cause tic changes with prolonged excitability in the divisions of the vocal motor 
control system: the PAG and RF 107,151,152. These regions are responsible for coordination of phonatory 
motoneurons via CPG for vocalization 83, 97, 153. However, most research on the brainstem network has been 
conducted in animal studies83, 84, 96, 100, 101 rather than in humans102, 103. Morrison et al154,61 have hypothesized 
that repeated stimulation of the laryngeal sensory afferents by noxious stimuli may result in a 
hyperexcitable state of the laryngeal muscle. Morrison et al154,61 have also hypothesized that emotional or 
sensory triggers cause neuroplasticity in the PAG that results in laryngeal motor control alteration via 
projections to the RF which contains the CPG for vocalization. However, currently no known 
neurophysiological mechanisms are available to support this hypothesis.  
Evaluation of VNS presented a unique possibility to assess the neurobiological basis of CNS 
modulation during phonation. Major challenges in this field include the absence of animal models of real-
life speaking/voicing and a limited range of noninvasive studies that can be performed in humans to assess 
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the neural bases of this complex behavior. Humans remain the only species that can be studied in 
methodologically demanding experiments to assess sensorimotor cortical control of phonation for voluntary 
learned vocalization. VNS has recently become an object of study in regulating cortical plasticity150, 155. 
Moreover, the larynx is mainly innervated by the SLN and RLN from the VN. In the brainstem, the sensory 
afferent fibers terminate in the NTS, which then send fibers that connect directly or indirectly to different 
brain regions. These regions include the dorsal raphe nuclei, locus coeruleus, amygdala, hypothalamus, 
thalamus, periaqueductal gray, the anterior cingulate cortex, and orbitofrontal cortex. Functional MRI 
studies have reported activation of these areas during VNS 156-173. Many of these regions respond to and 
modulate phonation, including the insula, PAG, ACC, somatosensory cortices, thalamus, and prefrontal 
cortex. 
Voice disorder induced by VNS is considered secondary to peripheral sensory perturbations as a 
result of prolonged VNS61. The VN projects toward central brainstem structures, such as the NTS, locus 
coeruleus, and RF to other limbic, sensory, cortical, and subcortical areas. The transmission of electric 
stimuli through these neuronal projections provides direct modulatory effects in subcortical sites and 
changes in cortical excitability. This voice disorder may develop as a result of stimulating the SLN and/or 
the RLN and thereby exciting either the efferent and/or nerve afferent fibers of the laryngeal system. The 
RLN innervates all laryngeal muscles except the cricothyroid (CT) muscle, which receives its motor 
impulses from the external division of the SLN. Stimulation of the RLN may induce hypertension of the 
laryngeal muscles during VNS. Laryngoscopy and videostroboscopy have shown left vocal cord adduction 
during stimulation at 30 Hz and higher 174, vocal fold tension15, 29, loss of mucosal wave15, supraglottic 
muscular hyperfunction, and reduced vocal fold mobility29 as the most common findings during VNS 
activation. However, the precise mechanisms by which the CNS exerts its effects remain unknown. A study 
focused on the VN as a possible conduit for sensory stimuli pertinent to phonation control may present a 
unique possibility to assess the influence of vocal adaptation on structure and function of the human brain. 
Using VNS as a human model of real-life vocalization may illustrate a correlation between sensory stimuli, 
vocal changes, and vocal control. 
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Vocal sensory control in voice disorders 
Numerous reflexes affect laryngeal muscle control 23, 175. Laryngeal hyperfunction may represent 
an abnormal excitation and/or reduced inhibition of the laryngeal adductor response 176, the esophageal 122 
and the pulmonary reflexes 22. However, as there is no evidence of increased tension in the intrinsic 
laryngeal adductor muscles in patients with MTD. The only muscles which could likely be stimulated in 
MTD are the anterior belly of the digastric and MH muscles35 as well as the TH muscle. Laryngeal reflexes 
do not activate these muscles; there is no basis to suggest that disturbed reflexogenic control may 
contribute to hyperfunctional vocal behavior in functional voice disorder. 
Feedback plays an important role in development of phonation. Any change in the larynx results 
in changes of voice. Moreover, healthy women have greater sensitivity of the larynx than men 177 and may 
rely more heavily on laryngeal sensory inputs for voice control 178. Therefore, even small changes in 
afferent innervation may result in voice disorders. However, no neurophysiological mechanisms are 
currently available to support these suggestions. In MTD, the sensory stimuli associated with phonation are 
altered, such as poor vocal quality, upper respiratory infection, LPR, vocal demands, and life stress, and 
may trigger changes in laryngeal neural control of phonation and alter muscle activation patterns. However, 
the precise neurophysiological mechanisms by which the CNS exerts its effects on laryngeal neural control 
of phonation remain unknown.  
Stimulation of the SLN during VNS may alter the brain activities of phonation via stimulation of 
vagal afferents and their connections in the brainstem and forebrain. Internal division of the SLN is a 
branch of the VN that provides laryngeal sensory innervation. The afferent fibers of the SLN travel along 
the VN in the carotid sheath. Voice disorder induced by VNS is considered secondary to peripheral sensory 
perturbations as a result of prolonged VNS61. VNS may intervene in the sensory feedback system and 
modulate laryngeal sensorimotor responses resulting in altered autonomic balance and laryngeal 
hyperresponsiveness. Evidence has been reported suggesting that VNS causes long-term neuroplasticity in 
the brain179. Neuroimaging studies corroborate these effects, showing neuronal activity changes in certain 
sites within the brain includingthe amygdala, insula, precentral gyrus, hippocampus, and thalamus 168, 180-
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182. These neuroanatomical connections have been linked to the “bottom-up” mechanism of modulation by 
CNS 183: the transmission of electric stimuli follows an inverse path from peripheral nerves toward the 
brainstem and central structures.  
Vocal learning and adaptation in voice disorders 
Recently an association between the mechanism of vocal learning and adaptation and symptoms of 
MTD has been described184. However, there are no studies that have evaluated neural correlates of 
phonation in MTD and its association with vocal learning and adaptation. The hypothesis that MTD is 
caused by disruptions to the internal model resulting from altered auditory and/or proprioceptive feedback 
was suggested by Urberg-Carlson184, 185. This hypothesis suggested that in MTD the sensory stimulation 
associated with phonation that are altered, such as poor vocal quality, upper respiratory infection, LPR, 
vocal demands, and life stress, may trigger changes in the neural ‘model’ of the sensorimotor 
transformations that are required to generate the set of motor commands. This altered sensory stimulation 
induces an error signal between the actual sensory information and its prediction. The error signal, if large 
enough, would trigger changes or updates in the neural model, and would in turn generate corrective 
commands to the motor controller as well as alter sensory perception. The updated or new neural ‘model’ 
may support the symptoms of MTD by altering motor cortical commands in the areas responsible for motor 
control and by changing sensory perception in the areas responsible for sensory control of phonation. In 
this case, altered descending motor cortical signals stimulate laryngeal motoneurons in the brainstem that 
might result in excessive tension of 150laryngeal muscles or recruit muscles that are not ordinarily active. 
Simultaneously, altered sensory perception makes the brain insensitive to normal feedback even when 
irritants are no longer present. Callan, et al186 showed that a DIVA model69 that incorporates adaptive vocal 
learning is able to adapt when changes are made to its “vocal tract”. Schiller et al187 and Nasir and Ostry188 
have shown that motor learning produces changes in the boundaries of perceptual targets. Furthermore, 
Schiller et al187 showed that motor learning enables acceptance of the altered feedback as if it were an 
accurate production. This suggests that feedback may plastically reduce the impact of the error signal, 
which may lead to a situation in which it is no longer recognized as an error signal. In this situation, the 
updated or changed neural ‘model’ could begin to predict dysphonia as a result of the motor commands. 
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The error signal is no longer produced because the resulting productions match the expected signal. The 
motor command that results in dysphonia is therefore maintained. However, currently known 
neurophysiological mechanisms supporting this hypothesis remain unavailable. 
3. Clinical Assessment of Voice 
Voice assessment protocol 
Clinical examination of voice requires a voice assessment protocol (VAP). The current VAP 
includes five domains: (1) auditory-perceptual measures, (2) voice range, acoustic and aerodynamic 
analysis of the voice, (3) dysphonia severity index (DSI) measurements, (4) visualization of the vocal folds 
and (5) patient self-assessment. A patient with MTD typically undergoes assessment in each of these five 
areas. Voice range, aerodynamics, acoustic, and DSI measurements are objective assessment techniques. 
Generally, MTD leads to deviations from normative measures of the VAP due to increased laryngeal 
tension. The altered data within the VAP include reduced vocal range, reduced aerodynamics (maximum 
phonation time [MPT] and and vital capacity [VC]), increased jitter and shimmer, and reduced DSI18, 19. 
The assessment methods for laryngeal muscle activity include palpation, musculoskeletal assessments 189, 
fiberoptic nasolaryngoscopy 190, 191, and surface EMG 18. Currently, the diagnosis of MTD is made based 
upon multidimensional voice testing, and is made based on agreement between the voice therapist and 
otorhinolaryngologist.  However, there remain no specific biomarkers of MTD that determine supraglottic 
compression and help to understand whether laryngeal compression is either a dysfunctional or a normal 
laryngeal behavior. A better understanding of CNS control of voice may help to establish biomarkers of 
MTD. 
4. Neuroimaging evaluation of voice 
The CNS control of voice and speech is best determined using human brain imaging technology to 
identify the neural substrates involved192. Methods such as fMRI and positron emission tomography (PET) 
can be used to determine the neuronal substrates involved in phonation and how these neural substrates can 
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be modified through learning, development, aging, and following disease. fMRI is a non-invasive objective 
tool which reflects changes in neuronal firing within neural substrates by quantifying blood oxygenation 
level dependent (BOLD) changes. fMRI has become an important tool to describe neural networks 
associated with laryngeal control of phonation for voice, speech, and/or singing 88, 193-196. Previous studies 
have identified the sensorimotor cortex region (corresponding to Brodmann’s area (BA) 1, 2, 3, or 4), 
premotor cortex region (BA 6, 8), STG (BA 22,41, 42), insula (BA 13), cingulate gyrus/cortex, 
supramarginal gyrus (BA 40), lingual gyrus (BA 18, 19), thalamus, cerebellum, midbrain, and basal ganglia 
as key regions in the functional network of non-disordered phonation 62, 88, 193-195, 197(Figure 1.4). More 
specifically, as defined by functional brain imaging, the sensorimotor cortex region functionally includes 
the primary motor cortex (or M1) (BA 4) and the primary somatosensory cortex (or S1) (BA 1, 2, and 3), 
and is anatomically located on/in the pre/postcentral gyrus and central sulcus 198. In addition, the premotor 
cortex region functionally includes the premotor cortex as well as the SMA and is anatomically located 
on/in the precentral gyrus, superior/middle frontal gyrus (SFG, MFG), and IFG 198. More specifically, the 
MFG and IFG are responsible for vocal motor planning 199-201. The IFG is a key region involved in 
laryngeal motor control of vocal pitch modulation202. The MTG and STG are responsible for vocal self-
monitoring 90 and voice processing203, respectively. The sensorimotor and premotor cortex regions, STG 
and insula have been identified as key areas involved in integration of sensory input and laryngeal motor 
output during vocalization 65, 73, 145, 204. In addition, the insula is implicated in vocal monitoring as well as 
detection205 and integration of sounds with a speaker's emotions and attitudes206. Cingulate cortex activity is 
associated with motor control 174 necessary for phonation, especially during pitch modulation. The 
cerebellum is involved in motor planning and coordination207. Bilateral activations in the precentral gyrus 
are related to the larynx/phonation motor control area, as described by Brown et al62.  
Lateralization was first discovered in the 1800's by physicians Broca and Wernicke208. They 
identified particular areas of the left hemisphere that play a primary role in speech production. Since that 
time, bilateral hemispheric involvement has been consistently reported for less complex laryngeal 
behaviors, e.g., production of voice, coughing, sniffing, voluntary breathing88, 94, 209, 210. In 2009, Simonyan 
et al92 identified structural and functional brain networks originating from the activation peaks in the 
primary motor cortex during production of voluntary voice and controlled breathing in healthy humans. 
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Their major finding was the left-hemispheric lateralization of functional networks during voice production 
but not breathing despite the presence of largely symmetrical bilateral hemispheric activation during both 
behaviors and similarly distributed motor cortical structural networks associated with these behaviors. 
Neuroimaging studies have shown that singers and non-singers recruited similar brain areas in 
simple singing, i.e. bilateral auditory cortices, cingulate cortex, supplementary motor area, M1, S1, 
premotor cortex, insula, thalamus, and cerebellum 145. The primary motor cortex, supplementary motor 
area, cingulate cortex, and inferior parietal lobe are key regions in the functional network required to sing 
single notes 211,  melodies 212, or an Italian aria 213. 
 
Figure 1.4: FMRI activations for phonation (modified from Loucks et al, 2007 79). Talairach template brain, z 
coordinates are given below each slice (p<0.01). Prominent activation is found in the left lateral cortex extending from 
the IFG, through the postcentral gyrus to the STG (BA 1–4, 6, 22, 44 (z = 17)), the right cerebellum (z = −17), the right 
supramarginal gyrus (BA 40; z = 34), the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus (BA 3, 4, 6) in a region superior to the left 
ventrolateral cluster (z = 34), the SMA (BA 6, z = 51) and extended into the ACC. Prominent subcortical activation is 
found in ventral and medial nuclei of the right thalamus (z=18). (Abbreviations: BA: Brodmann area; IFG: inferior 
frontal gyrus, SMA: supplementary motor area; M1: primary motor cortex; S1: primary sensory cortex; ACC: anterior 
cingulate cortex).  
An fMRI study by Loucks et al 88 demonstrated that the neural control of exhalation for phonation 
is similar to the neural control of voluntary exhalation. Only a difference in STG activation was seen due to 
the auditory feedback.  
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The use of imaging to study voice disorders has mostly been limited to a few specific voice 
pathologies such as spasmodic dysphonia (SD) 193, 214-217, Parkinson’s disease218-220, and idiopathic 
unilateral vocal fold paralysis199, 221. In patients with SD, abnormal (increased/decreased) brain activity in 
the brain regions typically active during normal phonation may be related to voice symptoms 193, 214, 216, 217. 
Although Ludlow et al37 have suggested that MTD patients, unlike SD patients, 37 do not have neurologic 
motor control disorders, the neurophysiological mechanism of laryngeal hyperfunction and postural control 
leading to voice pitch limitation in patients with MTD remains unexplored.  
5. Objectives 
The purpose of the study was threefold: (1) to determine the vocal characteristics in patients 
treated with VNS in comparison with healthy controls; (2) to investigate brain activity during phonation in 
women with MTD in comparison with healthy controls using a specific fMRI protocol; and (3) to detect 
brain activity during phonation in healthy female singers with normal vocal characteristics and supraglottic 
compression using the specific fMRI protocol.  
The following research questions are addressed: 
Purpose 1  
Does VNS influence vocal characteristics? (Chapter 2) 
The study of the impact of VNS on objective and subjective vocal characteristics enables a unique 
possibility to assess alteration of vocal characteristics that has developed as a result of stimulating the SLN 
and/or the RLN and thereby exciting either the afferent and/or efferent nerve fibers of the laryngeal system. 
We hypothesized that, compared with healthy controls, patients treated with VNS may have a significant 
decrease in their objective vocal quality (decreased DSI value) together with disordered perceptual vocal 
characteristics, and an ensuing impact of the voice disorder on their quality of life (QOL). Moreover, a 
significant correlation was hypothesized between the amount of stimulation and the presence of disturbed 
acoustic parameters.  
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Purpose 2  
Is brain activity during phonation in healthy people detected with the specific fMRI protocol? 
(Chapter 3) 
CNS control of voice with emphasis on phonation has previously been poorly investigated. Our 
study has proposed a blocked design1 fMRI experiment to investigate the CNS control of voice with 
emphasis on laryngeal control of phonation. We hypothesized that a primary region activated in association 
with vocal pitch (comfortable and high) adaptation/modulation, where both auditory and somatosensory 
inputs were different, would be the auditory cortex, more specifically the STG65, 66, 75, 77, 144-146 and that this 
would be observed by using the proposed fMRI protocol.   
Is altered brain activity during phonation in women with MTD detected with the specific fMRI 
protocol? (Chapter 4) 
Neuroimaging studies of voice disorders have previously been limited to a few specific voice 
pathologies such as SD 193, 214-217, Parkinson’s disease 218-220, and idiopathic unilateral vocal fold paralysis 
199, 221. No previous studies have evaluated neural correlates of phonation in MTD. In this study we 
investigated brain activity during phonation in women with MTD in comparison with healthy controls in 
order to determine altered brain activities of phonation control in patients with MTD. We hypothesized 
that, compared with healthy controls, MTD patients may have altered brain activities related to phonation 
control. Moreover, it was hypothesized that the mechanism of vocal learning and adaptation184 explains 
vocal hyperfunction during phonation in MTD patients.  
                                                            
1 In a blocked design, a condition is presented continuously for an extended time interval (block) 
to maintain cognitive engagement, and different task conditions are usually alternating in time. 
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Purpose 3  
Is brain activity during phonation in healthy female singers with supraglottic compression detected 
with the specific fMRI protocol? (Chapter 5) 
Laryngeal hyperfunction is a sign of abuse or misuse of the vocal mechanism which is commonly 
reported in patients with functional voice disorders. However, recent studies have demonstrated that 
laryngeal hyperfunction may be present in normal speaking and singing. However, there are no studies that 
evaluate the neurophysiological mechanism of supraglottic compression during phonation in healthy 
people. In this study we have investigated brain activity during phonation in healthy female singers without 
voice disorders and with supraglottic compression using the proposed protocol. We hypothesized that the 
proposed fMRI protocol would detect brain activation during phonation and reveal the neural mechanism 
that may affect laryngeal supraglotic compression during phonation in healthy female singers. The results 
of this study also contribute to the necessary refinement of the fMRI protocol.  
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IMPACT OF VAGAL NERVE STIMULATION ON 
OBJECTIVE VOCAL QUALITY 




Objective. The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of VNS on the vocal quality 
using the DSI. It was hypothesized that the objective vocal quality and other vocal characteristics are 
disordered in comparison with an age- and gender-matched control group. In addition, the acoustic vocal 
parameters were compared during three conditions: at rest, during normal stimulation, and raised 
stimulation. A significant relation between the amount of stimulation and the presence of disturbed acoustic 
parameters was hypothesized.  
Methods. Subjective (auditory-perceptual evaluation and voice handicap index) and objective 
(aerodynamic, vocal range, acoustic measurements and determination of the DSI) measurements were used 
to determine the vocal quality in 13 subjects with VNS in three different conditions (at rest and during 
normal and raised stimulation) and the age- and gender-matched control group.  
Results. The subjects with VNS had a disordered perceptual vocal quality mainly characterized by 
the presence of a moderate roughness and slight breathiness, and the objective vocal quality by means of 
the DSI value is -2.4. During stimulation and especially during raised stimulation, the fundamental 
frequency is significantly increased. However, the subjects experienced no psychosocial handicapping 
effect of the vocal quality on the quality of life.  
Conclusions. Subjects with VNS have typical vocal characteristics. Ear, nose, and throat 
specialists and voice therapist must be aware of the presence of this vocal pattern at rest and during normal 
and raised stimulation. Especially, professional voice users and elite vocal performers must be informed 
before implantation.    
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1. Introduction  
VNS is used in patients with refractory epilepsy unsuitable for conventional resective surgery or 
not adequately controlled by drugs 193. In this procedure, an electrode is implanted in the neck around the 
left VN and activated by a pulse generator implanted subcutaneously in the left infraclavicular region. Both 
frequency and amplitude of the stimulus can be programmed individually to decrease the frequency and 
severity of epileptic seizures depending on the desired effect on the decrease in severity of the seizures 56. 
Long-term studies of VNS efficacy showed a seizure frequency reduction rate usually >50% both in adults 
and in the population 193. Side effects related to the delivery of the stimulation pulse are mild but very 
common. Coughing, dyspnea, tonsillar pain, paresthesias, dysphagia, and voice problems (mostly 
hoarseness) have been reported by several authors. On the basis of the data from an extensive literature 
review (Table 2.1), it is obvious that both the laryngeal physiological characteristics, the aerodynamic MPT 
and acoustic parameters, and the (self-perceived) perceptual vocal characteristics are disordered.  
With respect to the interpretation of the impact of the VNS, different results regarding the 
aerodynamic parameter MPT are noticed. Although Shaw et al 194 reported a reduced MPT after 
implantation, Shaffer et al 29 measured no significantly reduced MPT in subjects with VNS. Several 
assessment techniques were used to characterize the laryngeal and vocal changes as presented in Table 2.1.  
Several authors used videolaryngostroboscopy and found varying degrees of left vocal fold 
abduction and adduction during stimulation 15, 56, 194-196, contraction of the left hemilarynx 56, tension of the 
left ventricular vocal fold 15, spasmodic contraction of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles 197, 198, and paresis or 
reduction of the mobility of the left vocal fold in the postsurgical condition 194, 199.  
Abnormal electromyographic results (left thyroarytenoid and cricothyroid muscles) and decreased 
perceptual vocal characteristics were found in the study of Shaffer et al29. Moreover, an increased impact of 
the vocal changes after VNS on the QOL was reported by several researchers 15, 194, 200, 201. A decrease of 
the MPT after implantation8 and during stimulation 29 and increased acoustic parameters (increased jitter 
56  
and shimmer in the study of Charous et al 15 and increase in F0 during stimulation in the study of Kersing et 
al 197 and Lundy et al 56 were also measured. 
Authors N, Age, range 
(y) 
Methods Results 









Varying degrees of VF abduction and adduction (stimulation at 20 and 40 Hz) 
Higher levels of electrical stimulation (> 80 Hz) produced hemispasm of the 
larynx 
Increased F0 and jitter with increasing frequency of stimulation 
Increased glottal airflow from unstimulated condition to both 20 and 40 Hz and 
decreased at higher levels 







LV Left VF adduction during stimulation 







Permanent or consistent change of the voice (with lower pitch, rougher, more 
strained, breathy and softer) 
Paramedian position of left VF, VF tensing and loss of mucosal wave 
Jitter and Shimmer increased at rest and during VN stimulation 
Kersing et al 197 7 
Range, 21-45 
No controls 
LV Adductory spasm of either the ipsilateral VF or the vestibular VF 
Santos 196 18 
Mean age: 28; 
range, 4-73 
No controls 
LV No permanent paresis/paralysis or hoarseness 
Zalvan et al 199 4 
Mean age: 15; 
range, 3-28 
No controls 
LV Temporary VF paresis 1-wk after surgery  (n = 4; related to the surgical 
manipulation) 





VF mobility abnormalities at 2 wk (n=6) 
3-mo postsurgery VF paresis (n=5) 
Reduced in all subjects after implantation 
Ardesch et al 
198 
8 
Mean age, 3; 
range, 15-60 
No controls 
LV Adductory spasm of ipsilateral VF or the vestibular fold 
Felisati et al 200 14 
mean age: 41 
No controls 
LV Three different laryngeal patterns: (1) left VF palsy at baseline and during 
stimulation (n=4), (2) left VF palsy at baseline and left VF adduction during 
stimulation (n=7), (3) Symmetric pattern at the baseline and constant left VF 
adduction during stimulation (n=3) 











Increased self-perceived vocal handicap in patients with VN stimulation 
Higher severity scores of voice problems during VM stimulation as compared 
with rest/ more roughness at rest and during stimulation/more breathiness during 
stimulation/more strain/pitch disturbances 
Reduced VF mobility, completely or partially during stimulation (n=9), evidence 
of false VF hyperfunctional overadduction and supraglottic hyperadduction (as 
seen in muscle tension dysphonia) 
Abnormal LEMG results (thyroaryntenoid and cricothyroid muscles) 
Not significantly reduced in subjects with VNS 
Table 2.1: Literature review regarding the impact of VNS on vocal quality. Abbreviations: LV: laryngeal 
videostroboscopy, VF:vocal fold, VN: vagal nerve, MPT: Maximum Phonation Time; LEMG: laryngeal 
electromyography. 
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The few studies that focused on voice in patients treated with VNS reported limited data regarding 
the perceptual and objective vocal quality. Only in one study 15, an acoustic analysis (with a determination 
of the jitter and shimmer) and a consensus perceptual evaluation were performed. Moreover, most studies 
mentioned small patient series with varying ages and without an age- and gender-matched control group. 
To the best of our knowledge, no study has previously investigated the vocal range (frequency in Hertz) 
and amplitude (in decibel) and the objective vocal quality using a multiparameter approach by means of the 
dysphonia severity index (DSI) in subjects with a VNS. The more negative the patient’s index, the worse is 
his or her vocal quality 202. The use of a multivariate approach as a complex phenomenon is not new in 
health care. The body mass index is a good example of the power of combining variables. Moreover, 
multivariate techniques prove to be useful in voice research too as shown by the voice range profile index 
for children 203.  
The main purpose of the present controlled study was to determine the objective vocal quality (by 
means of the DSI) at rest in 13 subjects treated with VNS. Moreover, a perceptual consensus evaluation 
was performed, and the self-perceived impact of the vocal quality on the overall QOL was determined. On 
the basis of the literature data, a significant decrease in the objective vocal quality (decreased DSI value) 
together with disordered perceptual vocal characteristics and an impact of the voice disorder on the QOL 
was hypothesized. In addition, the acoustic vocal parameters were compared during three conditions of 
stimulation. A significant relation between the amount of stimulation and the presence of disturbed acoustic 
parameters was hypothesized.  
2. Methods and materials 
This study was approved by the Human Subjects Committee of the University of Ghent 
(B670201318342, project 2013/694). Written informed consent was obtained from each participant.  
Subjects  
Thirteen patients, seven men and six women with a mean age of 42.8 years (range, 24–57 years), 
all enrolled at the epilepsy clinic of the Ghent University Hospital, agreed to participate in this study. On 
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the basis of an extensive presurgical evaluation by a multidisciplinary epilepsy team, all patients were 
considered unsuitable candidates for resective surgery because of non- localizing findings or localization of 
the epileptic focus in functional brain tissue. The presurgical evaluation protocol has been previously 
described in the studies by Boon et al 204 and Vonck et al 205. All patients were treated with chronic anti 
epileptic drug polytherapy. The surgical implantation procedure of the neurocybernetic prosthesis system 
206, 207and the ramping-up procedure of the stimulator have been described previously. The individual 
patient characteristics and stimulus characteristics are summarized in Table 2.2.  
Patient Gender Age (y) Years of implantation 
Stimulus characteristics 
ON/OFF Frequency (Hz) Intensity (mA) 
Duration 
(µs) 
1 F 47 11 7s / 20s 20 2,75 500 
2 F 57 11 30s / 5min 20 3,00 500 
3 F 24 0 30s / 10min 30 1,50 500 
4 M 38 3 14s / 5min 20 2,50 250 
5 M 46 9 30s / 5min 30 2,50 500 
6 M 40 0 30s / 10min 30 1,00 500 
7 F 42 1 30s / 10min 20 0,25 250 
8 F 32 3 30s / 10min 30 2,25 500 
9 M 50 14 30s / 5min 20 2,25 500 
10 M 25 0 30s / 10min 30 1,50 500 
11 M 52 0 30s / 10min 30 1,25 500 
12 F 52 2 30s / 5min 30 2,50 500 
13 M 49 9 30s / 10min 15 2,25 250 
Table 2.2: Characteristics of the patients (Gender, Age and Years of implantation) and Stimulus (Frequency, 
Intensity, and Duration of the Stimulus). 
The gender- and age-matched control group without VNS consisted of 13 adult subjects (seven 
men and six women) with a mean age of 42.8 years (range, 24–57 years). The independent Student t test 
showed no significant age and gender differences between the subjects in the experimental group and those 
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in the control group. All subjects had no history of neurologic disorders and voice disorders and were 
parents consulting the University Voice Clinic for a vocal complaint of their child.  
Methods  
The same subjective (questionnaire and consensus perceptual evaluation) and objective voice 
assessment (aerodynamic and acoustic analyses, vocal performance, and determination of the DSI) were 
determined in both the experimental and the control groups. The acoustic parameters were used to measure 
the impact of the three conditions of stimulation (at rest and during normal and increased stimulation).  
Questionnaire  
Subjective self-evaluation of the voice was performed using the voice handicap index (VHI)208. 
This standardized questionnaire was used to measure the subject’s perceptions of the psychosocial impact 
of the vocal problem during daily life. The VHI score (with physical, functional, and emotional subscales) 
varies between 0 and 120 (maximum perceived disability due to vocal difficulties). A score of <20 on the 
different subscales indicates no impact of the self-perceived vocal quality on the QOL. A score between 20 
and 40 and between 40 and 60 indicates the presence of a self-perceived vocal disability or significant 
vocal disability. A score of >60 indicates the presence of a vocal handicap.  
Consensus perceptual evaluation  
A perceptual rating of the voice during connected speech was judged by two speech-language 
pathologists (L.B. and N.P.) using the GRBASI scale. The GRBAS scale consists of five well-defined 
parameters: G (overall grade of hoarseness), R (roughness), B (breathiness), A (asthenic), and S 
(strained)209. A sixth parameter I for instability of the voice was added to the original scale 210. A four-point 
grading scale (0 = normal, 1 = slight, 2 = moderate, and 3 = severe) was used to indicate the grade of every 
parameter (concordance values were 84%).  
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Aerodynamic voice evaluation  
The MPT (seconds) was measured (at rest condition) on the basis of two test trials with the vowel 
/a/, sustained at the subject’s habitual loudness and pitch in sitting position.  
Vocal range  
Frequency and intensity range were measured (at rest condition) with the voice range profile for 
the Computerized Speech lab (CSL) manufactured by Kay Elemetrics 211. The procedure by Helen et al14 
was used. The subjects were instructed to inhale in a comfortable way and produce the vowel /a/ for at least 
2 seconds, using a habitual pitch and loudness, a minimal pitch (F-low), a minimal intensity (I-low), a 
maximal pitch (F-high), and a maximal intensity (I-high).  
Acoustic analysis  
For the determination of the acoustic parameters, the Multidimensional Voice Program for the 
CSL (Kay Telemetric) was used. The subjects were asked to sustain the vocal /a/ in a comfortable way. A 
midvowel segment from 3 seconds registered with a sample rate of 50 000 Hz was used for analysis. The 
parameters, jitter (%), shimmer (dB), F0 (Hz), harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR), and amplitude/frequency 
tremor response instability (%), were determined at rest and during normal and increased stimulation output 
condition of the VNS.  
Dysphonia severity index  
The DSI is based on the weighted combination of the following set of voice measurements: MPT 
(seconds), highest frequency (F-high in Hertz), lowest intensity (I-low in decibel), and jitter (%). The DSI 
is constructed as 0.13xMPT + 0.0053xF0-high - 0.26xI-low - 1.18xjitter + 12.4. The vocal parameters were 
determined during the rest position of the VNS. The DSI score ranges from +5 to 5, respectively, 
corresponding with normal and severely dysphonic voices. The more negative the DSI, the worse is the 
patient’s vocal quality 202.  
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Statistical analysis  
IBM SPSS 22 statistical package (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY) was used for statistical analysis of the 
data. To determine the significance level of difference of the continuous variables between the 
experimental and control groups, the Mann-Whitney U test was applied. The Fisher exact test was per- 
formed to determine the significance level of the GRBASI scale. The Wilcoxon matched-pair signed rank 
test was used to determine the difference between the three conditions of stimulation (rest, normal 
stimulation, and raised stimulation). A probability level of <0.05 was considered to be significant.  
3. Results  
Vocal quality at rest in subjects with VNS  
Questionnaire 
The results of the VHI are presented in Table 2.3. The total VHI score (P 1⁄4 0.005) and all the 
VHI sub- scales (physical, P 1⁄4 0.004; functional, P < 0.001; and emotional, P < 0.001) were significantly 
different between the subjects with a VNS and the control group. In the VNS group, 54% (7 of 13 subjects) 
experienced vocal discomfort of the self-perceived vocal quality on the QOL and 46% (6 of 13 subjects) 
experienced no vocal discomfort of the voice on the QOL. In the control group, none of the subjects (n = 
13) experienced vocal discomfort of the self-perceived vocal quality on the QOL.  
VHI subscales VNS group Control group Level of significance (P) Mean±SE SD Range Mean±SE SD Range  
VHI physical 10±2 6 2-20 4±1 4 0-13 0.004* 
VHI functional 8±1 5 1-19 2±0 1 0-4 <0.001* 
VHI emotional 5±1 5 0-18 0±0 0 0-0 <0.001* 
Table 2.3:Results of the Voice Handicap Index subscales in the VNS group and the control group. The level of 




The median of the perceptual evaluation of the voices of the experimental and the control group 
using the GRBASI scale are presented in Table 2.4.  
 
Parameters 
VNS group (n=13) 
Median (range) 
Control group (n=13) 
Median (range) 
 
Level of significance (p) 
G 2 (0-3) 0 (0-0) <0.001* 
R 2 (0-3) 0 (0-0) <0.001* 
B 1 (0-2) 0 (0-0) <0.001* 
A 0 (0-3) 0 (0-0) 0.096 
S 0 (0-3) 0 (0-0) 0.015* 
I 0 (0-2) 0 (0-0) 1 
Table 2.4: The median of the perceptual evaluation of the voices of the experimental group with VNS and the 
control group. The level of significance (p value) for each perceptual vocal parameter between the VNS and control 
group is provided. *p<0.05 
Regarding the median scores, subjects with VNS showed the presence of a moderate grade of 
hoarseness (G2), roughness (R2), and the slight presence of breathiness (B1). Significantly, more 
hoarseness, roughness, breathiness, and strained vocal characteristics were judged in the subjects with VNS 
in comparison to the voices of the controls.  
Aerodynamic and voice evaluation and vocal performance.  
The mean scores of the objective voice assessments of the experimental group with VNS and the 
control group are provided in Table 2.5. The MPT was significantly smaller in the subjects with VNS. The 
acoustic parameters, jitter, shimmer, and HNR, were significantly higher in the subjects with VNS, and the 
highest frequency or intensity was significantly smaller in comparison to the control group. Moreover, the 
overall objective vocal quality was significantly lower in the VNS group (DSI value of -2.4) in comparison 











Level of significance 
p 
Mean±SE SD Range Mean±SE SD Range 
MPT (s) 13.5±0.8 2.9 10-20 22.5±1.2 4.2 16-20 <0.001* 
Jitter (%) 1.8±0.3 1.2 0.54-3.75 0.77±0.2 0.5 0.25-1.96 0.016* 
Shimmer (dB) 0.6±0.1 0.4 0.25-1.85 0.25±0.02 0.08 0.12-0.40 0.003* 
HNR 0.15±0.01 0.05 0.11-0.28 0.12±0.0 0.02 0.09-0.15 0.044* 
F0 (Hz) 140±13 47 82-218 156±14 51 87-226 0.362 
F-high (Hz) 365±41 147 155-622 879±90 325 208-1480 <0.001* 
F-low (Hz) 104±10 36 65-196 105±8 30 65-147 0.880 
I-high (dB) 96±2 6 80-103 105±1 4 95-111 <0.001* 
I-low (dB) 63±1 3 59-68 60±1 4 54-65 0.034 
DSI -2.4 ±0.45 1.63 -4.87 to 0.93 +3.52±0.5 1.96 1.32 to 6.95 <0.001* 
Table 2.5: Comparison of the results of the objective voice measures (MPT, acoustic parameters, vocal 
performance and DSI) between the subjects with VNS and the control group. In addition the reference values are 
added. The level of significance (p value) for the parameters between the VNS and control group is provided. *p<0.05. 
Abbreviations: MPT: maximum phonation time, F-high/low: highest/lowest frequency, I-high/low: highest/lowest 
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FTRI	(%)	 1,44±1.07	 3.87	 0-
14.28	
0.42±0.11	 0.40	 0-1.08	 1.06±0.38	 1.36	 0-3.8	 0.754	
ATRI	(%)	 2,23±0.79	 2.84	 0-8.59	 4,53±1.62	 5.84	 0-17.8	 4.56±1.44	 5.19	 0-
15.21	
0.521	











Table 2.6: The results of the acoustic parameters ‘‘at rest’’ (no stimulation), during ‘‘normal stimulation,’’ and during 
‘‘raised stimulation (output 0.25 mA higher)’’ in subjects with VNS (n=13). 
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Comparison of the acoustic parameters between the three conditions: at rest, 
during normal stimulation, and during increased output current stimulation of the 
VNS  
The results of the acoustic parameters ‘‘at rest’’ (no stimulation), during ‘‘normal stimulation,’’ 
and during ‘‘raised stimulation’’ in subjects with VNS (n = 13) are provided in Table 2.6. The results of the 
Friedman test (level of significance) between the three conditions (at rest, normal stimulation, and raised 
stimulation) showed a significant difference in the F0 during the three conditions. The F0 was highest 
during raised stimulation. 
4. Discussion 
The main purpose of the present controlled study was to determine the objective and subjective 
vocal characteristics in 13 subjects (mean age, 42.8 years) treated with VNS. As hypothesized, the results 
of this study showed a decreased objective vocal quality and the presence of perceptual voice disorders in 
the subjects with a VNS.  
The VHI questionnaire demonstrated that there was a significant difference between the scores of 
the subjects with VNS on the self-perceived physical, functional, and emotional aspects of the vocal quality 
on the QOL compared to the control group. But, the interpretation of the results in the subjects with VNS 
revealed the absence of an impact of the self-perceived vocal characteristics on the QOL. The results of this 
study are totally in agreement with the VHI findings of the 10 subjects with VNS in the study of Shaffer et 
al11 These researchers found a significant difference for both the physical and functional aspects of the 
vocal quality on the QOL between the subjects with and without VNS, but no impact of the vocal 
characteristics on the QOL was deduced. The lowest VHI scores in this study and in the study of Shaffer et 
al 29 were on the emotional sub- scale. The findings of this study parallel with the conclusion of Shaffer et 
al 29 that although some degree of physical and functional impact was generally perceived, most of the 
subjects did not perceive a significant emotional effect 29. In the study of Charous et al 15 95% of the 
patients noticed a change in the voice during VNS. Significantly, all subjects in the study of Charous et al 15 
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indicated that they would elect to undergo implantation again even with the knowledge of the vocal effect. 
Because the subjects in this study perceived no emotional impact of the voice disability on the QOL, the 
same pattern, as in the study of Charous et al 15, is hypothesized.  
The absence of the impact of the self-perceived vocal characteristics on the QOL by means of the 
VHI score was not reflected in both the perceptual judgment (mean G2 R2 B1 A0 S0 I0) and the objective 
DSI value of -2.4 (corresponding with a DSI % of 26). The auditory-perceptual impression of a moderate 
vocal disorder with the presence of a moderate rough- ness and slight breathiness was confirmed by the 
presence of a vocal quality value of -2.4 in the subjects with VNS in the rest condition (no stimulation). 
Hypothetically, one can assume that the vocal characteristics in the rest condition are influenced by the 
presence of the neurological disease of refractory epilepsy. A DSI of +1.6 (66%) is the cutting point 
separating normal from abnormal voices, whereas a DSI value of +2.5 corresponding with a DSI % of 75 
reflects a normal vocal quality 212, 213. A significant difference with the control group with a G0 R0 B0 A0 
S0 I0, reflecting no perceptual vocal disorders, and DSI value of +3.5 (corresponding with a DSI % of 85) 
was measured. Comparison with data from other researchers is somewhat difficult because, to date, no 
other studies — using a multiparameter approach by means of the DSI value—were found. Analysis of the 
components of the DSI showed that the main variables responsible for the difference of the DSI value 
between the subjects with and without VNS were the MPT (seconds), jitter (%), and F-high (Hz). MPT is 
significantly shorter, jitter percentage is significantly greater (reflecting more hoarseness), and F-high is 
significantly lower, in subjects with VNS. Shaw et al 194 reported a reduced MPT previously in the study of 
13 subjects with VNS, whereas Shaffer et al 29 measured no decrease in subjects with VNS. Hypothetically, 
one can assume that the differences in the number of participants (13 in this study and in the study of Shaw 
et al (Shaw, 2006 #306) vs 10 in the study of Shaffer et al 29) and different speech sample (MPT during the 
sustained phonation of /a/ in this study vs not mentioned in the study of Shaffer et al (Shaffer, 2005 #309)) 
can make the MPT difference. Jitter percentage in the present study does parallel to those reported by 
Charous et al 15 in which an increased jitter at rest and during stimulation was measured.  
Comparison of the acoustic parameters between the three conditions revealed a significant 
difference regarding the F0. The higher the stimulation, the higher the F0. Only the study of Lundy et al 56 
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was found to confirm this finding. There are several muscle actions involved in raising vocal F0. The most 
important intrinsic laryngeal muscles are the cricothyroid muscle with elongation of the vocal ligament. But 
also, tension of the thyroarytenoid muscle and activity of the posterior cricoarytenoid muscle are needed 
214. The presence of complaints and vocal change during VNS may be caused by secondary stimulation of 
the superior laryngeal nerve 147, 150, 151, 215-217, indirect stimulation of the recurrent laryngeal nerve 150, or 
central nervous system side effect 218-220. To what extent VNS has a direct impact on the intrinsic laryngeal 
muscles responsible for the increase of the vocal pitch is subject for further research.  
The absence of laryngeal videostroboscopic recordings in relation to the perceptual characteristics 
and DSI value during the three conditions can be regarded as a limitation of this study. The use of laryngeal 
videostroboscopic evaluation was not possible in this vulnerable population. Also, a longitudinal study 
design (following the same subject before and several times after implantation) would have been a better 
choice but was not possible because of practical reasons. Moreover, comparison of the vocal characteristics 
of subjects having refractory epilepsy without VNS and with VNS would have provided valuable 
information and is subject for further research.  
5. Conclusion  
The results of this study demonstrated that subjects with VNS with a mean age of 42.8 years have 
a disordered perceptual vocal quality mainly characterized by the presence of a moderate roughness and 
slight breathiness. Moreover, the objective vocal quality by means of the DSI value is -2.4 (taking into 
account the normal DSI value of +1.6). During stimulation and especially during raised stimulation, the F0 
is significantly increased. However, the subjects experienced no psychosocial handicapping effect of the 
vocal quality on the QOL.   
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FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING 
STUDY OF BRAIN ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH 
PITCH ADAPTATION DURING PHONATION IN 
HEALTHY WOMEN WITHOUT VOICE DISORDERS 
This chapter will present the readers with the results for the fMRI study of brain activity associated with 





Objectives. This functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study investigated the brain 
activity associated with pitch adaptation during phonation in healthy women without voice disorders. 
Study Design. This is an interventional prospective study. 
Methods. Sixteen healthy women (mean age: 24.3 years) participated in a blocked design fMRI 
experiment involving two phonation (comfortable phonation and high-pitched phonation) and exhalation 
(prolonged exhalation) tasks. BrainVoyager QX Version 2.4 software was used for group-level general 
linear model analysis (q[FDR] < 0.05).  
Results. Analyses showed a significant main effect of phonation with pitch adaptation compared 
with rest period in the bilateral precentral gyrus, superior frontal gyrus, posterior cingulate gyrus, superior 
and middle temporal gyrus, insula and cerebellum, left middle and inferior frontal gyrus, right lingual 
gyrus, cingulate gyrus, and thalamus. Statistical results also identified a significant main effect of 
exhalation compared with rest period in the bilateral precentral gyrus, cerebellum, right lingual gyrus, 
thalamus, and left supramarginal gyrus. In addition, a significant main effect of phonation was found in the 
bilateral superior temporal gyrus and right insula, as well as in the left midbrain periaqueductal gray for 
high-pitched phonation only. 
Conclusions. We demonstrated that a blocked design fMRI is sensitive enough to define a 
widespread network of activation associated with phonation involving pitch variation. The results of this 
study will be implemented in our future research on phonation and its disorders.  
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1. Introduction 
Human phonation is a laryngeal motor behavior that extends from reflexive laryngeal actions 22, 23 
to highly skilled laryngeal sensorimotor control to support speech or singing 25. A component of normal 
phonation is the variation of voice pitch (habitual, high, and low). Integration of the sensory input and 
laryngeal motor output is required for pitch adaptation during vocalization 66, 128. Moreover, voice pitch 
variation necessitates coordination of the respiratory system, the articulatory system and subglottic pressure 
176, 221-224. With regard to the laryngeal system, pitch adaptation depends on the interaction between intrinsic 
and extrinsic laryngeal muscles149, 225, 226. Using a wide pitch range contributes to the richness of human 
voice expression. People with vocal problems (like functional dysphonia) often have limited pitch ranges, 
such as a high and narrow vocal pitch interval due to laryngeal postural problems during phonation33-36. The 
prevalence of functional dysphonia is 41% in the working-age population (25 – 64 years) and female 
professional voice users are predominantly affected (43% women vs. 36% men)1. This has been the 
rationale to investigate the neural control of voice pitch variation in women.  
Neuroimaging techniques have become important tools to describe neural networks associated 
with laryngeal control of phonation 79, 167-169. Recent fMRI79, 80, 167, 168, 171 and PET169 studies have shown 
that in order to understand the neural control of phonation, laryngeal control must be investigated distinct 
from the neural correlates for voluntary exhalation control and oral articulation. These studies have 
identified the sensorimotor cortex region (corresponding to BA 1, 2, 3, or 4), premotor cortex region (BA 6, 
8), STG (BA 22,41, 42), insula (BA 13), cingulate gyrus/cortex, supramarginal gyrus (BA 40), lingual 
gyrus (BA 18, 19), thalamus, cerebellum, midbrain, and basal ganglia as key regions involved in non-
disordered phonation79, 80, 167-169, 171 (Figure 3.1). More specifically, as defined by functional brain imaging 
the sensorimotor cortex region functionally includes the primary motor cortex (BA 4) and primary 
somatosensory cortices (BA 1, 2, and 3), and is anatomically located on/in the pre/postcentral gyrus and 
central sulcus172. In addition, premotor cortex region functionally includes premotor cortex and SMA and 
anatomically located on/in the precentral gyrus and SFG, MFG, IFG172. The sensorimotor and premotor 
cortex regions, STG and insula have been identified as key areas involved in integration of sensory input 
and laryngeal motor output during vocalization 63, 136, 139, 178. 
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Figure 3.1: FMRI activations for phonation (modified from Loucks et al, 2007)21. The Talairach template brain, z 
coordinates are given below each slice (p<0.01). Prominent activation is found in the left lateral cortex extending from 
the IFG, through the postcentral gyrus to the STG (BA 1–4, 6, 22, 44 (z = 17)), the right cerebellum (z = −17), the right 
supramarginal gyrus (BA 40; z = 34), the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus (BA 3, 4, 6) in a region superior to the left 
ventrolateral cluster (z = 34), the SMA (BA 6, z = 51) and extended into the ACC. Prominent subcortical activation is 
found in ventral and medial nuclei of the right thalamus (z=18). (Abbreviations: BA: Brodmann area; IFG: inferior 
frontal gyrus, SMA: supplementary motor area; M1: primary motor cortex; S1: primary sensory cortex; ACC: anterior 
cingulate cortex). 
Additionally, several studies have shown the neural basis of human pitch perception (sensory 
control) 227 in the STG and the neural basis of laryngeal motor control of vocal pitch modulation in the right 
IFG176. Studies such as these have advanced our understanding of the phonation control and vocal pitch 
modulation control. In addition, the fMRI study by Loucks et al 79 has demonstrated that the neural control 
of exhalation for phonation is similar to the neural control of voluntary exhalation, only a difference in 
STG activation was seen due to the auditory feedback. However, the sensorimotor integration control 
during vocal pitch changes remains poorly characterized. This is in part due to difficulties identifying the 
sensory, motor, and sensorimotor aspects of phonation control in an experiment. In addition, phonation 
demands simultaneous control of respiratory, laryngeal, and articulatory systems in production of various 
frequencies/pitches 176, 221-224. Thus, investigations aiming to isolate the neural mechanisms of laryngeal 
sensorimotor control of pitch modulation are particularly challenging. In the fMRI study by Peck et al 176, 
production of neutral /uh/ sound at 3 vocal frequencies without labial and jaw movement was chosen. This 
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experimental paradigm evaluated laryngeal motor control of pitch adaptation in phonation with neutral 
vocal tract condition and minimal influence of jaw movements control and oral articulation. This approach 
was used in other fMRI studies with the production of /ə/ (schwa) sound with focus on laryngeal gestures 
only 80, 171 rather then sensory feedback. In other fMRI studies by Loucks et al 79, Haslinger et al 167, 
Simonyan et al 185, production of /i/ sound without labial and jaw movements was chosen. In this 
experimental paradigm laryngeal sensorimotor control of phonation was evaluated that requires precise 
sensory feedback and articulatory adjustment of the vocal tract during phonation. The approach that used 
production of /i/ sound to focus on sensorimotor control of phonation with minimal influence of oral 
articulation and jaw movements control was used in our study.  
The aim of this study was two-fold: (1) to investigate the laryngeal neural control of phonation 
involving pitch (comfortable and high pitch) adaptation with minimal influence of voluntary respiratory 
control and oral articulation and (2) to examine usability of a blocked design fMRI method in defining the 
laryngeal neural control of phonation.  In order to minimize the involvement of oral and pharyngeal 
muscles, we excluded tasks connected with laryngeal functions such as coughing, swallowing or speech. 
We implemented an experimental paradigm contrasting sustained phonation of unarticulated (i.e., without 
spreading the lips) sound /i/ with prolonged exhalation using subtraction approach during fMRI data 
analysis in order to focus on sensory feedback control of phonation. This approach is based on a study of 
Loucks et al 79 that showed that the neural control of exhalation for phonation is similar to the neural 
control of voluntary exhalation, only a difference in STG activation was seen due to the auditory feedback. 
These results were obtained by subtracting neural control of voluntary exhalation from neural control of 
phonation during fMRI data analysis with a subtraction approach228, 229. Additionally, the phonation tasks in 
this study explored the neural control associated with changes in pitch (comfortable and high). We 
hypothesized that a primary region related to phonatory activation would be the auditory cortex and that it 
can be observed as such by using fMRI. We focused on the STG because it has been identified as an 
integration area of sensory input and motor output during phonation66, 68, specifically during error detection 
and correction involved in pitch processing68, 136-139. Furthermore, the STG is involved in auditory-vocal 
integration and processing of predicted and actual vocal output140. The findings may provide a foundation 
for future investigations of pitch adaptation in phonation and its disorders. 
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2. Materials and methods  
Participants 
The study has been performed as an interventional prospective study. Sixteen healthy female, 
right-handed, native Flemish-speakers (21 – 45 years old, mean age: 24.3 years) with no history of 
neurological or psychiatric disease participated in the study. We reported the results of analyses performed 
on a cohort of 15 subjects. Subject 4 was excluded from analysis (data from functional scan was missing). 
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The same otorhinolaryngologist and speech 
therapist examined each subject clinically following a standard evaluation protocol. This protocol included 
the ENT evaluation, videostroboscopic examination230, and the vocal quality evaluation by means of the 
DSI202. Each subject had normal laryngeal structure and function on videostroboscopy. All participants had 
a DSI value higher than +1.6 (mean DSI: +3.5) which constitutes a normal voice quality 202. In addition, 
samples of voice based on the production of a sustained vowel /i/ were recorded during voice evaluation 
and the fundamental frequency (F0) and highest frequency (F-high) for each subject were assessed (mean 
F0: 211,6 and mean F-high: 799,3 of the vowel /i/). Before scanning, participants filled in a Pre-scan MRI-
safety questionnaire, the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory measurement scale, and a Personal History 
Questionnaire. These questionnaires have been used to select participants who satisfy inclusion criteria, 
such as fMRI compatibility, participant characteristics, medical history, and lifestyle. After scanning, 
participants filled in a Post-Scan MRI-Checklist which asked for information on effects of the MRI 
equipment and its environment (i.e., magnetic field, acoustic noise) on scanned participants.  The study 
confirmed to the code of ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki)231 and was 
approved by the Ethics Committee of Ghent University Hospital. 
Experiment 
The fMRI experiment was performed in a block design, in which stimulation lasted 14.5 seconds 
followed by a period of rest ranging between 11 and 20 seconds (variable jittering). Jittered inter-stimulus 
(rest period) intervals were used to better determine the shape of whole hemodynamic responses function 
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(HRF) and to find a good baseline to evaluate response peaks232. The block of maximum 34.5 seconds was 
repeated 12 times for each condition. Each experimental condition had a total duration of 414 seconds. All 
participants were tested under three different conditions (Figure 3.2). These conditions were I. 
COMFORTABLE PHONATION: prolonged phonation of an unarticulated (i.e., without spreading the lips) 
vowel /i/ (similar to the “ee” in “see”) on a habitual pitch level.  II. HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION: 
prolonged phonation of the same unarticulated vowel /i/ using a high voice pitch. III. PROLONGED 
EXHALATION:  voluntary sustained “unvoiced” oral exhalation. The order of conditions I to III were 
randomized in the different order for each participant.  
Figure 3.2: Representation of the experimental conditions (A) and a single epoch (B). 
Periods during which the volunteers had to perform a task (either phonation or exhalation) were 
visually indicated during 10 seconds by a grey loading bar, whereas resting periods were indicated by a 
black cross. Before the actual task, two visual instructions were presented in the subject’s native language 
indicating. First, the type of task was announced (i.e. in  Dutch: “Comfortabele Stem”, “Hoge Stem” or 
“Verlengde Uitademing”) for 2 seconds. After this, a visual cue to start inspiration (i.e. in Dutch: 
“Inademen”) which was presented during 2.5 seconds. These visual commands were generated using a 
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commercially available experiment generator (Presentation, Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany CA, 
USA) and were projected onto a mirror on the head coil. 
Before starting the fMRI scanning session, speech pathologist explained to all participants how to 
produce a sustained vowel /i/ during 10 seconds using a comfortable as well as a high pitch and to sustain 
exhalation for the same duration for the fMRI study. The project leader (SC) and MRI operator monitored 
tasks productions throughout the study through a control room speaker to assure that participants produce a 
phonation tasks correct. 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Magnetic resonance imaging was performed at 3 Tesla (Siemens Magnetom Trio, Erlangen, 
Germany) using the standard 32-channel head coil. Subjects were positioned head-first supine inside the 
magnet bore and fitted with a OptoACTIVE noise cancelling MRI headphone and a FOMRI-III noise 
cancelling microphone (OptoActive™, Optoacoustics Ltd, Moshav Mazor, Israel) in order to provide the 
highest level of noise reduction and self-monitoring of voice during phonation tasks. However, this 
OptoACTIVE system could not provide phonatory tasks recording without fMRI-related acoustic noise 
during image acquisition. The participant’s head was immobilized in the standard head coil using neck 
cushions to minimize motion artifacts. The subjects were instructed to keep their jaw, lips and tongue 
motionless while performing the tasks and to keep their jaw slightly open in order to minimize movements 
during phonation (e.g. movements of orofacial muscles), which might cause artifacts during fMRI 
scanning. In addition, a vowel sound modification is produced by the first acoustic resonance of the vocal 
tract (R1) 233, 234, whose frequency depends on the vocal-tract articulatory shape and the boundary 
conditions at the glottis. In our study, participants reduced articulatory gestures due to sustained phonation 
of the vowel /i/ at a constant pitch during phonation tasks. Their performance was monitored throughout the 
experiment by the project leader (S.C.) and MRI operator (M.K.) to assure participants did not produce 
other sounds than the ones they were instructed to. Initially, an anatomical T1-weighted MR dataset 
covering the whole head at 1 mm3 isotropic resolution was acquired (high-quality three-dimensional 
magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo (3D MPRAGE) images, repetition time: 1950 
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ms, inversion time: 1100 ms, echo time: 3.93 ms, flip angle: 12°). For functional imaging, a T2*-sensitive 
gradient-echo echo-planar imaging technique with an in-plane resolution of 2x2mm2 was used (repetition 
time: 2000 ms, echo time: 36 ms, flip angle: 70°, acquisition matrix: 96x128). Forty consecutive sections of 
3-mm thickness with 0.5 mm gap between slices in an axial-to-coronal orientation were acquired. A total of 
176 volumes were recorded for experimental run, resulting in a total investigation time of 25 minutes.  
Image analysis steps 
Brain Voyager QX Version 2.4 software (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) was 
used for fMRI data analysis29. Preprocessing included 3D motion correction, slice scan time correction, 
linear trend removal, and spatial smoothing on volume time course (VTC) files with a Gaussian kernel for 
the full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of 8 mm (the voxel size of resultant VTC was 3 × 3 × 3 mm3). 
Afterwards, functional datasets were coregistered to the anatomical dataset and transformed into Talairach 
space235. A statistical parametric map was calculated using the approach of the general linear model 
(GLM). For each experiment, a BrainVoyager protocol file (PRT) was derived, representing the onset and 
duration of the events for the different conditions and rest period as a baseline. From the created protocols, 
the design matrices for the calculation of the GLM were defined automatically. In order to account for 
hemodynamic response, each of the predictors was derived by convolution of the block design with a 
model for the two gamma hemodynamic response functions229. Previously, the GLM design matrix was 
improved by defining proper noise predictors using the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 
approach236. After fitting the GLM 237, group t-maps were generated by invoking the RFX-ANCOVA 
(ANCOVA Random Effect Analysis) tool for the contrasts of COMFORTABLE PHONATION>REST; 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>REST; PROLONGED EXHALATION>REST; COMFORTABLE 
PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION; HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>EXHALATION; 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>COMFORTABLE PHONATION. Activation maps were generated by 
thresholding the statistical maps using the false discovery rate (FDR) approach (q(FDR)<0.05)238. 
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3. Results  
Figures 3.3, 3.4 and Table 3.1 summarize the main results of the GLM analysis. The GLM group 
analysis of phonation during pitch adaptation (COMFORTABLE PHONATION and HIGH-PITCHED 
PHONATION) compared to the rest period showed highly similar patterns of activity in the bilateral 
precentral gyrus, SFG, posterior cingulate gyrus, STG, middle temporal gyrus (MTG), insula and 
cerebellum, left MFG and IFG, right anterior cingulate/cingulate gyrus, lingual gyrus, and thalamus (Table 
3.1 and Figure 3.3 A, B). Activities in the bilateral midbrain periaqueductal gray (PAG) were shown during 
the high pitch task only for the HIGH PHONATION>REST contrast rather than the COMFORTABLE 
PHONATION>REST contrast. However, the GLM analysis for the HIGH-PITCHED 
PHONATION>COMFORTABLE PHONATION contrast did not reveal any significant activation in the 
brain using FDR approach (q(FDR)<0.05). The GLM group analysis identified a significant main effect of 
exhalation for the PROLONGED EXHALATION>REST contrast in the bilateral precentral gyrus, 
cerebellum, right lingual gyrus and thalamus, and left supramarginal gyrus (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3C). In 
addition, the GLM comparison for the COMFORTABLE PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION 
and HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION contrasts indicated a significant 
main effect in the bilateral STG and right insula (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4). Activities in the bilateral STG 
and right insula were larger for the HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION 
contrast, possibly reflecting a need for greater activity to produce higher frequency. Moreover, activity in 
the left midbrain PAG was present during the high pitch task only for the HIGH-PITCHED 
PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION contrast rather than the COMFORTABLE PHONATION> 
PROLONGED EXHALATION contrast, possibly reflecting a greater activity for processing sensory input 
for higher vocal frequencies. 
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Figure 3.3: Brain activation during phonation for the contrasts of COMFORTABLE PHONATION>REST (A), 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>REST (B), and PROLONGED EXHALATION>REST (C). The arrows indicate 
clusters of significant activation (q(FDR)<0,05). (Abbreviations: PreCG: precentral gyrus; STG: superior temporal 
gyrus; LG: lingual gyrus; PoCG: posterior cingulate gyrus; Th: thalamus; CE: cerebellum; PAG: periaqueductal gray). 
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Figure 3.4: Brain activation during phonation for the contrasts of COMFORTABLE 
PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION and HIGH_PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED 
EXHALATION. The arrows indicate clusters of significant activation (q(FDR)<0,05). (Abbreviations: STG: superior 











Right precentral gyrus 4, 6 7304 8,1 41;-9;37 
Left precentral gyrus 3-4,6 5298 8,0 -43;-16;35 
Right superior frontal gyrus 8 756 4,4 22;22;49 
Left superior frontal gyrus 8 713 4,1 -22;22;49 
Left middle frontal gyrus 6 1875 4,3 -28;17;51 
Left inferior frontal gyrus 10,46 135 3,4 -48;45;1 
Right cingulate gyrus 31 596 4,7 25;-42;34 
Right posterior cingulate gyrus 23 5931 4,1 6;-54;18 Left posterior cingulate gyrus 23 4,7 -3;-54;20 
Right lingual gyrus 19 17152 5,3 37;-75;0 
Right superior temporal gyrus 22, 41, 42 7154 6,6 57;-18;8 
Left superior temporal gyrus  22, 42 722 4,1 -53;-35;14 
Right middle temporal gyrus  39 639 4,2 40;-68;15 
Left middle temporal gyrus (extends to the parietal lobe) 39 9782 5,5 -40;-75;18 
Right thalamus (ventral posterior lateral nucleus)  439 4,7 12;-11;18 
Right /Left Cerebellum  50/91 3,4/3,5 2;-81;-34/-28;-55;-25 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>REST 
Right precentral gyrus 4,6 5443 7,3 45;-8;37 
Left precentral gyrus 3-4,6 9838 7,6 -45;-17;37 
Right superior frontal gyrus 8 2836 5,2 8;33;49 
Left superior frontal gyrus 8 361 3,6 -8;33;49 
Left inferior frontal gyrus 10 1247 5,3 -52;45;-1 
Right anterior cingulate gyrus 10 428 4,0 3;53;-2 
Right posterior cingulate gyrus 23 4135 3,4 6;-54;18 Left posterior cingulate gyrus 31 4,0 -3;-52;23 
Right the lingual gyrus 19 11085 4,6 39;-72;-10 
Left middle temporal gyrus (extends to the parietal lobe) 39, 19 7305 5,6 -46;-75;23 
Right superior temporal gyrus 22, 41, 42 6310 6,7 53;-15;5 
Left superior temporal gyrus 22, 42 916 4.0 -56;-34;13 
Right thalamus (ventral posterior lateral nucleus)  771 3,9 12;-11;18 
Right/Left cerebellum  1080/302 5,5/3,8 2;-80;-24/-29;-56;-25 
Brainstem (left/right)  695 5,1 -4/4;-27;-7 
PROLONGED EXHALATION>REST 
Right precentral gyrus 6 1932/2262 5,0/5,3 42;-10;32/46;3;11 
Left precentral gyrus 4 2633 6,5 -42;-17;37 
Right lingual gyrus 19 7477 5,8 39;-70;-6 
Left supramarginal gyrus 40 1176 4,7 -42;-54;49 
Right thalamus  303 4,9 13;-7;6 
Right/Left cerebellum  55/247 3,6/4,8 11;-35;-14/-19;-34;-16 
COMFORTABLE PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION 
Right superior temporal gyrus  22,41-42 4629 6,8 53;-22;8 
Left superior temporal gyrus  22 2586 7,1 -47;-24;6 
Right Insula 13 330 5,7 31;-34;18 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION 
Right superior temporal gyrus  22,41-42 10098 8,3 51;-21;7 
Left superior temporal gyrus and Insula 21,22,41 8928 8,1 -49;-23;4 
Right Insula 13 652 5,7 33;-34;18 
Left Brainstem  81 4,3 -5;-28;-7 
 
Table 3.1: Brain activation during phonation and exhalation. Regions of significant activation are listed for each condition and for 
relevant contrasts between the conditions. Results are presented in Talairach space (q(FDR)<0,05). 
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4. Discussion 
Healthy speakers use a wide pitch range during phonation whereas people with vocal problems 
often have limited pitch ranges, such as the predominantly high vocal pitch due to laryngeal postural 
problems during phonation in dysphonic patients36-13. This study investigated brain activity during 
phonation involving pitch adaptation in healthy women without voice disorders using fMRI. In our study, 
we reduced intra-group heterogeneity by including only adult healthy women. Moreover, we reasoned that 
we could use the results of this research in the future for the neural evaluation of functional dysphonia that 
tends to develop among adult women who use their voice as a professional tool1. We designed the study to 
investigate the neural laryngeal control of phonation during vocal pitch changes in isolation from 
articulatory and respiratory control. Integration of sensory input and laryngeal motor output is crucial for 
phonation, whereas during exhalation this sensory input is not needed79. We hypothesized that a primary 
region related to the activation associated with voice pitch adaptation would be the auditory cortex, more 
specifically the STG66, 68, 136-140 and this would be observed by using fMRI.  In our study, brain activity in 
related vocal pitch changes (COMFORTABLE PHONATION and HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION) was 
observed in the bilateral precentral gyrus, SFG, posterior cingulate gyrus, STG, MTG, insula and 
cerebellum, left MFG, IFG and inferior parietal lobe, right anterior cingulate/cingulate gyrus, lingual gyrus 
and thalamus. These results are corroborated by recent fMRI studies on phonation involving simple voice 
production tasks68, 79, 80, 139, 167, 168. The studies by Zarate and Zatorre 139 and Parkinson et al 68 have found 
activation during vocalization in the primary motor cortex, STG, anterior cingulate cortex, SMA, premotor 
cortex, insula, thalamus, putamen, and cerebellum. The study by Haslinger et al167 has found activation in 
the primary sensorimotor cortex, premotor cortex, SMA, anterior cingulate cortex, inferior frontal cortex, 
anterior insula, STG, MTG, thalamus, cerebellum, midbrain, and basal ganglia. The study by Özdemir et al 
168 has shown activation in the inferior primary sensorimotor cortex, IFG, and STG. A recent fMRI study 
by Loucks et al 79 has shown activation during phonation in the lateral sensory, motor and pre-motor 
regions in the left hemisphere, bilateral dorsolateral sensorimotor regions, right temporoparietal, cerebellar, 
and thalamic regions and the SMA and ACC. 
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The previously reviewed studies in addition to our study have observed activity in the brain areas 
during phonation that are specialized for different functions. More specifically, the MFG and IFG are 
responsible for the vocal motor planning 173-175. Furthermore, the IFG is a key region involved in laryngeal 
motor control of vocal pitch modulation176. The MTG and STG are responsible for vocal self-monitoring 82 
and voice processing177, respectively. The STG is involved in sensorimotor integration for vocal 
production239, an important component in vocal control. The insula is implicated in vocal monitoring as 
well as detection179 and integration of sounds with a speaker's emotions and attitudes180. Cingulate cortex 
activity is associated with motor control 148 necessary for phonation, especially during pitch modulation. 
The cerebellum is involved in motor planning and coordination181. Bilateral activations in the precentral 
gyrus are related to larynx/phonation motor control area, described previously by Brown et al 80.  In 
addition, in the fMRI study by Loucks et al 79, activation during exhalation was indicated in the left 
ventrolateral cortex, precentral and postcentral gyri, right supramarginal gyrus, right lingual gyrus, right 
cerebellum and thalamus. In our study, a comparable pattern of responses was identified for exhalation, 
which included the bilateral precentral gyrus, cerebellum, left supramarginal gyrus, cingulate gyrus, right 
lingual gyrus, and right thalamus. In addition, the greater response in the bilateral STG and right insula 
differentiated phonation from exhalation in our experiment. These results are corroborated by Loucks et al 
79 and Murphy et al 169 identified the greater response in the STG for auditory monitoring during 
vocalization. 
In addition, to test whether sensory input affects brain activity during vocal pitch adaptation, 
participants performed phonation tasks with differing vocal pitch levels (COMFORTABLE PHONATION 
and HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION), where both auditory and somatosensory inputs were different. 
Activity in the midbrain PAG was present during the high pitch task only in the HIGH-PITCHED 
PHONATION>EXHALATION comparison, possibly reflecting a need for greater activity to filter less 
comforting sensory input for higher vocal frequencies before being sent to other areas of the brain. The 
PAG projects to the reticular formation of the lower brainstem, thus representing a neuroanatomical and 
functional relay station within the cingulate cortex-PAG-brainstem pathway. The PAG plays primarily a 
gating role in triggering a vocal response and modulating its intensity240. In addition, activities in the 
bilateral STG and right insula were larger for the HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED 
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EXHALATION contrast, rather than for the COMFORTABLE PHONATION>PROLONGED 
EXHALATION contrast, possibly reflecting a need for greater activity in the integration of sensory 
information and vocal motor outputs that occurred with higher vocal effort required to control high-pitched 
phonation. However, differentiating comfortable pitch from high pitch for the HIGH-PITCHED 
PHONATION>COMFORTABLE PHONATION contrast did not show regions that were found in the cited 
work above 176 as this would cause a loss in statistical power in our study. The study by Peck et al 176 
showed activation in the bilateral cerebellum, left IFG, left cingulate gyrus, and left posterior cingulate 
during high pitch in comparison to comfortable pitch while producing the “uh” sound at voxel probability 
threshold Pb0.005. However, our results may be explained based on the results of an fMRI experiment 
conducted by Parkinson et al 68. They investigated the neural activations related to audio vocal responses 
using a pitch-shift perturbation paradigm (to pitch shifted vocalization). In this study, the STG activation 
was identified during pitch-shifted compared to non-shifted vocalization and did not reveal activation 
during non-shifted vocalization compared to pitch-shifted vocalization. It had been suggested, that a match 
between expected and actual output results in suppression in the auditory cortex and overlapping pattern of 
activations. On the other hand, a mismatch between expected and actual output results in an increase of 
sensitivity in the auditory cortex 142, 143. We supposed that in our study a match between expected and 
actual output during phonation with different vocal pitch sound parameters would result in completely 
overlapping response patterns for phonation in the cerebral regions mentioned previously.  
The findings in this study provide insight into phonation control. In our experiment, we were able 
to locate brain regions important to phonation control 63, 68, 136, 139, 141, 178, 241, and compared it to findings in 
the works cited above63, 68, 136, 139, 141, 178, 241. Moreover, we indicated regions (the bilateral precentral gyrus, 
SFG, posterior cingulate gyrus, STG, MTG, insula and cerebellum, left IFG, right cingulate, lingual gyrus, 
and thalamus) with robust activation during phonation. In our study we used a blocked designed paradigm 
that is effective for the detection of a widespread set of cortical and sub-cortical regions associated with 
phonation control in a healthy group. These data may be used as a template for future research on the 
neural evaluation of phonation and its disorders. 
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5. Conclusion 
In our study, brain activity associated with pitch adaptation during phonation identified a network 
for motor, sensory and sensorimotor integration control of phonation. Our results have demonstrated that 
phonation involving pitch adaptation evoked activation in the sensorimotor and premotor cortex regions, 
bilateral cingulate gyrus, STG, MTG, insula and cerebellum, right lingual gyrus and thalamus. These 
findings are corroborated by recent fMRI studies on phonation involving simple voice production tasks. In 
addition, these results established that a blocked design fMRI is sensitive enough to define a neural network 
associated with phonation involving pitch variation. Importantly, our findings demonstrated that phonation 
(comfortable and high-pitched) evoked the largest activation in the bilateral STG and right insula providing 
a greater insight into the process of integration of multisensory input in laryngeal motor output during voice 
pitch variation. Moreover, greater activity in the STG and insula in high-pitched phonation possibly reflects 
a need for integration of sensory and motor output that occurred with higher vocal effort to control higher 
frequency phonation. Activation in the midbrain PAG for high pitch phonation may only be needed for 
processing the less comfortable sensory input resulting from higher vocal frequencies. During phonation in 
a comfortable pitch range compared to a high pitch range, no significant activations in the brain were 
revealed. This was possibly related to a match between expected and actual output during phonation, 
resulting in cancellation of sensory input, suppression in the auditory cortex, and overlapping pattern of 
responses for phonation in the cerebral regions. Understanding the process of integration of sensory input 
in laryngeal motor output provides a greater insight into normal phonation and its disorders. Future studies 
using blocked designed fMRI experiments in people with normal phonation and its disorders are 
recommended. It is interesting to extend our study with dysphonic patients.  
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BRAIN ACTIVITY DURING PHONATION IN WOMEN 
WITH MUSCLE TENSION DYSPHONIA: AN FMRI STUDY 
This chapter will present the readers with the results for fMRI study of brain activity during phonation in 




Purpose: The main purposes of this fMRI study are 1) to investigate brain activity during 
phonation in women with MTD in comparison with healthy controls; and 2) to explain the 
neurophysiological mechanism of laryngeal hyperfunction/tension during phonation in patients with MTD.  
Methods: Ten women with MTD and fifteen healthy women participated in this study. The fMRI 
experiment was carried out using a block design paradigm. Brain activation during phonation and 
exhalation was analyzed using Brain Voyager software. 
Results: The statistical analysis of fMRI data has demonstrated that MTD patients control 
phonation by use of the auditory, motor, frontal, parietal, and subcortical areas similar to phonation control 
by healthy people. Comparison of phonation tasks in the two groups revealed higher brain activities in the 
precentral gyrus, inferior, middle and superior frontal gyrus, lingual gyrus, insula, cerebellum, midbrain, 
and brainstem as well as lower brain activities in the cingulate gyrus, superior and middle temporal gyrus, 
and inferior parietal lobe in the MTD group. No differences were found between two groups regarding 
exhalation control. 
Conclusions: The findings in this study provide insight into phonation and exhalation control in 
patients with MTD. The imaging results demonstrated that in patients with MTD, altered (higher/lower) 
brain activities may result in laryngeal tension and vocal hyperfunction.  
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1. Introduction 
The prevalence of functional dysphonia is 41% in the working- age population (25–64 years) 
seeking consultation in an ear, nose, and throat department. Female professional voice users are pre- 
dominantly affected (43% women vs. 36% men) 1. The term MTD is often used to describe functional 
voice disorder with increased vocal hyperfunction. Vocal hyperfunction can be defined as the involvement 
of excessive muscle force and physical effort during phonation 2. It develops from incoordination of 
muscles or excessive muscle usage in phonation 3. Causes of MTD include environmental (external) or 
systemic (internal) factors or stimuli. Common factors or stimuli are upper respiratory infection, second-
hand smoke, LPR, significant vocal demands, or stressful life events 4. In MTD, hyperfunctional vocal 
behavior is often a result of inappropriate compensatory strategies for muscle activities adopted in response 
to environmental or systemic stimuli 5. However, the pathophysiological mechanism of MTD is not fully 
understood 5–9. The major pathophysiological finding in patients with functional voice disorders is that the 
hyoid and larynx positions are higher in such patients than in controls 10. The only muscles which may be 
affected in this context is the TH muscle which raises the larynx to the hyoid, the anterior belly of the 
digastric muscle, and the MH in the submental region which pull the hyoid upwards 40. Van Houtte et al 18 
have found TH muscle overactivity during phonation in patients with MTD compared to a healthy group. 
However, no studies have verified that the anterior belly of the digastric muscle and the MH muscle are 
consistently activated in MTD. Moreover, the neurophysiological background of functional voice disorder 
is currently unknown.  
Human phonation can be defined as a laryngeal motor behavior that extends from reflexive and 
unlearned limbic laryngeal actions 22, 23 to highly skilled laryngeal sensorimotor control to support speech 
and/or singing 25. Phonation requires coordination of the respiratory, laryngeal, and articulatory systems, 
and subglottic pressure 176, 221-224. During development of phonation, and particularly of vocal quality, 
laryngeal motor control becomes increasingly skilled and rapid. Moreover, the balance of aerodynamic and 
muscle forces adapts to rapidly changing vocal requirements, including modulations of pitch, loudness, and 
rate. Based on preliminary data on voice and speech control, it is known that sensory feedback (auditory 
and somatosensory) 64 plays an important role in development of phonation (Figure 4.1 A)115, 116. However, 
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the sensory feedback control is too slow to support required rapid and skilled vocal movements. Most of 
these movements are pre-programmed. These programs require the generation of internal representations 
(neural ‘model’) of the sensorimotor transformations required to generate the set of motor commands that 
will execute a desired movement. Once this neural ‘model’ is learned, the internal system can then predict 
likely sensory consequences of a motor command prior to the arrival of actual sensory feedback. Thus, 
online feedback control is achieved primarily via the neural ‘model’ whereas actual feedback is used to 
train and update this neural ‘model’. Hence, the neural ‘model’ plays an important role in executing rapid 
and skilled laryngeal vocal movements 24-26. On the one hand, this neural ‘model’ reinforces or corrects the 
motor activation in the brain 26 to support rapid skilled vocal movements 24, 25. On the other hand, the neural 
‘model’ adjusts brain processing to the current sensory information to improve vocal performance 27. Any 
changes in the larynx require adaptation and updating of these neural ‘model' 26. Feedback provides 
necessary information and plays a key role in learning, maintaining, and updating the neural ‘model’ and 
can also be used to correct overt prediction/feedback mismatch errors 28(Figure 4.1 A). 
From a more fundamental neurobiological point of view, the modulation in sensory feedback 
brings about significant central neuroplastic changes 118, 119, 30. Neural plasticity or brain plasticity is the 
ability of the CNS to change and adapt in response to environmental cues, experience, behavior, injury or 
disease. Neural plasticity can result from a change in function within a particular neural substrate in the 
CNS through alterations in neuronal excitability 31. Changes in the function of a neural substrate can then 
alter behavior secondary to environmental influences such as experience, learning, development, aging, 
change in use, injury or response to injury such as unmasking due to the loss of surround inhibition with 
reduced afferent input 32-34. Neural plasticity may alter the function of the original neural substrate used to 
produce a regular behavior 35. Understanding how the brain adapts to a changing environment will provide 
insight into how this adaptation influences on the development of phonation and its disorders. A recent 
study has suggested an association between the internal representations/neural ‘model’ of the sensorimotor 
transformations and MTD 36. However, there are no studies that evaluate neural correlates of phonation in 
MTD.  
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Neuroimaging techniques are objective tools recently used to describe neural pattern associated 
with control of normal vocalization 18, 37-47 and voice disorders 48-57. Recent fMRI 37,38,40,41,49 and PET 39 
studies have identified key regions involved in non-disordered phonation which located in the sensorimotor 
cortex region, premotor cortex region, STG, insula, cingulate gyrus/cortex, supramarginal gyrus, lingual 
gyrus, thalamus, cerebellum, midbrain PAG, and basal ganglia 37-41,49. More specifically, the sensorimotor 
cortex region functionally includes the M1 and S1 and is anatomically located on/in the pre/postcentral 
gyrus in the frontal lobe and central sulcus 58. The role of M1 is to generate neural impulses that control the 
execution of laryngeal movements 41. Other regions of the cortex involved in motor function are called the 
secondary motor cortices. These regions include the premotor cortex, and the SMA and is anatomically 
located on/in the precentral gyrus and SFG, MFG, IFG 58. The premotor cortex is involved in the sensory 
guidance of movement and adjusts the larynx before reaching for the phonation task. The SMA is involved 
in the planning and in coordinating of complex movements 56,59,60, such as vocal pitch modulation 176. The 
SMA and the premotor regions both send information to the M1 as well as to brainstem motor regions. That 
is the main pathway for control of voluntary laryngeal movements in humans (Figure 4.1A). The midbrain 
PAG projects to the reticular formation of the lower brainstem, thus representing a neuroanatomical and 
functional relay station within the ACC-PAG-brainstem pathway (Figure 4.1A). The ACC and PAG guide 
the phonation for innate and emotional vocalization 61-65. Moreover, activity of the cerebral cortex depends 
on impulses from the other modulatory brain regions. The cerebellum is involved in motor planning and 
coordination of laryngeal movements 66. The lingual gyrus involved in simple phonemic tasks processing 
67. The MTG and STG are responsible for vocal self-monitoring 68 and voice processing 69, respectively. 
The insula participates in auditory vocal monitoring and detection, such as auditory attention and tuning in 
to novel auditory stimuli, temporal processing, and phonological processing 70 and integration of sounds 
with a speaker's emotions and attitudes 71. Neural activity in the inferior parietal lobe reflects increased 
engagement of attentional resources 72. Although our understanding of the neural correlates of non-
disordered phonation in humans has increased significantly since the advent of neuroimaging, imaging 
studies of voice disorders are limited to a few specific voice pathologies such as spasmodic dysphonia 48-52, 
Parkinson’s disease 53-55, and idiopathic unilateral vocal fold paralysis 56, 57. This was the rationale to 




Figure 4.1 A schematic diagram of laryngeal neural control of normal phonation (A) and phonation in muscle 
tension dysphonia (B) (modified from a neural model of vocalization proposed by Zarate 21). A. The vocal motor 
control system (central columns), reflexogenic system (yellow-outlined boxes and yellow arrows), and feedback system 
(blue boxes and arrows). The lower level of the vocal motor control system, the reticular formation (RF) (red box), 
generates complete vocal patterns to phonatory motoneurons (white box). The middle level of the motor control 
system, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and periaqueductal gray (PAG) (green boxes), guides emotional 
vocalization. The upper level of the laryngeal motor control system, the laryngeal motor cortex (LMC), is responsible 
for producing learned/skilled vocalizations (ie, speech and song) and requires inputs from the inferior frontal gyrus 
(IFG) for motor planning of voice (other modulatory brain regions of the LMC are not depicted) (gray box). Feedback 
from phonation is processed by the ascending somatosensory (left) and auditory (right) pathways and transmitted to the 
superior temporal gyrus (STG) (blue boxes and arrows; the only selected regions of these pathways are shown) via the 
RF (red box). Sensory feedback from phonation provides actual information (how it feels), whereas the STG (red-
outlined box; other possible brain regions involved in the prediction/correction mechanism are not depicted) provides 
information on the expected state (how should it feel) relying on a neural “model.” The mismatch between actual 
sensory feedback and sensory predictions of motor com- mands indicates an error signal that, if large enough, would 
trigger changes in the neural model generating alterations in motor control (sending corrective commands [gray dotted 
arrow]) and sensory perception (changing sensitivity [black dotted arrow]). B. In MTD, the sensory stimulation 
associated with phonation is altered (indicated with red glowing arrows) and may trigger changes in the neural model: 
the mismatch between actual sensory information and prediction of the sensory outcome of motor commands (how 
should it feel) indicates an error signal (red glowing box). The error signal updates the neural model that in turn 
generates corrective commands to the motor controller as well as alter sensory perception. The updated or new neural 
model may support the symptoms of MTD by altering motor cortical commands in the areas responsible for motor 
control (eg, the LMC, IFG) and changing sensory perception (changes in sensitivity) in the areas responsible for 
sensory control (eg, the STG).  
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In this study, an fMRI evaluation of the neural control during phonation and exhalation was 
performed with a recently proposed protocol 73. The experimental paradigm used consisted of sustained 
phonation of the sound /i/ on different pitch (habitual and high) levels and prolonged exhalation tasks 73. 
The phonation tasks were designed to explore the interplay between respiratory and laryngeal control, 
whereas the exhalation tasks explored respiratory control separately. Additionally, the phonation tasks 
revealed the neural control associated with changes in respiratory and laryngeal adjustments to obtain vocal 
pitch modulations: comfortable and high. Comfortable phonation (i.e., habitual fundamental frequency 
[F0]) relies on a usual muscle tension (in as comfortable state as possible) in both the voicing and 
respiratory system. High phonation relies on a maximal/high muscular activity of the intrinsic and extrinsic 
laryngeal muscles and the respiratory system. In addition, this experimental paradigm allowed us to 
investigate laryngeal control maps that were generated by subtraction of the exhalation condition from the 
phonation condition. This approach is based on a study by Loucks et al 38, which showed that the neural 
control of exhalation for phonation is similar to the neural control of voluntary exhalation in healthy 
people, except for a difference in the STG activation due to the auditory feedback. These results were 
obtained during fMRI data analysis by subtracting patterns of neural control for voluntary exhalation from 
those during for phonation, considering the fact that if activity in a particular region of the brain during one 
task is greater than during another task, this particular region of the brain is involved in specific task-related 
activity  74-75. 
The aims of this study were 1) to investigate brain activity during phonation in women with MTD 
in comparison with healthy controls; and 2) to explain the neurophysiological mechanism of laryngeal 
hyperfunction/tension during phonation in patients with MTD. The authors hypothesized that that 
compared with healthy controls, MTD patients may have altered brain activities related to phonation 
control. This altered brain activities of phonation control may be secondary to a peripheral sensory 
perturbations such as a poor vocal quality, upper respiratory infection, LPR, vocal demands, and/or life 
stress. Moreover, the authors hypothesized that the theory of the neural ‘model’ explains vocal 
hyperfunction during phonation in MTD patients.  
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2. Materials and methods  
The study was performed as a prospective, interventional study. The Ethics Committee of Ghent 
University Hospital approved (B670201420193) the study protocol. 
Participants 
Patients included in this study had a confirmed diagnosis of MTD by voice assessment protocol. 
The inclusion criteria for participants were as follows: (1) age between 21-45 years old, (2) female gender, 
(3) right-handedness, (4) being a native speaker of Flemish, (5) no organic laryngeal pathology (eg, 
nodules, polyps, laryngeal oedema), and (6) no history of neurological or psychiatric disease. The inclusion 
criteria for healthy subjects also were: absence of vocal pathology and videostrobolaryngoscopic symptoms 
of laryngeal pathology.  
Ten patients (mean age: 33.2 years, age range: 21 – 47 years) and fifteen healthy subjects (mean 
age: 24.3 years, age range: 21 – 28 years) met the inclusion criteria and were recruited in the study. The 
rationale to include only adult healthy women was to reduce intra-group variance during fMRI data 
analysis. Healthy participants were recruited from the employees of Ghent University using an open 
advertisement. The patients with MTD were recruited at the Department of Otorhinolaryngology and 
Department of Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences at Ghent University Hospital, Belgium. Written 
informed consent was obtained from all participants.  
Questionnaires and voice handicap index 
Prior to MRI scanning, all participants filled in a pre-scan MRI-safety questionnaire, the 
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory measurement scale, and a Personal History Questionnaire. These 
questionnaires were used to select participants who satisfy inclusion criteria, such as fMRI compatibility, 
medical history, lifestyle, and other participant characteristics. The psychosocial impact of vocal quality, as 
perceived by the subject, was measured by means of the validated Dutch translation of the VHI-10 76. This 
instrument assesses a subject’s perception of disability, handicap, and distress resulting from voice 
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difficulties. It consists of 10 questions that cover emotional (2 questions), physical (3 questions), and 
functional (5 questions) aspects of the respondent’s voice. The questions are rated on a 5-point ordinal 
scale: never (0), almost never (1), sometimes (2), almost always (3) and always (4). The total score ranges 
from 0 (no problem perceived) to 40. After scanning, participants completed a Post-Scan MRI-Checklist, 
which asks for information on the effects of the MRI equipment and its environment (i.e., magnetic field, 
acoustic noise). 
Clinical examination and voice assessment protocol 
The same otorhinolaryngologist (S.C.) and speech therapist (E.D.) examined each subject 
clinically following a standard evaluation protocol. This protocol included a ENT and 
videostrobonasolaryngoscopic examination 77. Clinical examination included focal palpation of tension 
around the larynx. The voice assessment protocol included a perceptual rating of the voice during 
connected speech by using the GRBASI scale and an objective vocal quality evaluation by means of the 
DSI 78. The GRBASI scale consists of five well-defined parameters: G (overall grade of hoarseness), R 
(roughness), B (breathiness), A (asthenic), and S (strained) 79, 80. A sixth parameter I for instability of the 
voice was added later to the original scale 81. A four-point rating scale (0: normal, 1: slight, 2: moderate, 
and 3: severe) is used to indicate the grade of each parameter (Table 4.1). The objective parameters of the 
voice assessment protocol included the frequency range (F-low – F-high), the intensity range (I-low – I-
high), aerodynamics (MPT and VC), and the acoustic microperturbations (jitter and shimmer) of voice 
during phonation of the vowel sound /a/ and /i/. The voice range was measured using the voice range 
profile module from the Computerized Speech Lab Model 4500 (CSLTM, KayPENTAX, Lincoln Park, NJ). 
Recordings were made using a hand-held microphone (mouth-to-microphone distance = 7 cm). The 
acoustic analysis was performed with the Multi Dimensional Voice Program (MDVP) from the CSL. All 
measurements took place in a sound-treated room. Based on these results, the DSI was calculated using the 
following formula: (0.13 × MPT) + (0.0053 × F-high) − (0.26 × I-low) − (1.18 × Jitter) + 12.4 78. The DSI 78 
is a multiparameter approach designed to establish an objective and quantitative correlate of the perceived 
vocal quality. The index ranges from −5 to +5 for severely dysphonic voices to normal voices. The more 
negative the index, the worse is the vocal quality. A DSI of 1.6 is the threshold separating normal voices 
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from dysphonic voices 83. In addition, voice samples based on the production of sustained vowels /a/ and /i/ 
were used to determine the habitual F0 and the highest frequency (F-high) for each subject. 
Subject selection was also based upon videostrobonasolaryngoscopic examination. The 
videostrobonasolaryngoscopy included phonation of the vowel sounds /a/ and /i/ at modal/comfortable, 
low-pitched, and high-pitched voice quality. The following videostrobonasolaryngoscopic indicators (at 
modal, low, and high pitch) were evaluated by the otorhinolaryngologist (S.C.) involved in our study: 
symmetry (symmetrical or asymmetrical), regularity (regular, irregular, or inconsistent), glottal closure 
(complete, incomplete, or inconsistent), type of gap (longitudinal, posterior, anterior, irregular, oval, or 
hour-glass), amplitude (increased, normal, reduced, or none), mucosal wave (normal, reduced, or none), 
and supraglottic activity 77. Laryngeal supraglottic compression during videostrobonasolaryngoscopy was 
quantified by using the SERF protocol 84 by the otorhinolaryngologist (S.C.). The SERF form features a 
laryngeal image with concentric circles superimposed. Medio-lateral and anterior-posterior laryngeal 
constriction was evaluated separately by determining which numbered circle corresponds best to the 
observed degree of constriction (from 0: no constriction to 4: very severe constriction). 
Diagnosis of MTD was based on following key features: (1) psychological and/or personality 
factors and stress influences 85, 86 and a history of vocal technical misuse/abuse and extraordinary voice 
demands 87-90 which were identified in the clinical history of patients; (2) a clinical sign of elevated 
extrinsic laryngeal muscle tension on palpation 91,92; (3) voice assessment protocol with the DSI 78 (Table 
4.1); and (4) features of MTD seen on videostrobonasolaryngoscopy 87 (Table 4.2). In MTD patients, the 
DSI range was from -13.2 to +2,5 (mean DSI = - 0,96) for phonation of the vowel sound /a/ and from -5.2 
to 3.3 (mean DSI = 1.01) for phonation of the vowel sound /i/ (Table 4.1). In MTD patients, mean F0 of the 
vowel /i/ was 197,6 Hz (F0 range: 169 – 241,8 Hz) and mean F-high of the vowel /i/ was 528,9 Hz (F-high 
range: 311,1 – 680,3 Hz); mean F0 of the vowel /a/ was 193,4 Hz (F0 range: 164,2 – 232,7 Hz) and mean 
F-high of the vowel /a/ was 557,3 Hz (F-high range 329,6 – 932,3 Hz) (Table 4.1). Diagnosis of MTD on 
videostrobonasolaryngoscopy was established when one or more of following features were present: (1) 
open posterior commissure with a reduced amplitude and asymmetry of the mucosal waves; (2) a 
supraglottic contraction in which the ventricular folds are adducted to the midline; (3) an anteroposterior 
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contraction, which results in a foreshortening of the glottal aperture obscuring the posterior half to two-
thirds of the vocal folds; or (4) complete anteroposterior contraction or squeeze of the supraglottis with 
approximation of the arytenoids to the petiole: “sphinteric larynx” 8, 93, 94. The diagnosis agreement between 
the voice therapist and the laryngologist was made and calculated using percent agreement. Percent 
agreement is 71%. Based on the percent agreement between the voice therapist diagnosis of MTD and the 
laryngologist diagnosis of MTD, 10 patients were included in the study and 4 patients were excluded from 
the study because of disagreements. 
Each healthy subject had unchanged measures of a voice assessment protocol and a DSI value 
corresponding to a normal voice quality202 (mean DSI of the vowel /a/: + 3.9, DSI range +1.7 – +6.2; mean 
DSI of the vowel /i/: +3.8, DSI range +1.2 – +7.4) (Table 4.1). In healthy participants, mean F0 of the 
vowel /i/ was 211 Hz (F0 range: 172,5 – 229,3 Hz) and mean F-high of the vowel /i/ was 799,3 Hz (F-high 
range: 622,3 – 1046,5 Hz); mean F0 of the vowel /a/ was 199,5 Hz (F0 range: 161,2 – 217,7 Hz) and mean 
F-high of the vowel /a/ was 848,6 Hz (F-high range: 622,3 – 1174,7 Hz) (Table 4.1). 
Videostrobonasolaryngoscopic evaluations of the healthy participants showed normal laryngeal structure 
and function during phonation of /i/ and /a/ at modal/comfortable, low-pitched and high-pitched voice 
quality (Table 4.2). 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging experimental protocol 
The fMRI experiment was performed with the recently proposed protocol 73. A blocked design 
fMRI experiment consisted of multiple epochs of stimulation lasting 14.5 seconds followed by a period of 
rest ranging between 11 and 20 seconds (variable jittering). Jittered inter-stimulus intervals – rest periods – 
were used to better determine the shape of whole hemodynamic responses function (HRF) and to find a 
good baseline to evaluate response peaks 95. The block of maximum 34.5 seconds was repeated 12 times for 
each condition. Each experimental condition had a total duration of 414 seconds. All participants were 
tested under three different conditions, which were randomized in the different order for each participant. 
These conditions were: (1) COMFORTABLE PHONATION: prolonged phonation of a vowel /i/ (similar 
to the “ee” in “see”) on a habitual pitch level; (2) HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION: prolonged phonation of 
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the same vowel /i/ using a high voice pitch; and (3) PROLONGED EXHALATION: voluntary sustained 
“unvoiced” oral exhalation. 



















Vocal range      
Lowest intensity 
(dB) 
53.5 (2,5) 54,1 (3) 59 (3,3) 56,7 (2,3) 
Highest intensity 
(dB) 
101,4 (4,4) 94,3 (3,7) 94,2 (7,7) 92 (6,8) 
Lowest frequency 
(Hz) 
132,9 (20) 124,9 (45,6) 142,6 (29,1) 137,5 (25) 
Highest frequency 
(Hz) 
848,6 (166,7) 799,3 (137) 557,3 (202) 528,9 (111,5) 
Fundamental 
frequency F0 (Hz) 
199,5 (17,4) 211,6 (16) 193,4 (34,9) 197,6 (24,3) 
Aerodynamics     
Maximum 
phonation time 194 
19,7 (4,9) 22,6 (5,1) 12,29 (7) 21 (6,8) 
Vital capacity (cm3) 2630 (478,8) 2610 (520) 2475 (560) 2425 (462,6) 
Acoustic analysis     
Jitter (%) 1,5 (0,7) 1,6 (1) 3,2 (2,5) 2,2 (1) 
Shimmer (%) 5,3 (1,7) 2,7 (0,9) 7,9 (5,8) 4,3 (3,5) 
DSI 3,9 (1,3) 3,8 (2,0) -0,96 (4,7) 1,01 (2,4) 
VHI-10  Mean SD Mean SD 
VHI functional  2,6  2,1 7,2 6,9 
VHI physical  1,9 2,3 11,7 8,1 
VHI emotional  0,6 1 5,2 8,4 
VHI total (0-40) 5,1 4,2 24,1 22,9 




































Videostroboscopic Feature Healthy group MTD group 
n % n % 
Symmetry      
Symmetrical 15  100 4 40 
Asymmetrical  - - 6 60 
Regularity      
Regular  15 100 4 40 
Irregular  - - 6 60 
Inconsistent  - -   
Glottic closure      
Complete  14 93,3 2 20 
Incomplete  1 6,7 8 80 
Type glottal gap  - -   
Longitudinal  - - 5 50 
Posterior  1 6,7 3 30 
Anterior  - - 1 10 
Oval  - - - - 
Hour-glass  - - 1 10 
Amplitude      
Normal  13 86,7 3 30 
Reduced 2 13,3 7 70 
Increased  - - - - 
Mucosal wave     
Normal 16  100 3 30 
Reduced  - - 7 70 
None - - - - 




















































Table 4.2: Videostroboscopic features in healthy women and women with MTD. Abbreviations: A-P, anterior-
posterior constriction (0 no constriction, 4 severe constriction); M-L, medio-lateral constriction (0 no constriction, 4 
severe constriction). 
Periods during which the volunteers had to perform a task were visually indicated during 10 
seconds by a grey loading bar, whereas resting periods were indicated by a black cross. Two visual 
instructions between the actual tasks were presented in the subject’s native language indicating the type of 
task (2 seconds) (i.e. in Dutch: “Gewone Stem”, “Hoge Stem” or “Verlengde Uitademing”) and a visual 
cue to start inspiration (2.5 seconds) (i.e. in Dutch: “Inademen”). All visual commands were generated 
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using a commercially available experiment generator (Presentation, Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., 
Berkeley, CA, USA) and were reflected in а mirror on the head coil. 
Prior to scanning, speech pathologist explained to all participants how to produce a sustained 
vowel /i/ during 10 seconds using a comfortable as well as a high pitch and to sustain exhalation for the 
same duration for the fMRI study. Objective measures of the vocal quality during task production were not 
used, as these measures were not implemented in the fMRI experiment.  
Magnetic resonance imaging acquisition 
FMRI images were acquired on a 3-Tesla MR scanner (Siemens Magnetom Trio, Erlangen, 
Germany) using the standard 32-channel head coil. Initially, an anatomical T1-weighted MR dataset 
covering the whole head at 1 mm3 isotropic resolution was acquired (high-quality three-dimensional 
magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo (3D MPRAGE) images, repetition time = 1950 
ms, inversion time =1100 ms, echo time = 3.93 ms, flip angle = 12°). An axial T2*-sensitive gradient-echo 
echo-planar imaging technique with an in-plane resolution of 2x2mm2 was used to generate the functional 
images (repetition time = 2000 ms, echo time = 36 ms, flip angle = 70°, acquisition matrix = 96x128). 
Forty consecutive sections of 3-mm thickness with 0.5 mm gap between slices in an axial-to-coronal 
orientation were acquired. A total of 176 volumes were recorded for experimental run, resulting in a total 
investigation time of 25 minutes.  
Subjects were positioned head-first and supine inside the magnet bore and fitted with a 
OptoACTIVE noise cancelling MRI headphone and a FOMRI-III noise cancelling microphone 
(OptoActive™, Optoacoustics Ltd, Moshav Mazor, Israel). The OptoACTIVE system provided a high level 
of noise reduction and self-monitoring of voice during phonation. Each participant’s head was immobilized 
in the standard head coil using neck cushions to minimize motion artifacts. The subjects were instructed to 
keep their jaw, lips and tongue motionless while performing the tasks and to keep their jaw slightly open in 
order to minimize movements during phonation (e.g. movements of orofacial muscles), which might also 
cause artifacts during fMRI scanning. In addition, participants reduced articulatory gestures due to 
sustained phonation of the vowel /i/ at a constant pitch during phonation tasks. The project leader (S.C.) 
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and MRI operator (M.K.) monitored the performance of tasks throughout the experiment through a control 
room speaker to insure that each participant correctly performed the phonation tasks. 
Image analysis steps 
All steps of fMRI data preprocessing and fMRI data analysis (intragroup and intergroup) were 
performed using the BrainVoyager QX Version 2.4 software package (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The 
Netherlands) 44. Preprocessing included 3D motion correction, and slice timing correction and 
normalization to a standard echo planar imaging (EPI) template based on neuroanatomical atlas of 
Talairach and Tournoux 96. Finally, normalized images were spatially smoothed on volume time course 
(VTC) files with a Gaussian kernel for the full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of 8 mm (the voxel 
size of resultant VTC was 3 × 3 × 3 mm3). A statistical parametric map was calculated using the approach 
of the general linear model (GLM). For each experiment, a BrainVoyager protocol file (PRT) was derived, 
representing the onset and duration of the events for the different conditions and rest period as a baseline. 
From the created protocols, the design matrices for the calculation of the GLM were defined automatically. 
In order to account for hemodynamic response, each of the predictors was derived by convolution of the 
block design with a model for the two gamma hemodynamic response functions 75. Previously, the GLM 
design matrix was improved by defining proper noise predictors using the ICA approach 97. After fitting the 
GLM 98, group t-maps were generated by invoking the RFX-ANCOVA (Analysis of Covariance-Random 
Effect Analysis) tool and using a subtraction approach 38, 74, 75 for fMRI data analysis of the comfortable 
phonation, high-pitched phonation and prolonged exhalation as well as for the comparisons between 
conditions of phonation and prolonged exhalation. Activation maps were generated by thresholding the 
statistical maps using P<.001, 10 voxels, uncorrected 99. 
Comparison of two groups (MTD vs healthy) was performed using a "combine maps" approach 
(P<.005, 10 voxels, uncorrected). First, the separate maps for the different subjects (VTC for 25 subjects in 
total) and for the contrasts/conditions chosen in every subject were created. Second, the different maps 
were separated into different groups (G1 and G2), which enabled specific statistics on the basis of the maps 
separated into groups. Then the T-test (G1 vs G2) to compare the activation pattern found in the groups was 
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used. All subjects in G1 – MTD group and G2 – healthy group were selected. BrainVoyager automatically 
created a new map into Overlay Maps dialog that contained the result for the specified conditions: 
comfortable, high-pitched phonation, and prolonged exhalation. The neuroimaging activation maps were 
checked to display the results in the VMR dataset. Comparison of two groups was performed using a 
subtraction approach 38, 74, 75 for fMRI data analysis of the comfortable phonation, high-pitched phonation 
and prolonged exhalation as well as for the comparisons between conditions of phonation and prolonged 
exhalation.  
3. Results  
There were no significant group differences at our initial FDR-corrected threshold. However, 
exploratory analyses at a lowered threshold (p < .001 10 voxels, uncorrected) have revealed significant 
activation in the brain. The data analysis has shown that areas of activation in the MTD and control groups 
resembled those in other fMRI studies on phonation involving simple voice production tasks in healthy 
people 37, 38, 40, 42, 47, 49. Brain activation during phonation was observed in the bilateral precentral gyrus, 
right SFG, MFG and IFG, lingual gyrus, cingulate gyrus, STG, thalamus (ventral posterior lateral nucleus), 
and bilateral cerebellum in the two groups (Table 4.3). Statistical analysis also identified a significant effect 
of exhalation (P<.001, 10 voxels, uncorrected) in the bilateral precentral gyrus, cingulate gyrus, right 
lingual gyrus, and bilateral cerebellum in both groups (Table 4.4) which is corroborated by recent fMRI 
study by Loucks et al 38.  
Comparison of phonation (comfortable, high-pitched) tasks with prolonged exhalation tasks 
identified activation in the bilateral STG and insula in the two groups (Table 4.4). However, the fMRI data 
analysis for the high-pitched phonation compared to comfortable phonation did not reveal any significant 




























3,4,6 1671 5,7 46;-5;47 3,4,6 228 4,6 49;-6;42 
Left precentral gyrus 3,4 1509 6,3 -43;-18;35 3,4 1324 5,0 -43;-16;34 
Right middle frontal 
gyrus 
10 53 3,5 37;40;6 46 494 3,9 44;40;-6 
Right inferior frontal 
gyrus 
9 414 4,5 52;7;30 9 303 6,4 52;7;30 
Cingulate gyrus 31 912 5,1 -3;-59;27 31 85 4,0 -7;-51;25 
Right lingual gyrus 18 540 4,5 28;-84;-2 18 369 4,7 32;-75;-7 
Right superior 
temporal gyrus  




 120 4,2 10;-14;19  59 3,7 -6;-30;15 
Right Cerebellum  107 2,9 21;-53;-26  77 4,6 23;-53;-20 




4,6 3028 6,1 40;-10;36 4 164 4,8 48;-6;42 
Left precentral gyrus 3,4,6 916 5,3 -40;-15;38 2-4,6 1318 6 -36;-14;32 
Right superior frontal 
gyrus 
6,8 321 5,2 23;22;50 8 381 5 22;17;45 
Right inferior frontal 
gyrus 
9 1095 5,4 51;7;31 9 134 5,6 51;7;31 
Right middle frontal 
gyrus 
6,9 627 4,8 35;25;31 9 64 3 46;31;31 
Cingulate gyrus 31 400 4,4 -9;-52;25 31 150 4 -9;-52;25 
Left lingual gyrus     18 535 5 -10;-77;-7 
Right superior 
temporal gyrus and 
insula 
22,41,42 2234 5,5 61;-
29;9/52;-7;4 









 566 4,0 13;-10;21/-
13;-10;21 
 215 3,6 17;-10;13/-
26;-18;1 
Right cerebellum  528 5,5 3;-75;-28  49 4,4 23;-54;-21 
Left cerebellum  333 5,1 -34;-54;-28  268 4,6 -48;-56;-39 
Table 4.3: Brain activation during phonation in the healthy and MTD groups. Regions of significant activation are 

































3,4,6 1332 4,7 46;-
10;35/48;3;1
9 






3,4,6 933 4,4 -46;-16;34 3,4,6 755 4,5 -41;-18;36 
Cingulate 
gyrus 












 166 2,8 -17;-60;-21  240 3,4 -28;-68;-23 


















975 5,9 -47;-24;6 22,41 2447 5,1 -45;-26;7 








5006 5,5 50;-20;7 13,21,22,41,4
2 








2876 6,9 -46;-21;4 13,21,22 2328 5,5 -46;-23;3 
Table 4.4: Brain activation during phonation and exhalation in the healthy and MTD groups. Regions of 
significant activation are listed for each condition and for relevant contrasts between the conditions. Results are 
presented in Talairach space (p<.001, uncorrected). 
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Figure 4.2: Areas of higher brain activation (p<.005, 10 voxels, uncorrected) during phonation in patients with 
MTD compared with controls for the conditions of COMFORTABLE PHONATION (A), HIGH-PITCHED 
PHONATION (B), COMFORTABLE PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION (C), and HIGH-
PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION (D). For fuller visualization of cluster extent, results are 
illustrated at a threshold of p<.05 (uncorrected), and an extent threshold of 10 contiguous voxels. The arrows indicate 
clusters of significant activation (p<.005, uncorrected), z coordinates are given below each slice (Abbreviations: Rt: 
right; Lt: left; IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; MFG: middle frontal gyrus: SFG: superior frontal gyrus; LG: lingual gyrus; 
CE: cerebellum; PreCG: precentral gyrus; Br: brainstem).  
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Comparison of phonation tasks (p<.005, 10 voxels, uncorrected) in the two groups (MTD vs 
healthy) revealed higher brain activities during phonation (comfortable pitch, high-pitched) in the 
precentral gyrus, inferior, middle and superior frontal gyrus, lingual gyrus, insula, cerebellum, midbrain, 
and brainstem – laryngeal motor control-related areas – in the MTD group (Table 4.5, Figure 4.2). Areas 
with lower activation during phonation (comfortable, high-pitched) were observed in the cingulate gyrus, 
MTG and STG, and inferior parietal lobe in the MTD group in comparison with healthy controls (Table 
4.6, Figure 4.3). No differences were found between two groups regarding exhalation control. Comparison 
of prolonged exhalation tasks in the two groups (MTD vs healthy) indicated a completely overlapping 
pattern of responses in the cerebral regions mentioned above (Table 4.4). Furthermore, comparison of 
phonation (comfortable and high-pitched) tasks with prolonged exhalation tasks in the two groups (MTD vs 
healthy) revealed areas with higher activation in the middle and superior frontal gyrus, and midbrain in the 
MTD group (Table 4.5, Figure 4.2) and areas with lower activation in the left middle temporal gyrus for 
comfortable phonation and in the right inferior parietal lobe for high-pitched phonation in the MTD group 




















Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus 9 628 4,5 53;9;28 
Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus 9,46 179 4,4 -45;2;21/-43;42;8 
Right Middle Frontal Gyrus 47 205 3,1 42;40;-5 
Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 6 191 3,5 7;6;65 
Left Lingual Gyrus 17 579 4 -13;-87;-3 
Right Insula 13 194 3,7 31;25;12 
Left Insula 13 534 4,5 -31, 9, 18 
Right Cerebellum  436 3,6 36;-36;-30 
Left Cerebellum  224 4,2 -28;-30;-38 
Midbrain PAG  94 3,1 4;-24;-3 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION 
Right Precentral Gyrus 6 83 4,0 40;14;40 
Left Precentral Gyrus 9 76 2,7 -40;21;37 
Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus 9 73 3,2 53;9;28 
Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus 9 47 3,0 -49;7;26 
Left Lingual Gyrus 17 522 2,9 -14;-87;-3 
Right Cerebellum  364 3,4 37;-37;-29 
Left Cerebellum  1248 4,0 -48;-56;-38 
Midbrain PAG/Brainstem  17/65 2,6/3,1 0;-21;-5/0;-32;-41 
COMFORTABLE PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION 
Right Middle Frontal Gyrus 8,10 128 4,0 34;38;21 
Left Middle Frontal Gyrus 9 20 4,3 -7;46;31 
Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 8 30 4,1 2;28;49 
Midbrain PAG  25 4,2 -2;-14;-11 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION 
Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 10 25 3,6 26;59;23 
Left Middle Frontal Gyrus 9 46 3,9 -37;44;28 
Midbrain PAG  17 4,3 -1;-19;-8 
Left Cerebellum  53 4,7 -48;-56;-42 
Table 4.5. Areas with higher activation in the MTD group compared with the control group. Results are presented 




Figure 4.3 Areas of lower brain activation (p<.005, 10 voxels, uncorrected) during phonation in patients with 
MTD compared with controls for the conditions of COMFORTABLE PHONATION (A), HIGH-PITCHED 
PHONATION (B), COMFORTABLE PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION (C), and HIGH-
PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION (D). For fuller visualization of cluster extent, results are 
illustrated at a threshold of p<.05 (uncorrected), and an extent threshold of 10 contiguous voxels. The arrows indicate 
clusters of significant activation, z coordinates are given below each slice. (Abbreviations: Rt: right; Lt: left; CG: 











Right Cingulate Gyrus 31 1066 -5 2;-34;37 
Right Middle Temporal Gyrus 39 67 -3,0 41;-64;15 
Left Middle Temporal Gyrus 39 570 -3,5 -41;-74;14 
Right Superior Temporal Gyrus 22 491 -4,7 52;-49;12 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION 
Cingulate Gyrus 31 468 -3 19;-53;11 
Left Middle Temporal Gyrus 21 75 -3 -55;-53;2 
Right Superior Temporal Gyrus 21, 22 302 -3,8 51; -47; 12 
COMFORTABLE PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION 
Left Middle Temporal Gyrus 39 54 -4,3 -52;-62;8 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION>PROLONGED EXHALATION 
Right Inferior Parietal Lobe 40 61 -4,5 31;-48;38 
Table 4.6 Areas with lower activation in the MTD group compared with the control group. Results are presented 
in Talairach space (p<.005, uncorrected). 
4. Discussion 
The neurophysiological mechanisms of how brain controls phonation are practically unknown. 
The purposes of this study were 1) to detect brain activity during phonation in women with MTD in 
comparison with healthy controls; and 2) to explain the neurophysiological mechanism of laryngeal 
hyperfunction/tension during phonation in patients with MTD. We hypothesized that MTD patients have 
altered brain activities of phonation control secondary to a peripheral sensory perturbations such as a poor 
vocal quality, upper respiratory infection, LPR, vocal demands, and/or life stress. Moreover, the authors 
hypothesized that the theory of the neural ‘model’ explains vocal hyperfunction during phonation in MTD 
patients. 
Ten women with MTD and fifteen healthy women participated in the study. We implemented an 
experimental paradigm consisting of sustained phonation of /i/ and prolonged exhalation tasks. The 
phonation tasks explored both respiratory and laryngeal control as well as the neural control associated with 
pitch (comfortable and high) modulations. The exhalation tasks explored respiratory control and allowed to 
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generate laryngeal control maps by subtraction of the exhalation condition from the phonation condition 38, 
74, 75.  
In our study, brain activity in response to phonation of sound /i/ in related vocal pitch (comfortable 
and high) changes was observed in the bilateral precentral gyrus, right SFG, MFG and IFG, lingual gyrus, 
cingulate gyrus, STG, thalamus (ventral posterior lateral nucleus), and bilateral cerebellum in the two 
(MTD and healthy) groups (Table 4.3). These results are corroborated by recent fMRI studies on phonation 
involving simple voice production tasks 37, 38, 41, 42, 47, 49. The previously reviewed studies have observed 
activity in the same auditory, motor, frontal, parietal, and subcortical brain areas during phonation that are 
specialized for different functions. More specifically, bilateral activations in the precentral gyrus, the MFG 
and the IFG are related to laryngeal motor control areas 41. The MTG and the STG are responsible for vocal 
self-monitoring 68 and sensory voice processing and/or sensorimotor integration for vocal production 69, 100, 
respectively. Cingulate cortex activity is associated with volitional motor control necessary for phonation, 
especially during pitch 100 and emotional vocal modulations 102. Activation in the cerebellum is involved in 
motor planning and coordination of laryngeal movements 66. The lingual gyrus activity involved in simple 
phonemic tasks processing obviating the need for more efforts for the task 67. Additionally, in our 
experiment, activity in the bilateral SFG was present during the high-pitch phonation task only in the two 
groups. Goldberg et al 103 found that when a personal emotional response was required, participants showed 
activity in the SFG – the brain region associated with self-awareness-related function. In our experiment, 
activity in the bilateral SFG was present during the high pitch-phonation task, hypothetically reflecting 
greater emotional activity co-occurring with higher vocal effort required to control high-pitched phonation. 
Additionally, to test whether sensory input affects brain activity during vocal pitch modulation, a 
comparison between comfortable pitch and high-pitch phonation in MTD and control groups was 
performed. Since pitch modulation is based on modifying laryngeal and respiratory control 104 – where both 
auditory and somatosensory inputs are different – we expected different brain activities. However, these 
tasks were unable to show brain activation difference between high-pitched and comfortable phonation in 
MTD patients and control subjects. In our study, an experimental paradigm involving phonation of the /i/ 
sound was used in order to avoid major resonance articulatory changes as used in the fMRI studies by 
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Loucks et al 38, Haslinger et al 49 and Simonyan and Ludlow 48. However, in order to reduce articulatory 
modifications during phonation, subjects performed phonation of sound /i/ with reduced labial and jaw 
movements rather than natural phonation tasks. For future research, in order to explore vocal pitch 
modulation control, an experimental paradigm with phonation of the vowel /a/ instead of /i/ sound may be 
recommended to avoid F0 coinciding with the first resonance 105.  
The exhalation tasks in the present study explored respiratory control in MTD and control groups. 
Statistical analysis identified a significant effect of exhalation in the bilateral precentral gyrus, cingulate 
gyrus, right lingual gyrus, and bilateral cerebellum in the both groups (Table 4.4). In the fMRI study by 
Loucks et al 38, a comparable pattern of responses was identified for exhalation control in healthy subjects 
involving the left ventrolateral cortex, precentral and postcentral gyri, right supramarginal gyrus, right 
lingual gyrus, right cerebellum and thalamus. In addition, the exhalation task allowed to generate laryngeal 
sensorimotor control maps by subtraction of the exhalation condition from the phonation condition 38, 74, 75. 
Since the single cluster of differential activation in SFG was the only difference for the comfortable 
phonation and high-pitched phonation, these conditions were combined when comparing phonation 
(comfortable and high) and prolonged exhalation. This comparison revealed brain activity in the bilateral 
STG and insulla – the brain regions associated with sound perception – in the two groups (Table 4.4).  
The group comparison of prolonged exhalation tasks in patients with MTD versus healthy controls 
has determined overlapping pattern of responses in the cerebral regions typically active during normal 
exhalation. It showed that the neural control of exhalation, specifically of exhalation for phonation in 
patients with MTD, is not altered 38. This assumption is based on the conclusion of fMRI study by Loucks 
et al 38, which showed that the neural control of exhalation for phonation is similar to the neural control of 
voluntary exhalation. Only a difference in STG activation was seen, due to the auditory feedback. These 
results were obtained by subtracting neural control of voluntary exhalation from neural control of 
phonation during fMRI data analysis in order to focus on sensory feedback control of phonation. 
Furthermore, no difference between the two groups in the exhalation tasks allowed a comparison of these 
tasks with the phonation tasks to identify the regions that are involved in sensory feedback control of 
phonation. 
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The imaging results supported our hypothesis that patients with MTD, when compared to healthy 
subjects, may have altered brain activity related to phonation control. Compared with controls, during 
phonation, MTD patients showed higher activation in the laryngeal motor control-related areas such as the 
precentral gyrus SFG, MFG, insula, midbrain, brainstem and cerebellum. Furthermore, comparison of 
phonation (comfortable and high-pitched) tasks with prolonged exhalation tasks identified areas with 
higher activation in the MFG and SFG in the MTD group versus control. Thus, the brain response observed 
in the present study may reflect that MTD patients control their voice by use of the laryngeal motor control-
related areas, midbrain, brainstem and cerebellum. Lower neural activation was seen in the cingulate gyrus, 
STG and MTG and inferior parietal lobe in the MTD group in comparison with healthy controls. Moreover, 
comparison of phonation (comfortable, high-pitched) with prolonged exhalation tasks identified areas with 
lower activation in the left MTG for comfortable phonation and in the right inferior parietal lobe for high-
pitched phonation in the MTD group in comparison with healthy controls. Since scanner noise was 
minimized during scanning, the subject’s own voice served as the auditory stimulus and was taken to 
reflect auditory cortex activation.  
In patients with MTD, these altered (higher/lower) brain activities may result in laryngeal tension 
and voice symptoms. However, this experiment did not provide evidence of internal representations/neural 
‘model’ of the sensorimotor transformations changes. This experiment did, however, provide evidence of 
altered neural correlates of phonation in MTD. In our study, altered neural activities were presented during 
phonation in MTD patients in comparison with healthy controls, hypothetically reflecting that the theory of 
the neural ‘model’ may give possibly explanation for MTD and particularly for imbalanced laryngeal 
muscle activation in MTD. In MTD, abnormal sensory feedback (such as poor voice quality) may trigger 
the neural “model’ to stimulate new patterns of muscle activation and alter sensory perception (Figure 
4.1B). In particular, abnormal sensory feedback generates an error signal between prediction of the sensory 
outcome of phonation and incoming sensory feedback. The error signal updates the neural ‘model’ that in 
turn generate corrective commands to the motor controller and change sensory perception. Altered 
descending motor cortical signals stimulate laryngeal motorneurons in the brainstem which might result in 
excessive tension of (para)laryngeal muscles or recruit muscles that are not ordinarily active. A relationship 
between the laryngeal motor control impairments and pathophysiology of MTD may be seen. Neural 
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impulses from the areas that control the execution of laryngeal movements, such as the precentral gyrus, 
SFG, MFG, midbrain PAG, brainstem and cerebellum, hypothetically may cause muscle tension that can 
disrupt phonation and produce symptoms of MTD. Simultaneously altered sensory perception might make 
the brain insensitive to the normal feedback even when irritants are no longer present. Thus, the 
pathophysiology of MTD may be viewed as a processing of abnormal sensory information throughout 
intact internal prediction/correction mechanism that results in updating or creating a new neural “model”, 
altering muscle activation patterns and opening sensory channels for abnormal sensory inputs. In our study, 
lower neural activity in the sensory control-related areas such as STG, MTG, and inferior parietal lobe may 
reflect suppression in these areas. Neural response suppression in these areas, on the one hand, may occur 
due to F-high was decreased in patients with MTD according to the acoustic analysis. On the other hand, 
neural response suppression in these areas might make the brain insensitive to the normal feedback. We 
also suggest that the neuroplastic changes 106, 107 in the brain areas responsible to phonation control 27 
(Figure 4.1B) may support the symptoms of MTD. Furthermore, the updated neural ‘model’ generates 
corrective commands to the motor controller (Figure 4.1B) resulting in altered descending motor cortical 
signals. In our study, higher neural activity in the laryngeal motor control-related areas such as precentral 
gyrus, SFG, MFG, IFG, midbrain, brainstem, and cerebellum alters descending motor cortical signals and 
stimulates laryngeal motorneurons in the brainstem that may result in laryngeal tension and voice 
symptoms in patients with MTD.  
The present fMRI study also identified problems with the experimental stimuli and/or procedures. 
The aim of this study was to investigate brain activity during phonation in women with MTD in 
comparison with healthy controls in three conditions: comfortable pitch, high pitch, and prolonged 
exhalation. However, measurements of the vocal quality were not implemented in this fMRI study. During 
the fMRI procedure it was not possible to make audio recordings of phonations. Therefore the actual 
difference in fundamental frequency between high pitch and comfortable pitch could not be determined. 
Before the fMRI scanning, experienced speech therapist explained to all participants how to produce a 
tasks during fMRI study. For future research, we recommend using voice recordings within the fMRI setup. 
Furthermore, voice recording during stroboscopy is necessary to compare data.  
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Another limitation of the present study was that a test of reproducibility was not performed prior 
to the fMRI study. In the previous fMRI studies, a test of reproducibility has been performed under a 
number of different experimental paradigms and has reported good reproducibility of data. These fMRI 
paradigms included: visual stimulation, motor task, and cognitive tasks 108, 107; sensorimotor tasks 110-111; or 
learning tasks 112. In our study, we did not perform a test of reproducibility because of using a simple fMRI 
paradigm and did not perform multi-site or multi-scanning session scans. Although a test of reproducibility 
has been performed in the previous fMRI studies, Friedman et al 111 suggested carrying out reproducibility 
studies prior to the fMRI study involving the main and original scientific hypothesis, especially when 
performing multi-site or multi-scanning session scans. Doing so may reveal sources of instability that 
would introduce a significant variance into the data, and also define if certain statistical benchmarks are 
met relevant to reproducibility and reliability of data. However, this was a limitation in this study, and 
future work in this area should include a test of reproducibility performed prior to the fMRI study in order 
to improve the results.  
5. Conclusion 
The neuroimaging data in this study revealed that MTD patients control phonation by use of the 
auditory, motor, frontal, parietal, and subcortical areas that are similar to those used during phonation 
control by healthy subjects. However, higher neural activity in the laryngeal motor control-related areas 
such as precentral gyrus, SFG, MFG, IFG, midbrain, and cerebellum as well as the lower neural activity in 
the sensory control-related areas such as STG, MTG, inferior parietal lobe may affect the laryngeal 
sensorimotor control and result in laryngeal tension and voice symptoms in patients with MTD. Even with 
a small number of participants in the MTD group, we were able to locate brain regions important to 
phonation control 42-44, 47, 113-115, and to compare our findings with those of earlier studies 42-44, 47,73, 113-115. 
We also suggested that the setup conditions of future fMRI experiments should be modified in order to 
make vocal pitch recording possible or to rely on fixed vocal pitches. Moreover, future work in this area 
should include a test of reproducibility performed prior to the fMRI study in order to improve the study 
results. An updated study protocol should provide further insight in the neural mechanisms of phonation 
related to laryngeal control in patients with MTD. In addition, future studies should relate routine voice 
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diagnostic behavioral measures (i.e. perceptual, acoustic, and aerodynamic) to brain imaging data to better 
understand the relationship between current clinical voice measures and the underlying neural events 
subserving disordered voice. A better understanding of voice production, from central sensorimotor control 
to the contribution of the peripheral subsystems, will help to establish biomarkers and lead to customised 
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BRAIN ACTIVITY DURING PHONATION IN HEALTHY 
FEMALE SINGERS WITH SUPRAGLOTTIC 
COMPRESSION: AN FMRI PILOT STUDY  
This chapter will present the readers with the results for fMRI pilot study of brain activity during phonation 





This pilot study evaluated the usability of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to detect 
brain activation during phonation in healthy female singers with supraglottic compression. Four healthy 
female classical singers (mean age: 26 years) participated in the study. All subjects had normal vocal folds 
and vocal characteristics and showed supraglottic compression. The fMRI experiment was carried out using 
a block design paradigm. Brain activation during phonation and exhalation was analyzed using Brain 
Voyager software. An fMRI data analysis showed a significant effect of phonation control in the bilateral 
pre/postcentral gyrus, and in the frontal, cingulate, superior and middle temporal gyrus, as well as in the 
parietal lobe, insula, lingual gyrus, cerebellum, thalamus, and brainstem. These activation areas are 
consistent with previous reports using other fMRI protocols. In addition, a significant effect of phonation 
compared to exhalation control was found in the bilateral superior temporal gyrus, and the pre/postcentral 
gyrus. This fMRI pilot study allowed to detect a normal pattern of brain activity during phonation in 
healthy female singers with supraglottic compression using the proposed protocol. However, the pilot study 
detected problems with the experimental material/procedures that would necessitate refining the fMRI 
protocol. The phonation tasks were not capable to show brain activation difference between high-pitched 
and comfortable phonation. During the fMRI procedure there was no possibility to make audio recordings 




Human phonation is a laryngeal motor behavior that extends from reflexive and unlearned limbic 
laryngeal actions 1-3 to controlled and coordinated, highly skilled vocal movements to support speech 
and/or singing 4, 5. Phonation requires coordination of the respiratory, laryngeal, and articulatory systems. A 
component of normal phonation is the variation of voice pitch (habitual, high, and low) which requires a 
complex interplay between respiratory (i.e., subglottic pressure) and laryngeal control 6. Pitch variation 
depends on the interactions between intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal muscles 7-9 which influence the 
properties of the vocal folds (i.e., the sound source system) and in this way control the F0, as well as the 
interplay between F0 and vocal tract resonance frequencies (i.e., F0 adjustment). Activity of the intrinsic 
cricothyroid and thyroarytenoid muscles 6, 10, 11 and the extrinsic sternohyoid 12  muscle  increases as F0 
increases during vocalization. High-pitched phonation is associated with increased tracheal pressure 13 as 
well as increments of loudness and glottal airflow 14. Sensorimotor integration control plays an important 
role in the feedback-based adjustments during phonation 15. Moreover, vocal training also may result in 
changes in laryngeal activity and its control 16.  
People with vocal problems (e.g. functional dysphonia) often have limited pitch ranges due to 
laryngeal compression and postural problems during phonation 17-20. Medio-lateral (M-L) and anterior-
posterior (A-P) laryngeal compression is an endoscopic sign of abuse or misuse of the vocal mechanism 
and/or vocal hyperfunction 21-26 and is commonly reported in patients with functional dysphonia such as 
muscle tension dysphonia (MTD) 27. MTD is a common type of functional dysphonia that is clinically 
characterized by increased laryngeal muscle tension 23-25, 28, 29 and is often associated with vocal pitch range 
limitation despite the absence of primary organic or neurologic laryngeal disorders. MTD is commonly 
seen in vocally untrained people 28 and tends to develop among middle-aged women who use their voice as 
a professional tool 30. Moreover, recent studies have demonstrated that laryngeal compression may be a 
regular laryngeal behavior during normal speaking and singing 26, 27, 31-37. Up to now, no studies were able 
to identify neural biomarkers that determine supraglottic compression and help to understand whether 
laryngeal compression is either a dysfunctional or a normal laryngeal behavior.  
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Neuroimaging techniques have become important tools to describe neural networks associated 
with laryngeal control of phonation for voice, speech, and/or singing 38-42. These studies identified the 
sensorimotor cortex region (corresponding to Brodmann’s area (BA) 1, 2, 3, or 4), premotor cortex region 
(BA 6, 8), superior temporal gyrus (STG) (BA 22,41, 42), insula (BA 13), cingulate gyrus/cortex, 
supramarginal gyrus (BA 40), lingual gyrus (BA 18, 19), thalamus, cerebellum, midbrain, and basal ganglia 
as key regions in the functional network of non-disordered phonation 38-41, 43, 44. More specifically, as 
defined by functional brain imaging, the sensorimotor cortex region functionally includes the primary 
motor cortex (BA 4) and S1 (BA 1, 2, and 3), and is anatomically located on/in the pre/postcentral gyrus 
and central sulcus 45. In addition, the premotor cortex region functionally includes the premotor cortex as 
well as a supplementary motor area and is anatomically located on/in the precentral gyrus and 
superior/middle/inferior frontal gyrus (SFG, MFG, IFG) 45. Recent functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) studies identified the primary motor cortex, 
supplementary motor area, cingulate cortex, and inferior parietal lobe as key regions in the functional 
network to sing single notes 46,  melodies 47, or an Italian aria 48. Moreover, neuroimaging studies were able 
to show that singers and non-singers recruited similar brain areas in simple singing, i.e. bilateral auditory 
cortices, cingulate cortex, supplementary motor area, primary motor cortices, premotor cortex, insula, 
primary somatosensory cortex (S1), thalamus, and cerebellum 49. However, none of the previous studies 
specifically investigated phonation control in healthy singers with supraglottic compression to determine 
the neural mechanism behind laryngeal function in this population during regular laryngeal behavior. On 
one hand, several studies evaluated supraglottic activity in professional voice users (healthy classical 
singers, rock singers, and theater actors) using routine diagnostic measures (i.e. perceptual, acoustic, 
aerodynamic, and flexible endoscopic laryngeal evaluation) 31, 32, 35-37, 50-55. A study by Mayerhoff et al 31 
revealed supraglottic activity (medial and/or A-P compression) in healthy singers during loud phonation of 
the vowel /a/. Male subjects demonstrated a higher degree of A-P compression. Moreover, A-P and medial 
compression are significantly correlated and occur simultaneously in these subjects 31. Guzman et al 50 have 
shown vocal hyperfunction manifested by laryngeal postural changes including high vertical positions, 
pharyngeal compression, and laryngeal supraglottic compression during singing and speaking in healthy 
rock singers. Another study found a certain degree of A-P laryngeal compression, medial compression, 
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pharyngeal constriction, and high vertical laryngeal position in healthy pop singers while singing in several 
styles (pop, rock, and jazz). Moreover, rock singing showed the highest degree of both laryngeal and 
pharyngeal activities 55. On the other hand, there are no studies that evaluate the neurophysiological 
mechanism of laryngeal compression during phonation in healthy singers without voice disorders and with 
supraglottic compression. This has been the rationale to investigate the neural control of phonation in 
healthy singers with supraglottic compression to identify neural biomarkers that may determine supraglottic 
compression and help to understand whether laryngeal compression is either a dysfunctional or a normal 
laryngeal behavior.  
The aim of this study was to determine if the proposed fMRI protocol is sensitive enough to define 
a widespread network of activation associated with phonation in healthy female singers with normal vocal 
characteristics and supraglottic compression. A pilot study was done to fine tune the experimental tasks and 
to identify any problems with the experimental stimuli or procedures.  
In the pilot study, we implemented a paradigm consisting of sustained phonation of the sound /i/ 
on different pitch levels and prolonged exhalation tasks 42. The phonation tasks were meant to explore the 
interplay between respiratory and laryngeal control, whereas the exhalation tasks explored  respiratory 
control separately. Additionally, the phonation tasks revealed the neural control associated with changes in 
respiratory and laryngeal adjustments to obtain vocal pitch changes (comfortable and high). Comfortable 
phonation (i.e., habtual F0) relies on a balance of muscle tension in both the voicing and respiratory system. 
High pitch phonation produced at high intensity relies on maximal/highest muscular activity of the intrinsic 
and extrinsic laryngeal muscles and the respiratory system. Hence, we expected differences in brain activity 
pertaining to pitch variation (comfortable and high) control during phonation. Laryngeal control maps were 
generated by subtraction of the exhalation condition from the phonation condition. This approach is based 
on a study by Loucks et al 40 which showed that the neural control of exhalation for phonation is similar to 
the neural control of voluntary exhalation in healthy people, except for a difference in STG activation due 
to the auditory feedback. These results were obtained during fMRI data analysis by subtracting patterns of 
neural control for voluntary exhalation from those during for phonation, considering the fact that if activity 
in a particular region of the brain during one task is greater than during another task, this particular region 
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of the brain is involved in specific task-related activity 56, 57. We hypothesized that the proposed fMRI 
protocol could detect brain activation during phonation in healthy female singers with supraglottic 
compression.  
2. Material and methods 
Ethics Approval 
The Ethics Committee of Ghent University Hospital approved (B670201420193) the study 
protocol. 
Participants 
Four healthy female classical singers participated in the study. Inclusion criteria were (1) no 
history of vocal pathology in the past year, (2) at least 5 years of training in classical singing, (3) soprano 
voice type, (4) endoscopic sign of laryngeal compression, (5) age between 21-45 years, (6) female gender, 
(7) right-handedness, (8) being a native speaker of Dutch, (9) no history of neurological or psychiatric 
disease. Four singers (mean age: 26 years, age range: 22-33) met the inclusion criteria and were recruited to 
participate in the study. The average length of voice training of the subjects was 8,25 years, with a range of 
5-12 years. The rationale to include only adult healthy women with a soprano voice was to reduce intra-
group variance during fMRI data analysis. Participants were recruited from the employees of Ghent 
University using an open ad. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. All were asked 
to undergo flexible nasolaryngoscopy to confirm the absence of laryngeal pathology and the presence of 
laryngeal supraglottic compression. 
Questionnaires and voice handicap index 
Before scanning, all participants filled in a Pre-scan MRI-safety questionnaire, the Edinburgh 
Handedness Inventory measurement scale, and a Personal History Questionnaire. These questionnaires 
were used to select participants who satisfy inclusion criteria, such as fMRI compatibility, medical history, 
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and lifestyle, and other participant characteristics. The psychosocial impact of vocal quality, as perceived 
by the subject, was measured by means of the validated Dutch translation of the Voice Handicap Index-10 
(VHI) 58. This instrument assesses a subject’s perception of disability, handicap, and distress resulting from 
voice difficulties. It consists of 10 questions that cover emotional (2 questions), physical (3 questions), and 
functional (5 questions) aspects of the respondent’s voice. The questions are rated on a 5-point ordinal 
scale: never (0), almost never (1), sometimes (2), almost always (3), and always (4). The total score ranges 
from 0 (no problem perceived) to 40. After scanning, participants filled in a Post-Scan MRI-Checklist 
which asked for information on effects of the MRI equipment and its environment (i.e., magnetic field, 
acoustic noise).  
Clinical examination and voice assessment protocol 
The same otorhinolaryngologist (S.C.) and speech therapist (E.D.) examined each subject 
clinically following a standard evaluation protocol. This protocol included the ENT (ear, nose, and throat) 
evaluation and videonasolaryngoscopic examination 59. Clinical examination included focal palpation of 
tension around the larynx. The voice assessment protocol included a perceptual rating of the voice during 
connected speech by using the GRBASI scale and an objective vocal quality evaluation by means of the 
dysphonia severity index (DSI) 60. The GRBASI scale consists of five well-defined parameters: G (overall 
grade of hoarseness), R (roughness), B (breathiness), A (asthenic), and S (strained) 61, 62. A sixth parameter 
I for instability of the voice was added later to the Likert scale 63. A four-point rating scale (0: normal, 1: 
slight, 2: moderate, and 3: severe) is used to indicate the grade of every parameter (table 1). The objective 
parameters of the voice assessment protocol included the frequency range (F0 low-F0 high), the intensity 
range (I low-I high), aerodynamics (maximum phonation time, MPT, and vital capacity, VC), and the 
acoustic microperturbations (Jitter and Shimmer) of voice during phonation of the vowel sound /a/ and /i/. 
The voice range was measured using the voice range profile module from the Computerized Speech Lab 
Model 4500 (CSLTM, KayPENTAX, Lincoln Park, NJ). Recordings were made using a hand-held 
unidirectional condenser microphone (Samson, C01U, mouth-to-microphone distance = 7 cm). The 
acoustic analysis was performed with the Multi Dimensional Voice Program (MDVP) from the CSL. All 
measurements took place in a sound-treated room. Based on these results, the DSI was calculated: (0.13 × 
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MPT) + (0.0053F0 high) − (0.26 × Ilow) − (1.18 × Jitter) + 12.4 60. DSI outcomes range from +5 (for 
perceptually normal voices) to -5 (for dysphonic voices) and the more negative DSI outcomes are, the 
worse vocal quality end results become 60. All participants had a DSI value corresponding to a normal voice 
quality (mean DSI of the vowel /a/: +4.6, DSI range: 2,9-5,9; mean DSI of the vowel /i/: +5.3, DSI range: 
2,3-7) 60. In addition, voice samples based on the production of sustained vowels /a/ and  /i/ were used to 
determine the habitual fundamental frequency (F0) and the highest frequency (F0-highest) for each subject 
(mean F0: 245,2 and mean F0-highest: 973,2 of the vowel /i/ and mean F0: 228,5 and mean F0-highest: 





































Table 5.1: Voice Assessment Protocol, Voice Handicap Index (VHI) in healthy female singers with supraglottic 
hyperfunction (n=4). 
Subject selection was also based upon videostrobonasolaryngoscopy. The 
videostrobolaryngoscopy examination protocol included phonation of the vowel sounds /a/, /i/, and /u/ at 
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modal/comfortable, low-pitched (soft and loud to assess maximum pliability), and high-pitched voice 
quality. The following videostroboscopy indicators at modal, low, and high pitch were evaluated: 
symmetry (symmetrical or asymmetrical), regularity (regular, irregular, or inconsistent), glottal closure 
(complete, incomplete, or inconsistent), type of gap (longitudinal, posterior, anterior, irregular, oval, or 
hour-glass), amplitude (increased, normal, reduced, or none), and mucosal wave (normal, reduced, or none) 
59. The female singers have a higher incidence of a small (less than 25% of the length of the vocal folds) 
posterior chink64. A posterior glottal gap between the vocal folds was expected in nasolaryngostroboscopy 
in this type of population (table 2). Supraglottic activity refers to the positioning and location of structures 
immediately above the vocal folds. Laryngeal supraglottic compression during 
videostrobonasolaryngoscopy was established when A-P and/or M-L compression was present. Typically, 
the visibility of vocal folds was partially affected by the presence of supraglottic activity, since A-P 
compression is a result of the approximation of arytenoid cartilages to the petiole of the epiglottis and M-L 
compression happens when there is adduction of vestibular folds. By using the SERF-protocol 65, 
supraglottic activity was quantified. The SERF form features a laryngeal image with concentric circles 
superimposed. M-L and A-P constriction were evaluated separately by determining which numbered circle 
corresponds best to the observed degree of constriction (from 0: no constriction to 4: very severe 
constriction). Videostrobonasolaryngoscopy evaluations of the participants showed normal laryngeal 
structure and function during phonation of /u/ at modal/comfortable, low-pitched and high-pitched voice 
quality. However, during phonation of /i/ and /a/ at modal/comfortable, low-pitched, and high-pitched voice 
quality, participants had A-P and/or M-L supraglottic compression (Table 5.2). 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging experimental protocol 
The fMRI experiment was performed in a block design 42. All participants were tested under three 
different conditions: I. COMFORTABLE PHONATION: modal/comfortable prolonged phonation of the 
vowel  /i/ without spreading the lips; II. HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION: high-pitched prolonged 
phonation of the vowel /i/ without spreading the lips; III. PROLONGED EXHALATION: voluntary 
sustained ‘unvoiced’ oral exhalation. Participants were instructed to phonate the vowel /i/ with a habitual 
pitch and loudness for the comfortable phonation task and with highest pitch and maximal loudness for the 
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high-pitched phonation task. During comfortable phonation there is a sustained balance of tension in the 
muscles of phonation and the respiratory system. High phonation is based on a maximal activity of the 
intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal muscles and the respiratory musculature. The conditions I to III were 
performed in randomized order for each participant. The time interval during which the volunteers had to 
perform a task was visually indicated during 10 seconds by a grey loading bar, whereas resting periods 
were indicated by a black cross. Before the actual tasks, written instructions indicating the type of task were 
presented (2 seconds) in the subject’s native language (i.e. in Dutch: ‘Gewone Stem’, ‘Hoge Stem’ or 
‘Verlengde Uitademing’) as well as a visual cue to start inspiration (2.5 seconds) (i.e. in Dutch: 
‘Inademen’). All visual commands were generated using a commercially available experiment generator 
(Presentation, Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany CA, USA) and were reflected in а mirror on the head 
coil. Subjects were positioned head-first supine inside the magnet bore and fitted with an OptoACTIVE 
noise cancelling MRI headphone and a FOMRI-III noise cancelling microphone (OptoActive™, 
Optoacoustics Ltd, Moshav Mazor, Israel).  The OptoACTIVE system provided the highest levels of noise 
reduction and self-monitoring during phonation. However, the OptoACTIVE system did not provide 
phonatory task recordings free of fMRI-related acoustic noise during scanning. The participant’s head was 
immobilized in the standard head coil using neck cushions to minimize motion artifacts. The subjects were 
instructed to keep their jaw, lips and tongue motionless while performing the tasks and to keep their jaw 
slightly open in order to minimize movements during phonation (e.g. movements of orofacial muscles), 
which might also cause artifacts during fMRI scanning. In addition, participants were asked to reduce 
articulatory gestures during sustained phonation tasks. The project leader (S.C.) and MRI operator (M.K.) 
monitored performances throughout the experiment through a control room speaker. In addition, prior to 
scanning, speech pathologist explained to all participants how to produce a sustained vowel /i/ during 10 
seconds using a comfortable as well as a high pitch and to sustain exhalation for the same duration for the 




Videostroboscopic Feature Phonation of the vowel sounds at three different pitches  
(F0-low, F0, and F0-high) 
/i/ /u/ /a/ 
n % n % n % 
Symmetry        
Symmetrical 3  75 3 75 3 75 
Asymmetrical  1 25 1 25 1 25 
Regularity        
Regular  4 100 4 100 4 100 
Irregular  - - - - - - 
Inconsistent  - - - - - - 
Glottic closure        
Complete  1 25 1 25 1 50 
Incomplete  3 75 3 75 2 50 
Type glottal gap        
Longitudinal  - - - - - - 
Posterior  3 75 3 75 2 50 
Anterior  - - - - - - 
Oval  - - - - - - 
Hour-glass  - - - - - - 
Amplitude        
Normal  4 100 4 100 4 100 
Reduced - - - - - - 
Increased  - - - - - - 
Mucosal wave       
Normal 4 100 4 100 4 100 
Reduced  - - - - - - 
None - - - - - - 








































































* one participant had slightly asynchronous and irregular vocal folds movements 
Table 5.2: Videostroboscopic features in healthy female singers with supraglottic hyperfunction (n=4). 
Abbreviations: A-P, anterior-posterior constriction (0 no constriction, 4   severe constriction); M-L, medio-lateral 




Magnetic resonance imaging acquisition 
FMRI images were acquired on a 3 Tesla MR scanner (Siemens Magnetom Trio, Erlangen, Germany) 
using the standard 32-channel head coil. Initially, an anatomical T1-weighted MR dataset covering the 
whole head at 1 mm3 isotropic resolution was acquired (high-quality three-dimensional magnetization-
prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo (3D MPRAGE) images, repetition time = 1950 ms, inversion 
time =1100 ms, echo time = 3.93 ms, flip angle = 12°). An axial T2*-sensitive gradient-echo echo-planar 
imaging technique with an in-plane resolution of 2x2mm2 was used to generate the functional images 
(repetition time = 2000 ms, echo time = 36 ms, flip angle = 70°, acquisition matrix = 96x128). Forty 
consecutive sections of 3 mm thickness with a 0.5 mm gap between slices in an axial-to-coronal orientation 
were acquired. A total of 176 volumes were recorded for experimental run, resulting in a total investigation 
time of 25 minutes. 
Image analysis steps 
All steps of fMRI data preprocessing and fMRI group data analysis were performed using the 
BrainVoyager QX Version 2.4 software package (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) 66. 
Preprocessing included 3D motion correction, slice timing correction, normalization to a standard echo 
planar imaging (EPI) template based on the neuroanatomical atlas of Talairach and Tournoux 67, and spatial 
smoothing on volume time course (VTC) files with a Gaussian kernel for the full width at the half 
maximum (FWHM) of 8 mm (the voxel size of resultant VTC was 3 × 3 × 3 mm3). A statistical parametric 
map was calculated using the the general linear model (GLM) approach. For each experiment, a 
BrainVoyager protocol file (PRT) was derived, representing the onset and duration of the events for the 
different conditions with the rest period as a baseline. From the created protocols, the design matrices for 
the calculation of the GLM were defined automatically. In order to account for hemodynamic response, 
each of the predictors was derived by convolution of the block design with a model for the two gamma 
hemodynamic response functions 57. Previously, the GLM design matrix was improved by defining proper 
noise predictors using the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) approach 68. After fitting the GLM 69, 
group t-maps were generated by invoking the RFX-ANCOVA (ANCOVA Random Effect Analysis) tool 
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and using a subtraction approach 40, 56, 57 for fMRI data analysis of the comfortable phonation, high-pitched 
phonation and prolonged exhalation as well as for the comparisons between conditions of phonation and 
prolonged exhalation. Activation maps were generated by thresholding the statistical maps using the false 
discovery rate (FDR) approach (q(FDR)<0.05) 66, 70. 
3. Results 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging experiment 
Table 5.3 and Figure 5.1 summarize the main fMRI results of the study. Group analysis showed a 
significant main effect of comfortable phonation compared to rest condition in the right pre/postcentral 
gyrus, left precentral gyrus, bilateral middle frontal gyrus, cingulate gyrus, bilateral lingual gyrus, bilateral 
STG extends to the inferior parietal lobe, bilateral cerebellum, brainstem and of high-pitched phonation 
compared to rest condition in the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus, bilateral superior frontal gyrus, cingulate 
gyrus, right lingual gyrus, bilateral STG, thalamus, cerebellum, and brainstem (table 5.3). Activities in the 
bilateral SFG were shown during the high-pitched phonation compared to the rest period. However, the 
fMRI data analysis for the high-pitched phonation compared to comfortable phonation did not reveal any 
significant differences in brain activation between high-pitched phonation and comfortable phonation. 
Group analyses showed a significant main effect of exhalation compared to rest period in the bilateral 
precentral gyrus, right lingual gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus, right thalamus, and cerebellum (table 5.3). 
Comparing phonation (comfortable and high) and prolonged exhalation tasks yielded a significant main 
effect of phonation in the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus and STG (Table 5.3, Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: Brain activation during phonation. Abbreviations: PreCG: precentral gyrus; PosCG: postcentral gyrus; 









Brain area (n=4) BA Talairach coordinates (x,y,z) Peak t (469) value Cluster size 
(mm3) 
COMFORTABLE PHONATION 
Right pre/postcentral gyrus 3,4,6 41;-14;36/52;-11;48 15 3630 
Left precentral gyrus 4,6 -41;-16;30 8,3 1961 
Right middle frontal gyrus 9,10 29;15;58 4,7 143 
Left middle frontal gyrus 9,10 -26;22;58 5,3 573 
Cingulate gyrus 24 25;-45;25 14 6848 
Right lingual gyrus 18 37;-75;0 10 2110 
Left lingual gyrus 18 -37;-75;0 10 2699 
Right superior temporal gyrus (extends to the inferior parietal lobe) 22, 41, 42 57;-27;7 10 6092 
Left superior temporal gyrus (extends to the inferior parietal lobe) 22, 42 -57;-27;7 13 5709 
Cerebellum  35;-58;-27/-35;-58;-27 19 13576 
Brainstem  -5;-24;-41 9,7 1313 
HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION 
Right pre/postcentral gyrus 4,6 46;-8;44 14,3 3440 
Left pre/postcentral gyrus 3,4-6 -50;-8;42 13 5060 
Right/Left Middle frontal gyrus  26;41;43/-26;41;43 13 7464 
Right/Left Superior frontal gyrus 8 10;38;45/-10;38;45 13 3212 
Cingulate gyrus 24 -5;-1;32 13 186135 
Right lingual gyrus 19 37;-75;0   
Right superior temporal gyrus 38 45;24;-18/28;7;-27 17,6/12,3 1249/1138 
Left superior temporal gyrus 22,38 -30;1;-27/-44;20;-22/-62;-14;2 14,9/12,04/8,3 834/1064/776 
Thalamus (ventral posterior lateral nucleus)  2;-8;9 10 3051 
Cerebellum  2;-44;-29/-2;-44;-29 17 58983 
Brainstem  0;-25;-28 13 9622 
PROLONGED EXHALATION 
Right/Left precentral gyrus 4,6 42;-10;32/46;3;11/-42;-17;37 6,5 6827 
Right lingual gyrus 19 39;-70;-6 5,8 7477 
Left supramarginal gyrus 40 -42;-54;49 4,7 1176 
Right thalamus  13;-7;6 4,9 303 
Cerebellum  11;-35;-14/-19;-34;-16 4,8 302 
PHONATION (COMFORTABLE, HIGH-PITCHED PHONATION)>EXHALATION 
Right pre/postcentral gyrus 3,4-6 42;-7;30/ 52;-21;48 5 871 
Left pre/postcentral gyrus 3,4-6 -42;-7;30-52;-21;48 6 515 
Right superior temporal gyrus 13,22 54;-24;6 10,6 7787 
Left superior temporal gyrus 13,22 -53;-42;17 9,2 1647 
 




This pilot study was a first step to detect brain activity during phonation in healthy female singers 
with normal vocal folds and vocal characteristics and with supraglottic compression using the proposed 
fMRI protocol. We included four adult healthy female soprano singers without voice disorders and with 
supraglottic compression. We implemented an experimental paradigm consisting of sustained phonation of 
/i/ and prolonged exhalation tasks. The phonation tasks in this study explored respiratory and laryngeal 
control. Additionally, the phonation tasks in this study explored the neural control associated with changes 
in pitch (comfortable and high). Comfortable phonation is based on maintaining a comfortable balance of 
activity in the muscles of voicing and the respiratory system. High phonation is based on a maximal 
activity in the muscles of voicing and respiratory system. We expected brain activity differences related to 
pitch adaptation. The exhalation tasks explored respiratory control and allowed to generate laryngeal 
control maps by subtraction of the exhalation condition from the phonation condition 40, 56, 57. We 
hypothesized that the proposed fMRI protocol would be suitable to detect brain activation during phonation 
in healthy female singers with supraglottic compression. We also hypothesized that analysis of the pilot 
fMRI data might reveal potential problems in experimental material (stimuli and/or procedures) which 
would necessitate revising the fMRI protocol.  
FMRI data analysis showed a significant effect of phonation control in the bilateral pre/postcentral 
gyrus, frontal gyrus, cingulate gyrus, superior and middle temporal gyrus, parietal lobe, insula, lingual 
gyrus, cerebellum, thalamus, and brainstem (table 3). These activation areas are consistent with previous 
reports using other fMRI protocols on phonation control by healthy singers and non-singers 38-44. In 
addition, activity in the bilateral SFG was present during the high-pitch phonation task only when 
compared to the rest period. Goldberg 71 found that when a personal emotional response was required, 
participants showed activity in the SFG – the brain region associated with self-awareness-related function. 
In our experiment, activity in the bilateral SFG was present during the high pitch-phonation task, 
hypothetically reflecting greater emotional activity co-occurring with higher vocal effort required to control 
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high-pitched phonation. Additionally, to test whether sensory input affects brain activity during vocal pitch 
modulation, a comparison between comfortable pitch and high pitch phonation was performed. Since pitch 
modulation is based on modifying laryngeal and respiratory control 72 – where both auditory and 
somatosensory inputs are different – we expected different brain activities. However, comparison of high-
pitched phonation and comfortable phonation did not show any significant activation in the brain. Possibly, 
the experimental paradigm did not allow to evaluate changes in brain activities during vocal pitch 
modulation. In our study, speech pathologist explained to all participants how to perform comfortable 
phonation tasks with a comfortable balance in the muscles of phonation and the respiratory system and, for 
high-pitched phonation tasks, to use maximal muscular activity. However, in order to reduce articulatory 
modifications that might cause artifacts during fMRI scanning we investigated rather unnatural phonation 
tasks, i.e. without labial and jaw movements. Moreover, an experimental paradigm involving phonation of 
the  /i/ sound was opted for, in order to focus on sensorimotor integration control rather than motor control. 
A similar paradigm with phonation of /i/ was also used in the fMRI studies by Loucks et al 40 Haslinger et 
al 38, and Simonyan et al 73 to explore sensorimotor integration control during phonation and its disorders. 
An experimental paradigm involving phonation of the neutral sound /ə/ (schwa) at 3 vocal frequencies was 
chosen in the fMRI study by Peck et al 74 to evaluate laryngeal motor control of pitch modulation during 
phonation rather than laryngeal sensorimotor control. Their results showed activation in the bilateral 
cerebellum, left IFG, left cingulate gyrus, and left posterior cingulate during high pitch in comparison to 
comfortable pitch. The experimental paradigm with the phonation of /ə/ (schwa) sound was used to focus 
on laryngeal gestures 43, 44, 74. For future research, in order to explore sensorimotor control in vocal pitch 
modulation, an experimental paradigm with phonation of the vowel /a/ instead of /i/ sound may be 
recommended to avoid F0 coinciding with the first formant (/i/ has a low F1 [300 Hz] whereas  /a/ has a 
high F1 [800Hz]) 75. 
The exhalation tasks in the present study also explored respiratory control. The fMRI data analysis 
showed a significant effect of exhalation control in the bilateral precentral gyrus, right lingual gyrus, left 
supramarginal gyrus, right thalamus, and cerebellum (table 3). In the fMRI study by Loucks et al 40, a 
comparable pattern of responses was identified for exhalation  involving the left ventrolateral cortex, 
precentral and postcentral gyri, right supramarginal gyrus, right lingual gyrus, right cerebellum and 
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thalamus. In addition, the exhalation task allowed to generate laryngeal sensorimotor control maps by 
subtraction of the exhalation condition from the phonation condition 40, 56, 57. Since the single cluster of 
differential activation in SFG was in the current study the only difference for the comfortable phonation 
and high-pitched phonation, these conditions were combined when comparing phonation (comfortable and 
high) and prolonged exhalation. This comparison revealed brain activity in the bilateral STG – the brain 
region associated with sound perception, postcentral gyrus – the brain region (S1) responsible for the 
proprioceptive sensation (proprioception) of the larynx, and in the precentral gyrus – the main laryngeal 
motor control center. In healthy female singers with supraglottic compression, brain activity in the 
pre/postcentral gyrus in addition to the STG may be a factor to recognize the neural mechanism that may 
affect laryngeal supraglotic compression during phonation. On one hand, this assumption is based on the 
conclusion of the fMRI study by Loucks et 40 and our previous fMRI study on brain activity associated with 
pitch modulation during phonation in healthy women without voice disorders 42. These studies showed that 
neural control of exhalation for phonation is similar to neural control of voluntary exhalation, except for a 
difference in STG activation due to sensory feedback, particularly auditory feedback 40, 42. On the other 
hand, this assumption is based on experiments by Kleber 76, 77 that provide evidence that singers rely more 
heavily on somatosensory feedback as a result of vocal training and practice. These fMRI studies on 
singing demonstrated that professional singers recruited more activity within S1 76, 77. In particular, singers 
are singing more accurately under anesthesia than non-musicians, despite the observed reduction of insular 
activity and functional connectivity 77.  
The present pilot study also was used to fine-tune the experimental tasks and to identify problems 
with the experimental stimuli and/or procedures. The aim was to analyze brain activities in classically 
trained soprano singers with supralaryngeal compressions in three conditions: comfortable pitch, high 
pitch, and prolonged exhalation. The phonation tasks were not capable to show brain activation difference 
between high-pitched and comfortable phonation in participants. For future research, in order to explore 
vocal pitch modulation control as well as to avoid major resonance and articulatory changes, it may be 
recommended to use phonations of the vowel /a/ which has a first formant of 750-800Hz instead of /i/ 
which has a first formant of 300Hz in order to obtain F0 values lower than the first (expected) formant. 
Moreover, during the fMRI procedure there was no possibility to make audio recordings of phonations. 
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Therefore the actual difference in fundamental frequency between high pitch and comfortable pitch could 
not be determined. Before the fMRI scanning, however, an experienced speech therapist explained to all 
participants how to perform these tasks. Also, the participants of this study – trained singers – are used to 
perform vocal tasks with pitch modulation. For future research, we recommend using voice recordings 
within the fMRI setup. Furthermore, voice recording during stroboscopy is necessary to compare data.  
The small number of subjects is a limitation of the present study. Furthermore, supraglottic 
activity was only studied in healthy female classical singers rather than other singing styles. Also, there is 
no comparison group of healthy female classical singers without supraglottic hyperactivity. For future 
research, comparison of the neural mechanism of phonation control in healthy singers with(out) laryngeal 
supraglotic compression in different singing styles  could provide valuable information. The results of the 
present  research may be used in the future to understand when supraglottic compression is dysfunctional, 
as in cases of functional dysphonia (such as MTD). 
In summary, the neuroimaging data in this study reveal that healthy female singers with 
supraglottic compression use the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus, frontal gyrus, cingulate gyrus, superior and 
middle temporal gyrus, parietal lobe, insula, lingual gyrus, cerebellum, thalamus, and brainstem for 
phonation control. Even with a small number of participants, we were able to locate brain regions important 
to phonation control 49, 66, 78-82, and to compare findings with the previous studies 42, 49, 66, 78-82. The brain 
activity in the pre/postcentral gyrus in addition to the STG may be a factor to recognize the neural 
mechanism that may affect laryngeal supraglotic compression during phonation in healthy female singers. 
However, healthy female classical singers without supraglottic hyperactivity have to be included in future 
research as the best proof to understand impact of brain control on laryngeal behavior. We also suggest that 
the setup conditions of future fMRI experiments should be modified in order to make vocal pitch recording 
possible or to rely on fixed vocal pitches. An updated study protocol should provide further insight in the 
neural mechanisms of phonation related to laryngeal supraglotic compression in healthy speakers, in 
different singing styles, and in singers or speakers with voice problems, with the ultimate goal of 
understanding when laryngeal compression is either dysfunctional or normal. 
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5. Conclusions  
The imaging results have demonstrated that healthy female classical singers with supraglottic 
compression use the auditory, motor, frontal, parietal, and subcortical areas to control phonation46-48, 76, 77. 
These areas are also used by other healthy people for the purpose of phonation control 83, 84. However, 
subtracting the outcomes for neural control of voluntary exhalation from those of phonation revealed brain 
activities in the bilateral pre/postcentral areas and STG. In healthy female singers with supraglottic 
compression, the brain activity in the pre/postcentral gyrus may be a biomarker of laryngeal supraglottic 
compression during phonation. While the pilot study did not identify problems in the experimental stimuli, 
this study detected problems with the experimental procedures that necessitate refining the fMRI protocol.  
We suggest that the setup conditions of the future fMRI experiment should be changed in order to reduce 
unexpected effects and to use this protocol in future research on phonation and its disorders in order to 
understand when supraglottic compression is truly dysfunctional.  
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1. General results and discussion 
The pathophysiology of functional dysphonia is not fully understood 1-5. The major 
pathophysiological finding in patients with functional voice disorders has been that the hyoid and larynx 
positions are higher in such patients than in controls 6. Most recent studies have sought to recognize 
biomarkers of functional dysphonia. These studies have employed a variety of methods, such as 
paralaryngeal surface electromyography, mechanomyography, high-resolution manometry, and 24-h Dual-
probe pH-metry 3-5, 7-12. However, as yet no biomarkers or even any evidence for a primary biomechanical 
disturbance in patients with voice disorders have been reported in the literature; neither have significant 
differences in phonation-induced upper esophageal sphincter pressure or in electromyographic activity of 
submental, infrahyoidal, and sternocleidomastoid muscles between MTD patients and normal speakers 
been detected 3, 4, 13. A better understanding of CNS control of voice might help to establish biomarkers and 
lead to the development of better diagnostic and treatment programs for patients with functional voice 
disorders. However, improvement of clinical outcomes in the treatment seeking population of professional 
voice users remains an important goal. The current study is an important step toward better understanding 
of the neural mechanisms underlying the brain activity of phonation in healthy women (with or without 
singing experience) and women with MTD. This study is the first in the field that has attempted to link 
routine voice diagnostic measures (i.e. perceptual, acoustic and aerodynamic) to brain imaging data in order 
to closely examine the relationship between current clinical voice measures and the underling neural 
mechanism of voice disorder in MTD. Information obtained from this study may enable the development of 
improved diagnostic and treatment programs for patients with functional voice disorders.  
The ultimate goal of the research in both this study and the field in general is to explain the 
neurophysiological mechanism of laryngeal control of normal phonation and disordered phonation in 
functional voice disorders. In this regard, the VNS study focused on the VN as a possible channel for 
sensory stimuli relevant to phonation control. In fact, VNS served as a useful human model to illustrate the 
relevance of sensory stimuli on vocal changes and vocal control, which may be the same mechanisms 
underlying the symptoms of MTD patients. A series of fMRI studies of brain activity in healthy women 
(with or without singing experience) and in women with MTD were performed to establish a correlation 
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between brain reactivity and vocal tasks with the goal of determining neurological biomarkers that may 
define this pathological vocal behavior. Since neuroplastic change in the brain is an important mechanism 
that supports vocal learning and adaptation, sensory stimuli such as upper respiratory infection, second-
hand smoke, LPR, significant vocal demands, or stressful life events might influence this neuroplasticity. 
We hypothesized that compared with healthy controls, MTD patients may have altered brain activities 
related to phonation control. Moreover, the authors hypothesized that the mechanism of vocal learning and 
adaptation46 explains vocal hyperfunction during phonation in MTD patients. The implementation of 
neuroplasticity-based therapeutic training programs could be efficient in normalizing phonation and 
phonation control in MTD patients.  
The goals of this study were: (1) to determine the vocal characteristics of patients treated with 
VNS in comparison with healthy controls; (2) to investigate brain activity during phonation in women with 
MTD in comparison with healthy controls using a specific fMRI protocol; and (3) to detect brain activity 
during phonation in healthy female singers with normal vocal characteristics and supraglottic compression 
using the specific fMRI protocol.  
The first purpose was to determine the influence of VNS on vocal characteristics. 
VNS has recently become an area of interest in the study of regulation of  cortical plasticity14, 15. 
The VN contains 80% “afferent” (sensory) fibers carrying information from the body to the brain. 
Moreover, the larynx is mainly innervated by the SLN and the RLN from the VN. In the brainstem, the 
sensory afferent fibers terminate in the NTS, which then send fibers that connect directly or indirectly to 
different brain regions. These regions include the dorsal raphe nuclei, the locus coeruleus, the amygdala, 
the hypothalamus, the thalamus, the periaqueductal gray, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the orbitofrontal 
cortex. Previous fMRI studies have reported activation of these areas during VNS 16-33. Many of these 
regions respond to and modulate phonation, e.g., the insula, the periaqueductal gray, the anterior cingulate 
cortex, the somatosensory cortices, the thalamus, and the prefrontal cortex. We evaluated 13 epileptic 
patients with implanted left VN stimulators. The main purpose of this study was to determine the objective 
and subjective vocal characteristics of patients treated with VNS. We hypothesized that, compared with 
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healthy controls, patients treated with VNS may have a significant decrease in objective vocal quality 
(decreased DSI value) together with disordered perceptual vocal characteristics and an impact of the voice 
disorder on QOL. Moreover, a significant correlation between the amount of stimulation and the presence 
of disturbed acoustic parameters was hypothesized.  
Subjective (auditory-perceptual evaluation and VHI) and objective (aerodynamic, vocal range, and 
acoustic measurements and determination of the DSI) measurements were used to evaluate vocal quality in 
subjects with VNS under three different conditions (at rest and during normal and raised stimulation) and in 
the age- and gender-matched control group. 
The VHI questionnaire revealed significant differences between the scores of the subjects with 
VNS and the control group in their self-perceived physical, functional, and emotional aspects of their vocal 
quality and on their QOL. However, the results of the subjects with VNS revealed the absence of an impact 
of their self-perceived vocal characteristics on their QOL. The absence of an impact of their self-perceived 
vocal characteristics on their QOL by means of the VHI score was not reflected in either the perceptual 
judgment (mean G2 R2 B1 A0 S0 I0) and the objective DSI value of – 2.4 (corresponding with a DSIof 
26%). The auditory-perceptual impression of a moderate vocal disorder with the presence of a moderate 
roughness and slight breathiness was confirmed by the presence of a vocal quality value of – 2.4 in the 
subjects with VNS under resting conditions (no stimulation). A significant difference with the control 
group with a G0 R0 B0 A0 S0 I0, reflecting no perceptual vocal disorders, and DSI value of +3.5 
(corresponding with a DSI of 85%) was measured. Analysis of the individual components of the DSI 
revealed that the primary variables responsible for the difference in DSI value between the subjects with 
and without VNS were the MPT (seconds), the jitter (%), and the F-high (Hz). The MPT is significantly 
shorter, the jitter percentage is significantly greater (reflecting more hoarseness), and the F-high is 
significantly lower in subjects with VNS.  
Comparison of the acoustic parameters of the VNS and control voice samples under the three 
conditions revealed a significant difference in the F0; the higher the stimulation, the higher the F0 . Several 
different muscle actions are involved in raising vocal F0. The most important intrinsic laryngeal muscle 
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responsible for elongation of the vocal cords is the CT muscle. However, tension of the TA muscle and 
activity of the PCA muscle are also needed. The presence of complaints related to vocal change and QOL 
in patients undergoing VNS complaints may be caused by stimulation of the SLN and RLN and thereby 
excitation of either the afferent and/or efferent nerve fibers of the laryngeal system. Although these results 
should be viewed as preliminary, they suggest that the VN is a conduit for afferent and/or efferent signals 
that can influence phonation. Examination of the impact of VNS on the vocal characteristics enabled 
assessment of voice alteration by mimicking functional voice disorders that develop as a result of VNS and 
thereby, possibly, stimulating neural plasticity in the brain. Moreover, the results of this study have also 
informed a series of fMRI studies of brain activity associated with pitch adaptation during phonation in 
healthy women without voice disorders and in women with MTD.  
The second purpose was to investigate brain activity during phonation in women with MTD in 
comparison with healthy controls using a specific fMRI protocol. 
This study has proposed a blocked design fMRI experiment to investigate CNS control of voice 
with emphasis on laryngeal control of phonation. We implemented an experimental paradigm consisting of 
sustained phonation of the sound /i/ and prolonged exhalation tasks. The phonation tasks were designed to 
explore the interplay between respiratory and laryngeal control during phonation, whereas the exhalation 
tasks explored respiratory control separately. Additionally, the phonation tasks revealed the neural control 
associated with changes in respiratory and laryngeal adjustments to obtain vocal pitch modulations 
(comfortable and high). High pitch phonation produced at high intensity relies on maximal muscular 
activity of the intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal muscles and the respiratory system. We hypothesized that a 
primary region related to the activation associated with vocal pitch (comfortable and high) 
adaptation/modulation would be the auditory cortex, more specifically the STG34-40. We also hypothesized 
that it would be observed by using the proposed fMRI protocol. We focused on the STG because it has 
been identified as an area of integration for sensory input and motor output during phonation34, 35, 
specifically during error detection and correction involved in pitch processing34, 36-39. Furthermore, the STG 
is involved in auditory-vocal integration and processing of predicted and actual vocal output40. We 
investigated brain activity during phonation in sixteen healthy female subjects (mean age: 24.3 years, age 
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range: 21 – 28 years) without voice disorders using the proposed fMRI protocol. All steps of fMRI data 
preprocessing and analysis were performed using the BrainVoyager QX Version 2.4 software package 
(Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) 41. Activation maps were generated by thresholding the 
statistical maps using the false discovery rate (FDR) approach (q(FDR)<0.05)42. 
This experiment relied on the identification of brain regions important to phonation and exhalation 
control 34, 37, 39, 41, 43-45. Robust activation during phonation was observed in several of these regions, 
including the bilateral precentral gyrus, the SFG, the posterior cingulate gyrus, the STG, the MTG, the 
insula and cerebellum, the left IFG, the right cingulate, the lingual gyrus, and the thalamus. Several regions 
were also indicated during prolonged exhalation, including the bilateral precentral gyrus, the cerebellum, 
the right lingual gyrus, thethalamus, and the left supramarginal gyrus. Additionally, comparison of 
phonation (comfortable, high-pitched) tasks with prolonged exhalation tasks revealed activation in the 
bilateral STG and the insula. Activities in the bilateral STG and the right insula were greater in the case of 
high-pitched phonation, possibly reflecting a necessity for increased activity for the production of a higher 
frequency sound. Moreover, activity in the left midbrain PAG was present during the high pitch task, 
possibly reflecting a need for increased activity to process sensory input from higher vocal frequencies.  
The results of this study showed that a blocked design fMRI paradigm is effective for the 
detection of a widespread set of cortical and sub-cortical regions associated with phonation and exhalation 
control in healthy people. Moreover, the results of this study enabled the implementation of the proposed 
blocked design fMRI experiment as a template for future research on the neural evaluation of phonation 
and its disorders. 
To detect altered brain activity during phonation in women with MTD with the specific fMRI 
protocol, brain activity was investigated during phonation in women with MTD in comparison with healthy 
controls. We hypothesized that compared with healthy controls, MTD patients would have altered brain 
activities related to phonation control. Moreover, it was hypothesized that the mechanism of vocal learning 
and adaptation46 explains vocal hyperfunction during phonation in MTD patients. Ten patients with MTD 
(mean age: 33,2 years, age range: 21 – 47 years) and fifteen healthy (mean age: 24.3 years, age range: 21 – 
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28 years) female, right-handed, native Flemish-speakers with no history of neurological or psychiatric 
disease participated in the study. All fMRI data preprocessing and fMRI data analysis (intragroup and 
intergroup) were performed using the BrainVoyager QX Version 2.4 software package (Brain Innovation, 
Maastricht, The Netherlands) 41. Activation maps were generated by thresholding the statistical maps under 
the following conditions: P<0,001, 10 voxels, and uncorrected 47. Comparison of two groups (MTD versus 
healthy) was performed using a "combined maps" approach (P<0.001, 10 voxels, uncorrected) and a 
subtraction approach48-50 for fMRI data analysis of the comfortable phonation, high-pitched phonation and 
prolonged exhalation as well as for the comparisons between conditions of phonation and prolonged 
exhalation. 
Brain activation during phonation was observed in the bilateral precentral gyrus, the right SFG, 
the MFG and IFG, the lingual gyrus, the cingulate gyrus, the STG, the thalamus (ventral posterior lateral 
nucleus), and the bilateral cerebellum in both groups. Brain activation during exhalation was observed in 
the bilateral precentral gyrus, the cingulate gyrus, the right lingual gyrus, and the bilateral cerebellum in 
both groups. These results are corroborated by an fMRI study by Loucks et al. 50. 
Comparison of phonation (comfortable, high-pitched) tasks with prolonged exhalation tasks 
identified activation in the bilateral STG and insula in both groups. However, analysis of fMRI data from 
high-pitched phonation compared to comfortable phonation did not reveal any significant differences in 
brain activation for either group. 
Comparison of phonation tasks in the two groups (MTD versus healthy) revealed higher brain 
activities during phonation (comfortable pitch, high-pitched) in the precentral gyrus, the inferior, middle 
and superior frontal gyrus, the lingual gyrus, the insula, the cerebellum, the midbrain, and in laryngeal 
motor control-related areas of the in the MTD group. Areas with lower activation during phonation 
(comfortable, high-pitched) were observed in the cingulate gyrus, the MTG and STG, and the inferior 
parietal lobe in the MTD group in comparison with healthy controls. No differences were observed 
between the two groups regarding exhalation control. Comparison of prolonged exhalation tasks in the two 
groups (MTD versus healthy) indicated a completely overlapping pattern of responses in the cerebral 
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regions mentioned above. Furthermore, comparison of phonation (comfortable and high-pitched) tasks with 
prolonged exhalation tasks in the two groups (MTD versus healthy) revealed areas with higher activation in 
the middle and superior frontal gyrus, and midbrain in the MTD group and areas with lower activation in 
the left middle temporal gyrus for comfortable phonation and in the right inferior parietal lobe for high-
pitched phonation in the MTD group. 
In patients with MTD, these altered (higher/lower) brain activities may result in laryngeal tension 
and voice symptoms. However, while this experiment was not able to provide evidence supporting internal 
representations/neural ‘models’ of the sensorimotor transformations changes, this experiment did provide 
evidence for altered neural correlates of phonation in MTD. In our study, altered neural activities were 
present during phonation in MTD patients in comparison with healthy controls, hypothetically supporting 
the theory that neural models provide a possible explanation for MTD and particularly for imbalanced 
laryngeal muscle activation in MTD. In MTD, abnormal sensory feedback (such as poor voice quality) may 
trigger the neural ‘models’ to stimulate new patterns of muscle activation and alter sensory perception 
(Figure 6.1). In particular, abnormal sensory feedback generates an error signal between the prediction of 
the sensory outcome of phonation and the incoming sensory feedback. The error signal updates the neural 
‘models’ that in turn generate corrective commands to the motor controller and thus changes sensory 
perception (Figure 6.1). Altered descending motor cortical signals stimulate laryngeal motorneurons in the 
brainstem which might result in excessive tension 15of the laryngeal muscles or recruit muscles that are not 
ordinarily active. Simultaneously, altered sensory perception makes the brain insensitive to the normal 
feedback even when irritants are no longer present. Thus, pathophysiology of MTD may be viewed as a 
processing of abnormal sensory information through an intact internal prediction/correction mechanism that 
results in the update or creation of new neural ‘models’that alter muscle activation patterns and open 
sensory channels for abnormal sensory inputs. In this study, the lower neural activity in  sensory control-
related areas such as the STG, the MTG, and the inferior parietal lobe may reflect the suppression in these 
areas that makes the brain insensitive tonormal feedback. We also suggest that neuroplastic changes 51, 52 in 
the brain areas responsible to phonation control 53 may cause the symptoms of MTD. Furthermore, such 
updated neural ‘models’ generate corrective commands to the motor controller resulting in altered 
descending motor cortical signals. In our study, higher neural activity in the laryngeal motor control-related 
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areas such as the precentral gyrus, the SFG, the MFG, the IFG, the midbrain, the brainstem, and the 
cerebellum alters descending motor cortical signals and stimulates laryngeal motorneurons in the brainstem 
that may be responsible for laryngeal tension and voice symptoms in patients with MTD.  
 
Figure 6.1 Diagram of laryngeal neural control in muscle tension dysphonia (modified from a neural model of 
vocalization proposed by Zarate54). In MTD, sensory stimulation associated with phonation is altered (indicated by red 
glowing arrows) and may trigger changes in the neural ‘models’: the mismatch between actual sensory information and 
prediction of the sensory outcome of motor commands (i.e. how it should feel) indicates an error signal (red glowing 
box). The error signal updates the neural ‘models’ that in turn generate corrective commands to the motor controller as 
well as alter sensory perception. The updated or new neural ‘models’ may support the symptoms of MTD by altering 
motor cortical commands in the areas responsible to motor control (e.g. the LMC, IFG) and changing sensory 
perception (changes in sensitivity) in the areas responsible to sensory control (e.g. the STG). 
The third purpose was to detect brain activity during phonation in healthy female singers with 
supraglottic compression using the specific fMRI protocol. 
Patients with vocal problems (e.g. functional dysphonia) often have limited pitch ranges due to 
laryngeal compression and postural problems during phonation 6, 55-57. Moreover, recent studies have 
demonstrated that laryngeal compression may be a regular laryngeal behavior during normal speaking and 
singing 58-66. However, to date no studies have been able to identify neural biomarkers that determine 
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supraglottic compression and help to understand whether laryngeal compression is either a dysfunctional or 
a normal laryngeal behavior.  
This pilot study evaluated the feasibility for the use of fMRI to detect brain activation during 
phonation in healthy female singers with supraglottic compression. Four healthy female classical singers 
(mean age: 26 years, age range: 22-33) participated in the study. The average duration of voice training of 
the subjects was 8,25 years, with a range of 5-12 years. All steps of fMRI data preprocessing and fMRI 
group data analysis were performed using the BrainVoyager QX Version 2.4 software package (Brain 
Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) 41. Activation maps were generated by thresholding the statistical 
maps using the false discovery rate (FDR) approach (q(FDR)<0.05) 41, 42. Group analysis indentified a 
significant primary effect of comfortable phonation in comparison with resting conditions in the right 
pre/postcentral gyrus, the left precentral gyrus, the bilateral middle frontal gyrus, the cingulate gyrus, the 
bilateral lingual gyrus, the bilateral STG extending to the inferior parietal lobe, the bilateral cerebellum, the 
brainstem. Significant effects of high-pitched phonation compared to resting conditions were also observed 
in the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus, the bilateral superior frontal gyrus, the cingulate gyrus, the right 
lingual gyrus, the bilateral STG, the thalamus, the cerebellum, and the brainstem. Increased activity in the 
bilateral SFG was observed during high-pitched phonation in comparison to the rest period. Group analyses 
revealed a significant primary effect of exhalation compared to the rest period in the bilateral precentral 
gyrus, the right lingual gyrus, the left supramarginal gyrus, the right thalamus, and the cerebellum. 
Comparing phonation (comfortable and high) and prolonged exhalation tasks revealed a significant primary 
effect of phonation in the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus and the STG.  
The results of these imaging studies have demonstrated that healthy female classical singers with 
supraglottic compression use the auditory, motor, frontal, parietal, and subcortical areas to control 
phonation. These areas are also used by other healthy people for the purpose of phonation control. 
Subtracting the outcomes for neural control of voluntary exhalation from those of phonation revealed 
significant brain activity in the bilateral pre/postcentral areas and the STG. In healthy female singers with 
supraglottic compression, brain activity in the pre/postcentral gyrus may be a biomarker of laryngeal 
supraglottic compression during phonation.   
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2. Strengths and limitations of the study 
This study of the impact of VNS on vocal characteristics has demonstrated that subjects with VNS 
had a disordered perceptual and objective vocal quality. During stimulation and especially during raised 
stimulation, the fundamental frequency was significantly increased. This is an example of the influence of 
neurological perturbation on vocal output. However, a limitation of the study is the absence of laryngeal 
videostroboscopic recordings that correlate with the perceptual characteristics and DSI values that were 
recorded during the investigation of the impact of VNS on the objective and subjective vocal 
characteristics. The use of laryngeal videostroboscopic evaluation was not possible in this vulnerable 
population. Also, a longitudinal study design (following the same subject before and several times after 
implantation) would have been a better choice but was not possible because of practical reasons. 
The study of CNS control of voice in healthy women and women with MTD has demonstrated 
that MTD patients use the auditory, motor, frontal, parietal, and subcortical areas for phonation control. 
Healthy people for the purpose of phonation control also use these brain areas. However, comparison of 
phonation tasks in the two groups (MTD versus healthy) revealed higher brain activities in the precentral 
gyrus, the inferior, middle and superior frontal gyrus, the lingual gyrus, the insula, the cerebellum, the 
midbrain, and the brainstem as well as lower brain activities in the cingulate gyrus, the superior and middle 
temporal gyrus, and the inferior parietal lobe in the MTD group. In patients with MTD, these altered 
(higher/lower) brain activities may result in laryngeal tension and voice symptoms.  
In our experiment, activity in the bilateral SFG was present during the high-pitch phonation task in 
both groups (MTD and healthy). We may only hypothesize that the reaction of the brain to external or 
internal stimuli may vary according to individual personality characteristics and/or behavior. Goldberg 
reported that when a personal emotional response was required, participants showed activity in the SFG – 
the brain region associated with self-awareness-related function67. In our experiment, activity in the 
bilateral SFG was present during the high-pitch phonation task, hypothetically reflecting greater emotional 
activity co-occurring with the greater vocal effort required to control high-pitched phonation. Moreover, the 
brain responds to environmental circumstances by creating neural circuits as needed (for example to 
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facilitate new learning or to cope with environmental stressors) and by pruning the neural pathways that are 
no longer used. Neural circuits are bolstered when people practice a new skill or new ways of reacting to a 
situation – the neural circuits become “hardwired” or preprogrammed into the brain. This is true for 
healthy, productive thoughts and behaviors, as well as for distressing or dysfunctional thoughts and 
behaviors. Future studies will be required in order to learn more about human brain activity in response to 
environmental (external) or systemic (internal) stimuli (such as motivational, affective, behavioral, and 
environmental conditions) and to examine the possible correlation between the behavior andpersonality 
types of patients with MTD and the pathophysiology of MTD. 
This study of CNS control of voice in healthy female singers with supraglottic compression has 
demonstrated a significant effect of phonation control in the bilateral pre/postcentral gyrus, and in the 
frontal, cingulate, superior and middle temporal gyrus, as well as in the parietal lobe, the insula, the lingual 
gyrus, the cerebellum, the thalamus, and the brainstem. These activation areas are consistent with previous 
reports using other fMRI protocols. In addition, a significant effect of phonation was found in the bilateral 
superior temporal gyrus, and the pre/postcentral gyrus. In healthy female singers with supraglottic 
compression, the brain activity in the pre/postcentral gyrus may be a biomarker of laryngeal supraglottic 
compression during phonation. 
The results of this study were also was employed to fine-tune the experimental design and to 
identify problems with the experimental stimuli and/or procedures. The fMRI study investigated CNS 
control of voice in healthy women, women with MTD, and healthy female singers with supraglottic 
compression under three conditions: comfortable pitch, high pitch, and prolonged exhalation. However, 
during the fMRI procedure there was no possibility to make audio recordings of phonations. Therefore the 
actual difference in F0 between high pitch and comfortable pitch could not be determined. In future 
research, we recommend the collection of voice recordings within the fMRI setup. Furthermore, voice 
recording during stroboscopy is necessary for the comparison of experimental data. Moreover, the 
phonation tasks did not reveal differences in brain activation between high-pitched and comfortable 
phonation in MTD patients and control subjects. In order to explore vocal pitch modulation control as well 
as to avoid major resonance and articulatory changes, the use of additional phonations of the vowel /a/ (first 
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resonance of 750Hz) are indicated instead of /i/ in order to obtain F0 values lower than the first (expected) 
resonance68.  
Moreover, fMRI measurements are particularly sensitive to motion artifacts. There are a number 
of sources of motion in fMRI experiments that may result in image artifacts, such as jaw and tongue 
motion, swallowing, and oral and pharyngeal muscle activity 69. These artifacts are extremely difficult to 
remove during fMRI data preprocessing. The development of event related sparse sampling was a 
significant technological advance allowing the use of fMRI for the study of speech, voice, and swallowing 
70. Sparse sampling fMRI is used for the presentation of auditory stimuli without contamination by acoustic 
scanner noise and for overt vocal responses without motion-induced artifacts in the functional time series. 
In the study performed by Hall et al.71 it was reported that the mean peak of response in sparse sampling 
fMRI was in 10.5 seconds after the stimulus onset, and that the mean latency of the haemodynamic 
maximum and minimum was 7.7 seconds and 8.1 seconds after stimulus onset and offset, respectively. In 
our study we used a blocked design with a continuous acquisition fMRI method of examination, which may 
also be viewed as a limitation of the study. We had no possibility to use sparse sampling fMRI due to a 
special protocol settings adapted to MTD patients. In our study, we used continuous fMRI as no auditory 
stimuli were used in the experiment. Moreover, the mean peak of response was 5-6 seconds (not 10 sec as 
in sparse sampling fMRI) after the stimulus onset. In our experiment, each of experimental tasks (phonation 
and exhalation) was explained to produce with the same oral posture/condition (with minimal jaw 
movements and oral muscles activity). The subjects underwent a 30-min training session prior to the 
scanning session in order to learn how to perform the tasks in a highly controlled manner with a minimum 
of head, lip, jaw, tongue, and body movement during the testing. Before the 30-min training session, the 
subjects were instructed how to perform tasks by an experienced speech therapist. The subjects were taught 
to keep their jaw slightly open and to keep their jaw, lips, and tongue motionless to minimize oral 
movements during all tasks.  
The monitoring of the execution of the tasks during fMRI was performed without an analysis of 
the voice samples and may be regarded as a limitation of the fMRI study. The audio systems in the fMRI 
recordings did not provide recording of voice samples. The project leader (S.C.) and MRI operator (M.K.) 
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monitored the execution of the tasks throughout the study through a control room speaker to assure that 
participants produced phonation tasks correctly. In addition, the noise cancelling MRI headphones and a 
noise cancelling microphone provided the highest level of fMRI noise reduction possible, allowing 
participants to self-monitor and adjust their tasks production. Moreover, participants were evaluated by the 
same experienced speech therapist, samples of voice based on the production of a sustained vowel /i/ were 
recorded and F0 for each subject was assessed. 
The fMRI method of examination cannot be routinely used at all hospitals since they requires a 
special diagnostic system, are complex, and expensive, and may be regarded as a limitation of the 
implementation in clinical practice of the fMRI study.  
3. Suggestions for future research 
Information obtained from this study may allow the development of improved diagnostic and 
treatment programs for patients with functional voice disorders. Based on the results of this study, future 
research should focus on the following main research directions.  
The first direction is the investigation of the impact of VNS on the intrinsic laryngeal muscles 
responsible for the increase of the vocal pitch. Comparison of the vocal characteristics of subjects with 
refractory epilepsy with and without VNS would have provided valuable information for the fMRI studies 
and is a subject for further research. 
The second direction for future research would be study of the central neuroplastic change 
mechanisms. The central neuroplastic change mechanisms can be measured by using electrophysiological 
recording methods, the auditory evoked potentials (AEPs). Brainstem AEPs to speech sounds are used as a 
biological marker of deficient auditory processing associated with language and learning disorders and 
mechanisms of plasticity in the auditory brainstem. However this method of examination cannot be 
routinely used for voice disorders as it requires modifications and the special diagnostic system of the fMRI 
to be applied to the study of voice. More affordable methods for study of abnormailities in the sensory 
gating mechanismin voice disorders must be proposed. It may be possible to explain the relationship 
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between current clinical voice measures and the underling neural mechanism of voice control and its 
disorder in dysphonia by linking routine voice diagnostic measures (i.e. perceptual, acoustic and 
aerodynamic) to a decrease in habituation of the P50 potentials and amplitude and latency of the P300 in 
patients with dysphonia.. From this perspective, AEPs may be used as a biological marker of deficient 
auditory processing associated with voice disorders and mechanisms of plasticity in the brain. 
Novel treatment programs for patients with functional voice disorders must be developed. A target 
of these programs includes the neuroplastic changes in the brain that underlie vocal learning and 
adaptation. We assume that plasticity-driven changes, if appropriately implemented, will significantly 
renormalize the brain system in ways that reestablish vocal behavior. For the development of  
neuroplasticy-based therapeutic training programs, in our study we have attempted to investigate brain 
activity during phonation and to describe specific biomarkers in MTD patients. 
In conclusion, future research in voice disorders should be focused on the study of brain regions 
using functional imaging techniques and electrophysiological recording methods. Functional and structural 
MRI methods have developed considerably in recent decades, and they may now be applied to study 
patients with voice disorders. Electrophysiological recording methods must be modified for voice 
diagnostics and may help to determine biomarkers of neuroplasticity in developing vocal skills and voice 
disorders as well as sensory gating disorders. An interdisciplinary study group including neurologists, 
otolaryngologists and speech pathologists, as well as experts in experimental design and statistical analysis 
will need to conduct and assess these investigations. Moreover, in therapeutic programs for patients with 
functional voice disorders, treatment strategies that result in renormalizing learning-control mechanisms of 
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